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I. INTRODUCTION 

Although political terrorism has captured headlines for almost 
~ decade, its main blows have spared the United states. The civil dis

turnance events of the 1960s in America are pale alongside the violence 

and sensationalism of European and Palestinian terror. However, with 

modern transportation, modern- anns, and il rising demand for public 

dttention, the reach of political terror is glQbal. Future terror 

could be directed against stronger, better defended American targets, 

including Anny installations. Total protection from terrorists is 

impossible; however, Science Applications, Inc. dedicated itself 'to 

finding the most practical and economical means to thwart terrorism 

on U.S. Arm installations. This study Pfovid~s ways for the 

Department of the Anny to upgrade policy and directives which 't/ill 

provide commanders and staffs at all levels with methods designed 

to deter terrorism, and if it occurs, to minimize its impacts on 

personnel and otht;>r resources vital to the Army's missions. The 

value of this study vlill not be in developing new knowledge, insights, 

or exotic formulae - its real worth must be measuredih helping to 

make practical decisions on allocation of limited resources to protect 

Army installations against terrorism. Money and people are in limited 

supply. Manpower and money costs may be minimized by judiciol\~ changes 

in policy, procedures, training and indoctrination. The SA! study 

team consistently sought to optimize use of existing resources be'fore 

invoking needs to commit additioEial resd'~rces. 
:l 

The first months of this study cd~centrated on collectionl, collation, 

and analysis of threat documentation, pollcy papers, directives, field 

trips CONUS and OCONUS, ,and preparation of a comprehensive threat al'lafysis. 

This was followed by a p,eriod ,Of not only contjnued in-depth research 

but evaluations and probability motchings of concepts for the develvj11l)ent 

of countermeasures. T\,lo surveys were completed in order ~p lend credence 
" ~,,' 

to emerging concepts, ,and visits to subject matter exper'ts were made to" fl 
( . 

round out theory and practical rr;ethods. These included intelligence 

agencies and metropolita~ police officials. 
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II. THE STUDY APPROACH 

To pt'event gaps in the study, and to prioriti ze study compo
nents, the SAl study team designed a detail ed matrix to provide a . 
structured analysis of the various aspects of countering terrorism 
on military (Army) installations. This was necessary in order to 
develop a better understanding of terrorism and development or 
appropriate countermeasures. Five basic analysis task categories 
were established, th~~e being: 

• 
• 

Cd s1 s Mallagement 
Awareness (Education and Training) 

• U.S. Army Capabilities (Personnel and Equipment) 

• Targets 
• Intelligence. 

These catego~les received analysis in three distinct orientations or 
phases: pre-event, event, and post-event. It was recognized early 
in the study that actions required for each phase were different 
prior to terroristic acts, during, and subsequent to the cr~":~ 

III. THREAT ANALYSIS 

SAL prepared an analysis of terrorist developments and actions 
focusing on information useful to understandings of possible future 
terror against the U.S. Ar·my. Py,·ovided with this report, at Appendix 
A is the analysis titled? ".Intermational, Transna.tional and Domestic 
Terror: !l Threat. ~nalysis". Thisdccument includes significant facts 
and key judgements, examples of which fol1Gw: 

D 

o 

Ther.e are more than 140 terror; s,~ organizations op
erating in 50 coun.tries, at least 13 of which are in 
the United States. Sit:ce1968, these organizations. 
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have conducted more than 900 operations, taking 800 
lives and wounding 1,700. Of total incidents, more 
than 300 involved US citizens or property as direct 

victims or targets • 

Between 1968 and 1975, there v/ere mm'e than 100 terrorist 
acts against DOD personnel and targets, , , in 1975, 
.of 28 acts against DOD, 9 involved US Army targets, 

" 
Among terrorist organizations OCONUS are the Baader-
Meinhof Gang (FRG) , tha,~apanese Red Army, the PLO Al-
Patah, the PFLP, Blac\<: Septemb~r, and the "Carlos" 
Group (transregional), 

i 6 Terror v/ill /lrobably continue at around 200 inci
dents annually, with 20-30 incidents against DOD 

installations. 

o Transnational terror·- that by groups NOT governf,d by 
sovereign states - will continue to pose the morf~ )1. 

seri ous threat,' 

@ Terrorists \-4i11 seize nuclear facilities more to obtain 
demands than steal or activate weapons, 

o Terrorist operational tactics will remain swift and 
violent by trained personnel. 

The actions of terrorist groups and their stated objectives 
imply the US Army will continue to be confronted with terrorist inci
dents. More ,probable are acts by indiviuual terrorists, individual 
domestic and transnational groups, and by cooperating domestic and 
transnational groups: Less probable arE!' acts by groups developed for 
I wa!,f~~c-b~"~;t-i o~~s "~h~se i ~-t~~;~ t;-~~~ . i n -~~-;'fl ict wi th those of 't'he-

United States. To counter either, the US Army w.f11 need policies 
and pli?I1S to maximize resources for approp):'iateintelligence, and 

tactical operat~ons. 
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• Inter-disciplinary crisis-management techniques will be 
required at command and "'!eld operational levels, and US Al'my law
enforcement and other designatad counter-terror forces will need to 
develop precis~ tactical applications for terrorist situations in-

" progress, to include specific rules of engagement and negotiating/ 
bargaining methods. Potential terrorist targets will have to be 
ident'ified and qualified •.. 7hese cOlllT1ents are not nevi. In fact, 
they parallel judgements expressed by the US Army's Request for 
Proposal (RFP) that resulted in this SAl study. They are defined 
here, however, as fact corroborated by the SA! Threat Analys~s 
descri bed abl)ve. Our; ng the COI!rse of the study, SAl engageJ 
these stated implications, so as to define potential targets and 
present recommended policy, planning mechanisms, organizational 
changes, and tactical con~iderations. 

Appendix H to this teport contains a dis~ussion paper 
pertaining to the CONUS threat. 

IV. CRISIS 't-1ANAGElItENi'" 

Predicting a terrorist group's intentions, with uny degree of 
accuracy, is dependent upon accurate intelligence. Hith the highly 
restrictive policies concerning intelligence gathering activities, 
the filing and retention of info·rmation, a capability to forecast 
or predict terrorist intentions with any accuracy does not exist. 
Even if this capability did exist terrorist acts could not be. 
positi¥ely prevented. Rather, the probability for success would 
go down \,/hile the risk for th~ terrorist wouid go up •. \~ithout 
adequate intelligence ther-a will be little leadtime, if any, 
leaving little specific forewarning of a terrorist attack or other 

h 

disruptive activity. There must be a.~re-determined plan fer 
managing the CI"isis created by a terrorist attack and the plan 
must be able to be placed into effect as expeditious~y as possible. 

4 
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SAl has developed an overall U.S. Army structui c r",,' terrorist 
crisis management. It can be implemented with existing personnel and 
equipment. It goes on to consider the national and international im
plications of terrorism. This is due to the political overtones of 
most terrorist acts whereby reacti0n to the situation can involve the 
milita'ry and U.S. Government at every level - from the responsible 
'individual at the SCf"ne to the President. The SAl devploped crisi~,v 
management structure covers: 

It Incident reflorting and transition to the terrorism crisis 
management structure. 

CI Terrorist c.rises occurring in the 50 U.S. stat€:s, terri" 
toriHS, ~nd possessions. 

G Terrorist crises occurring on U.S. installations in for
eign countries. 

This crisis management structure, if adapted, could be imple
,r.ented immediately a.t relatively little cost and is contained in 
Appendix B. 

V. FIELD OPERATING/COMBATIVE ORGANIZATION/TACTICS 

As stated earlier, terrorist situations include three (3) phases: 
pre-event, event, and rost-event. Of the three, it is the event pna~e 
that i ncl udes the 1 arger number of countermeasure actions and requll'e-
ments that demanded ,extensi ve research and analysis. To thi s. SA! staff, 
isolated findirogs related to the event-phase in order to develop recommended 
or9ariizat~onal and tactical MODELS'for use in creating procedures to countt;;r . , . 

. lterrorist acts on military installations. Findings, accrued through 
analysis of case studies and simulated, hypothesized terrorist sit
uations, in Addition to studies of TOE's/TDA's produced \llorkable 
organizational concepts and tactics within a ft'amework of realistic 

'costs. Documentation of these findings ~rt! currently incorporated 
in a study-component titled, "pield Counter-Terror OperC!,tions: 

~ ...... ~ .. ""._'" ........... ~. - .. _ ..... -, --
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Organizational and Tactical ~IODELS" and is contained in Appendix C. 
This component focuses on the following event-phase matters: 

o . Task-Forcing/Organizing 
• Command and Control 
o Command'relationships and problems of jurisdiction 
o The Decision-Making process 
, Intelligence collection, analysis and dissemination 
o Negotiating 
• .care and Safety of Hostages 
II Tactics (assault ... security) 
o Commun i ca t ions 
Q Liaison with r~edia and Publ ic Officials 
e Support (logistics) 

Below are highlights of the component's Cl:r"ent directions: 

Study of current u.S. Army' capabil iti es bal anced agai rlst an 
analysis of current and projected (1983) terrorist threats conclude 
that within assigned U,S. Army TOE/iDA 1aw-enforcement organizations 
suffi ci ent assets exi st to form on-ca 11 counter-terror forces. To 
establish ne\>1 force-structures and create additional permanE:nt TOE
spaces would be to exaggerate the terrorist threat and underrate the 
capacity of :ni1itary police units to implement countenneasures. This 
does not mean, however, that contingency plans for utilization'of 
combat task-forces to counter the less-expected but more violent act 
should not b~ developed. 

VI. AWARENESS-EDUCATION AND TRAINiNG 

An overall program of education and traini~g to create awareness 
of the terrorist threat and countermeasures has been developed and is 
containF.d in Appendix D. Pre-conceived notions, varied perceptions,_ 
and cOlilmon misllnderstandings tend to create unnecessary and unproductive 

\ ' , 

actions or expenditure of resources. This point was"i1lustrated in an 
article which appeared in the Novembel' 22, 1976 issue of the Washington 
Post extracted as follows: 
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"American Companies Act Against Terrorism in Iran 

American companies' in Iran are taking steps to set up 
a joint defense against terrurism in a project promoted 
by the U.S. Embassy ..• There is nothing a company 
can do to isolate itself from terrorists no matter 
how much money it spends. The pro~osed s~curity 
committee would be valuab~ if it raises the awareness 
of businessmen about terrorism and helps them to under" 
stand the ~otives and operational methods of terrorists 
.•. A tendency to rely on elaborate security systems 
that companies might be persuaded to install would be 
dangerous . • • II 

,The overall awareness program is two pronged with many facets 
of each. ~irst, education of responsible individuals. The second . 
major effort would be training individuals in physical security, and 
other specialties, and to train reaction teams. A combination of 
education and training appears warX:.anted in order to G,chieve iJ well" 
balanced approach to countering ter~orism - both before and after the,. 
occurrence of such an act or incident. 

VII. INSTALLATION VULNERABIUrf DETERHINATION SYSTEM 

If one attempts to treat a military installation in a strict 
9.eneric category, and design countenneasures accordingjy, the result 
would be wasted resources in tenns of money and personnel. It is 
obvrous some installations are more vu'!nerable to terrorist activities 
than others. Duri ng the course of thi s study it was n.:>t practi ca 1 , 
nor was there ti~e or money, to survey and individually design counter .... 
measures for each U.S. Anny installation. Additionally, such indiVidual 
surveys would be valid only at the time,such a survey was conducted. 
Conditions change. Installations are opened and closed. Hhat is 
needed is a meas~ring device,which provides a continuous means for 
determining priorities or actions to be tdken in order to reduce any' 
installation 1 s vulnerability to terrorist acts. 
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The purpose of the installation vulnerability detenninatfon 
system contained in Appendix E is to provide a comparatiVe measuring 

device for the relative vulnerability of groups of'iMtallations to 

terrorist acts or i'ncidents. It is intended to be used as a staff l 

officer1s analytical tool to establish priorities of actions, and 

allocations of resources, to reduce t~e vulnerability while at the 

same time conserve manpower and money. The more vu1nerable iilsta.lla

tions should be directeA to take certain actions, and be allocated 

resources as approprtr~te, to'·,·edu.ce vulnerability. It is unnecessary 

and impractical for illl installations to be directed to take the same 
\' 

actions. This syste;n has purposely been kept relatively simple, does 

not involve sophisticated calculations, or highly sp~J;Vi1ized personnel 

tl) llse it. 

To determine the vulnerability ,of any given installation, in 

the absence of a specific threat based on hard intelligence, ten major 

factors are considered. These are broken down into subfactors and 

degrees I'tith a point value assigned. The major fact.ors considered 

are: 

e " Installation characteristics and sensitivity 
o Law enforcement resources 

• Distance from urban areas 

G Size of installation 

c Routes for access and egress 

e Area social environment 

t Prox)mity to borders 

e Distance from other U.S. military installations 

a Tarrain 

'-"'0 Corrmunications with next higher Gchelon 

It is readily apparent tha,t any' individual factor should not 

be a detenninent,in isolation of the other nine. There are obvious 

relationships bet.ween, the factors. The system works on a scale of 

0-100, whereby the higher the value the higher the vulnerability. 
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Again, this is a system that can be used in the absence of a speeific 
threat based on hard int,elligence (a condition that has. proven'to be 
unlikely). If a 0peGific threat against'a given targ2t, or targets, 
were provided then specific countermeasures can be developed to meet 
that threat. 

To establish the quantitative values for the major factors, "' 
two j,ndependent judgemental processes were used with a combining off 
these processes in order to provide a degree of confidence to the 
values used. First, the SAl study team, while developing the system, 
applied values based on its experience ilnd judgement. Second, a group 

\' ~ , 

exper'iment was conducted. In selectil).g\(the group it was desired that 
.' ,\\ 

the parti ci pants be in the mil itary 1 aw enforcement fi e 1 d, have between 
5 and 10 years service, and that they not have a current assignment 
to an installation. The officer's--advance class, in an academic 
environment at the U.S. Army ~1ilitary Police School, provided an ideal 
group. Out of 58 s~udents participating, 50 valid responses were used to 
analyze and the 50 valid responses represented a total of 235 years of law 
enforcement experience. After analysis, the findings of the experiment 
were matched to the initial SAl values, and while no great disparities 
occurred, the SAl values were influenced and changed accordingly .. 
The breakdown of the quantitative values is contained in Appendix E. 

VIII. THE "INTELLIGENCE" PROBLEM 

To ascertain existing strength; weaknesses and needs in the 
utilization of intelligence factors and assets, SAl staff studied 
intelligence support organizations, directives and operations, and 
conducted interviel'ls with officials functioning in intelligence 
positions. Analyses of terrorists events t and the intelligence or 
lack of intelligence preceding these events, were also conducted. 
Overriding throughout:was an obvious ana often-stated conclusion: 

I 

"Adequate intelligence is one of the 'highest priority requirements 
in preventing and coping with terrorism. II 
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TwO' other matters, which place constraints on development of 
effective intelligence, are as follows: 

• ' The Privacy Act of 31 December 1974 has 1 imited agendes' 
ability to protect records pertaining to individuals, as . 
defined by 5 USC 552a (a)(2), which are generated during 
the course of conducting the business of the agency. 
While FederallaVl enforcement agencies have been exempted 
from disclosure of the information itself, as well as 
many other provisions of the Act with the approval of the 
agency head, the mere acknowledgement of the existence of 
a record may be suffici~nt basis for the individual to 
compromise its value, initiate litigation and hamper the 
agency's efforts to corroborate and prevent a criminal 
act. EO 11905 (February 1976) has placed constraints on 
intelligence g~therillg leading to concern that valuable 
information on terrorists may be denied those tasked with 
the responsibility for countering radical acts of violence. 

There are indications that DOD and DA directives and 
regulations which serve as implementors of the above 
"Act" and "Order II have been misinterpreted at field 
levels, that is, restl'ictions on intelligence collec-
tion have been exaggerated, in some cases practically 
el'iminating the intell igence coll ection effort. 

A more detailed explanation of the intelligence problem exists 
in an analysis prepared by this contract's Principal Investigator. 
Mr. Rowland B. Shriver, Jr., advanced copies of which were forwarded 
to some members of the Study Advisory Group through the COTR. This 
paper is provided herewith as Appendix F. 

10 
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IX. ·REV lEW OF REGUl.ATIO~S AND POLICY 

During the course of th'e SAl study there were comRrehensive 
reviews of regulations and publications,. both in effect and in draft. 
promulgated at variol,ls levels of command. At Appendix G are cOl1l1ients 
6n some of the most pertinent directives, pa,rticularly the Draft DoD 
Handbook 2000.12, Subject: Protection of Department Cif Defens'(: Per
sonnei Against TenAorists Acts. In addition, assistance was provided in 

developing Army Regulation 190-XX, SUBJECT; Countering Terrorism and 
Other Major Disturbances on Military Installations. This new regula
tion and an associated DA Pamphlet and/or Field Manua'l incorporating 
policies and procedures developed during this study should provide 
the Army with a strong program for countering terrorism, and other 
major disruptions, on its installations. 

X. RESEARCH AND DEVElOPMENT 

The U.S. Army Material Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM) 
, llses a system of project managers to manage major research and development 

p\'ograms. There are approximately 58 such p.roject managed weapons/equip-
II 

ment system!>. These are. for the ~l~.~;t;)part, major items to improve the 
combat capability of the Army. Law enforcement equipment is not 
included \'i.ithin any of the major research and development programs 
primarily because of relatively small dollar cost of individual items 
and its primary purpose does not contribute to enhancing combat read;
ness. 

The International Association of Chief; of Police (IACP) is 
establishing standards for items of commercial law enforcement equip
ment. Rather than embarking on a major, independent and expen~;'ve 
de\\elopment program, the Army should use the standards established 

. ' 
by the civilian law enforcement se·ctor., This techl!.ological transfer 
from civilian to military has obvious monetary advantages. 

I) 
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The u.s. Army Military Police School shuuld develop revised 
COll1l1on Table df Allowances reflecting law el1fq~cement equipment stan
dardized by the lACP and determined to be suitable for military law 
enforcement purposes. 

I~stal1ation Provost Marshal should review the installation 
Tables of 'Distribution and Allowances to determine commercial items 
nf law enforcement equipment for inclusion and would be tailored to the 
needs of the speciiC'i\~ installation. This would then provide a basis 
for programming and budgeting for local procurement. 

XI. HISCELLANEOUS 

Appendix. H contains various documents that were developed 
,during the course of the study. They are included in the final report 
as they provide additional insight to the comprehensive research that 
was conducted during this study. These documents are: 

~ Perceiving the Terrorist Threat in CONUS, This paper treats 
(l) characterizations about US terrorist groups \'/hich can 
be drawn from their current period of silence, and (2) ~ 

constraint placed upon law-enforcement and other agencies 
in the U.$.lyhi'ch precludes development of accurate terrorist 
intent prior to an act. 

o SUll1l1ary of Field Visits - During October and November 1976 

the SA! study team made visits to the following U.S. Army 
i nsta 11 ations: 

Fort McNair, Washington, D. C. 
Seneca Army Depot, New York 
Fort Rucker, Alabama 
Fort McLelian, Alabama 

i,Fort Bragg, North Carolina 
IUSAREUR, Heidelberg, ~iesau, Kriegsfeld and 

Frohn-Muhle 
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These visits proved to be invaluable in 'collecting infor-' 
nation, personal views concerning counter-terrorism, and 
absorbing the nature of the problems faced by responsible 
individuals at installation level. This "grass roots" input 
was vital ;n the fo~mulation of realistic policies, concepts i 

and methods to counter terrorism on military itlstall~t1ons. 
A general observation concerning the visits was that the 
outstanding cooperation and inter'est displayed by those 
individuals contacted greatly enhanced this information 
collection effort. Another overall observation is that many 
excellent ind'ividual efforts arE~ being made to'cope with the 
problem but all seemecP to be lo~king for a total coordi'nated 
Army program. The highlights of each visit are contained 
in P.ppendix H. 

.. ... ~ .. ~--
~ Aliens in Nuclear Duty PositiDns. A finding that 

resulted from a visit to an installation was con
sidered to be sufficiently serious to warrant 
immediate reporting along with recommendations 
for correct.ive action. A memorandum dated 
26 October, 1976, Subject: ~Aliens in Nuclear 
Duty Positions" was provided the Contracting 
Officer l s Technical Represe'!ltative and a copy is 
contained in Appendix H. 

e Survey Questiono~ire - Preparatory to evaluating 
the vulnerability of U.S. Army installations, and 
de~eloping possible changes in policies, SAl per-
sonne 1 made vi s i ~~ to se 1 ected i nsta 11 a ti ons both 
in CONUS and EUI"ope. Due to budgetary and time 
constraints it was not p,ossible to make as many 
visits as considered necessary to. gain a good 
sample. Consequently, the Study Advisory Group 
recommended a survey questionnaire be developed 
Clnd'sent to certain install~tions. The question
naire .\'Ias prepared; however, ,unforeseen staffing 
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difficulties precluded sending the survey to the , 
selected installations. As a result, it was decided 
to prepare the survey for presentation to the atten
dees at the Law Enforcement Conference held at the' 
U. S. Anny Mil itary Po 1 ice Schoo 1. Ft. t4cCl e 11 an; 
Alabama 1-3 ~1arch 1977. 

While only 12 responses (approximately 17%) were returned 
for analy~is it is believed that it represents a va'/id 
S~mple. This view is based on the wide variance of 
current law enforcement responsibilities of the respon
dents. It should be noted that not ali respondents 
addressed every question which accounts for the variance 
in the number of responses to each qUestion shown in 
Appendi x H. Hhil e each reader of thi s repOl't can dr'aw 
his own conclusions by reading the detailed responses to 
th~ survey questions at Appendix H there are some overali 
impressions summarized below. 

G a There is a wide variance in perception of the terrorist 
threat to Army installations. 

~ 0 There is a divided opinion on the role of Militai~ 
Pol ice versus CID in I'esponding to acts of terror; sm. 

o @ Ther.e is general agreement on lack of policy guidance 
in countering terrorism . 

• 0 . There are varying degrees of emergency plans developed 
at instarlation level. 

a 0 There appears to be a lack of understanding, or 
- appr~ciation, of jurisdictional problems associated 

with acts of terrorism. 

~ III There is lfttle or no appreciation that an actual 
' .. errorist act on a milita,ry installation can Qe 
escalated quickly to the .national level rather 
than being containea at the installation. 

14 
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XII. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the results of this study, it is reco/Tl"!:;;;ded that: () 

- A pol icy statement del ineating "'terrori sm as a crime, and 
~ , 

coping with terrorism a law enf6:\cemen; function be issued. 
The DeSPER (DAPE-HRE) shou'ld be d\'esignated as the DA staff 

~\ 
element responsible for coping w.it~ terrCrism. 

:\ 
- Department of the Army consider ini~~ating action to update 

the existing Memorandum of Understanding between Department 
of Justice and Department of Defense, with emphasls on 
jurisdictional and support responsibilities during terrorist 
crises. This then- \'Iould serve as a basis for local agree
ments between installations and FBI field offices. a re
quirement which should be dictated by Army Regulation. 

- The crisis management ~lan (Appendix B) be implemented as 
soon as possible after )'equired staffing and coordination. 

- The OrganizatiO!!al and Tactical Models for Field Counter
Terror Operations, contained in Appendix C, be incorporated 
in a Field Manual. 

- The Awareness Program, contained in Appendix D, be imple
mented by Training and Doctrine Corrrnand. 

- The Installation Vulnerability System, c~ntained in Appendix 
E,be considered for.use as a tool for staff plallning. 

- The U.~. Army Military Police School develop revised Conmon 
Tables of Allowances reflecting corrrnerdal 'items of law 
enforcement equipw'3nt standardized by the International As
so~iation of ~hief~ of Police, and determined to be suitable 
for military law enforcement purposes. 

- All installation Provost Marshals review the installation 
Tabl e of Distribution and Allowances to determine conmer:cia 1 
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items of' la\,1 enforcement equipment for inclusion. tailored 
to the r ~s of the specific installation. 

- The case study conc.erning aliens, contained in Appendix H, 
be forwarded to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comp
troller) with a recommendation that DoD Directive 5210.42, 

, "Nuclear Weapon Personriel Reliability Program" include a 
requirement that an i.ndividual must be a U.S. citizen to 
qualify for entry into the Personnel Relia,",ility Program. 

-' The Service Secretaries and Commanders at all levels 
shoUld institute a comprehensive review of all policies, 
directives, and regu1atio"ns responsibilities of -
and restrictions placed upon - intelligence gathering 
agencies to remo¥e "safe-siding ll that inhibits exercise 
of full investigative/"intel1igence authority authorized 
by the Privacy Act and Exec Order 11905. 

Commanders at all levels should require of their 
intelligence agencies the positive execution of 
inte11igence activities authorized under the Privacy 
Act and the Executive Order. monitor compliance and 
punish individual abuses. 

- Pc comprehensive study should be accomplished I'lhich 
evaluates the present restrictions on intelligence 
gathering with the objective of submitting new 
legislation, if elJpropriate. pemitting the gathering 
of intelligen~e sufficient to protect society while 
protecting individual rights. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. GenE;rli 

. APPENDIX A 

THREAT AtIALYSIS 

Analysts pOint out more terror occurs 'Sn sUlTtller than I'linter, 
that specific 'events- trigger increases, but to predict a day and a 

target for it is impossible without "street" intelligence. SAl has not 

attempted to develop a calendar of future terror, but instead realistic 

de1iverables - ml:!asured probabilities based on inputs which uncover 
decidedly that terror will/or will not occur in the broad sense, at 

what intensity levels, and in \'1hat form. 

B. Scop~ - .. -.-
1. Framing. Behind this analysis is a need to develop fea

sible alternatives for US Army cOlJntermea$ures against terrorism. Of 

the incidents between 1968 and 1976, less than ten percent occurred 

on US military installations. If SA! were to focus only on these,. 

there would be insufficient data to develop probabilities. Thus, other 
places where terrorists have acted served as base-line areas fm· study. 

~letroPQlitM pockets of the US, ~lestern Europe, the f4iddle E~.st and 

L~tin America have had terrorist act~vities that offer wide spectrums 
!J'( information applicable to probable events on US ,Army installations. 

Today, there are more than 140 terrorist groups. To analyze 

each is pointless. It is unlikely certain terrorists Wi.ll impact on 

US Army installations, and in their actions not a great deal can be 

learned that cannot be learned through study of others. Terrorist 
organizations this Analj'3is deals ~/ith ~re those which acted upon 

US Army installations and those whi(~h have not, but have gained 

-recognition worldwide as effective terrorists, whose actions and 

chat·acter'fstics provide data for learning the state of the art -

;ooti ves, objecti ves; modus operaJldi. 
'. ' 
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This analysis covers geographical,spectrums of terrorist 
acts, which afe -

o Global 
(I Regional (hemispheric, e.g., terror 'in Latin America, 

or the Middl~ East) 
8 National (a single country) 
o Local (a city or county) 

- urban 
- rural 

I Installations 

- DoD 
- Other US Government 

e Targets 
- material (buildings, houses, aircraft) 
- human 

2. Defining. In readings on terrorism, the lack of common 
definition for repeatedly-used terms is evident. Tertor, Terrorist 
words used frequently--have different meanings as used by different 
government officials. A need for standardization exists. so that SAl 
and those who would extract value from this Analysis could perceive 

.. descriptive tenns in much the same way. Part III, this document, 
includes a glossary of tenns. 

3. Selecting. It would teem impractical to begin this, 
project without fi rst sorti ng out sUbject-components. ~Jhat is 
terrorism in terms of objective's or events that cause it to exist? 
The question assisted SAl in recognizing one type terror from another, 
especially ;n categorizing them for study. Type~ of terror are ex
plained in Part IV, Overview and Findings. 

I . 

4. Qualifying. Each major- CONUS and OCONUS terrorist group 
has been assessed to develop whole capability structures from which 
probability factors evolved. This document profilesgroups. Part ,IV, 
Overview and Findings, discusses activity' patterns and potential for 
new violence. 
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5. Quantifying. Part' IV also includes data summaries, or, 
statistital analyses of terl~r phenomena. Understanding the terrorist 
threat can be achieved through study of tabl~s presented. 

C. Approach 

1. A four-sided relationship field matching (a) terrorist 
organizations to (b) areas of operations, to (c) frequency of ac:ivities 
to (d) terrorist objectives, was used to detennin:: which geo-political 
locations and what terrorist organize,tions shoulcl. be studied. Once 
selected, each location and organization was evaluated in a frame-
work of relevance to probable type'terrorist actio~s against 'military 
installations. Those with little or no application in this fra'l1e 
were elim'inated. 

2. Selections, "Inputs". Threat information needs were 
ascertained by relating terrorists ,to targets and to ultimate objectives. 
:mmediately recognizable were categories such as motiv5tion, and . 
resources and tactical capabilities. Hithin these ciiV;gories, sub-
sets of information - requirements grew evident. Selected for 
examination were goa1s and objectives, preferred strategies and 
tactics, significant past operations and operation~l trends, current 
status, strength, available technology. 

J. Subject f,latter Experts. 11'1 addition to co11ection, 
cnllation' and analysis of writtpl1 r;'::·;;Qdll). SA! visited officials 
and analysts of 000 and other govp,r:nm:;!l1t agencies concerned with 
problems of terrorism. These persons represented US Department of 
State; the Central Intelligence Ager:c,v; Office of the Assistant Chief 
o'F Staff for Intelligence, US 'Army; Office of the Criminal Investiga
tion Division Corrmand, O-DCSPER, US Army; major CONUS/OcoutfS=--{nstal
lations, US Army; Office of Chief of E',ngineers, US A\'TllY; the FBI; and 
the f~deral Aviation Administration. A wealth of data and capability 
judgements were obtained in this manner. 
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4. ,Analysis. The metamorphi$is from raw data to conclusion 
involved analytical travel points. Thi's phase of the analysis demanded 
the roost effot·t. The analytical points were used to synthesize data 
and determine outcOr.1es for various threat factors, terrorist groups, 
-types of terror, and of terror as aggregate phenomena impacting 
globally, regionally, nationally, and upc)n US A\1IlY installations. 

5. Constraints. The recen~ Privacy Act denies active inves
~igations of individuals (citizens or legal aliens) or US organizations 
incl ined to'liard tet'r'or until a specific act to which they can be related 
has occurred. This inability, on the part of USG and US Army law enforce
mel~t and intelligenc.e-gathering agencies, to develop information on terror
ists prior to the deed can now and in the future hamper legitimate actions. 
Still, unofficial and overt accounts by journalists and subject matter 

"experts allowed SAl to piece together trends and patterns, although a 
greater abundance of data wou1d have provided a more precise set of 
probabi 1; ti es. 

Glossary 
a. La-nguage pecul i ar tcr the study of terror has formed. Govern

ment, military and private sector analysts designed terms and phrases 
which appear in documents and articles building today's terror bibliogra
phies. But there are no universally-accepted definitions. The US De
partment of State characterizes terror differently than the US Army. 
For example, International Terror appears to have special meanings in CIA 
stUdies which di ffer from meani ngs el se\'lhere. 

b. To insure readers un~erstand what is meant by terms used 
repeatedly in this Anaiysis, a glossary is p}'ovided . 

c. Jerms 
1. Terrorism - In the broadest sense, terrorism may be 

defi ned as fa 119\11$: 

"An act, or acts., against human and/or material targets by 
a person or persons to instill fear, obtain demandg, anu/or 
destroy property or 1 i ves . II 

\' 
In the political objective sense~ terrorism is more appro-

priately defined as: 

I' '/ 
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"The cal~ulated use of violence or ~h~-threat of violence 
to attain political goals through tnsttlling fear, inti~i
dation or _coercion. It usua.lly involves a criminal act' 
often symbolic in nature and intended to influe~ce an 
audience beyond the irmnediate victims. 1I (This definition 
is much used within U.S. Intelligence Community.) 

" 

11.. Terrori ze :- II. . . to condu·ct terror accordi ng to a p 1 ari-•• , 
" 
3, Terrorists - IImalcontentlLwho conduct terror as planned. 1I 

'.\\ 

4. Terrorist Groups or Organizations - "groups or organiza

tions that select ths uses of terror to achieve objectives. 1I 

5. Threat (~s ilL THREAT analys';s) - IIterror in selected en-

vironments qual itatively antl quantitatively defined." 

6. Threat - "an inference, based on more than speculation f 

terror will occur.1I 

7. Transnational Terror - IIsuch action when carried out by 

individuals or groups controlled by a sovereign state. lI* 
8. International Terror - IIterror planned and executed by 

groups operating beyond naticnal boundaries. 1I The U.S. Inte-1ligence 

community usual1y defines internationa.l terror as II terrorism transcend/~ 
? 

ing ndtional boundaries in the carrying out of the act, the national it1es 

of the victims, or the resol ution of the incident.·· These acts are 

usually desiuned to attract wide publicity to focus attention on the 

existence, ,cause, or demands of the terrorists.'" 

9. Cooperative Terror. :- "terror carried out by one gl'OUp to 

support the aims of another." 

10. Domestic Terror - "terror executed within a particular 

nation I s bOUildal"1eS by i nd; genous terror; sts based therein." 

.t .' 

11. Urban Terror - "actions in cities or metropol itanareas." 
jJ~~, 

12. Rural TerrOI' - "actionS'> in small town or countryside." 

I] 

* ClA definition, see CIA Research Study, International and Transnational 
Tel'rorism: Qiagnosis & Prognosis, April1976 
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13. Counterterror - "acts that reduce or pr-even.t terra!"." 
. 

14. Countermeasur()s - "methodologies, programs. plans, organ-
i za ti ona1 acti vi ti es and announcements designed ;:0 reduce if not prevent 
terror. II 

15. Patholo!Jical Terror - ., chat which is carried out by 
mentally disturbed: pers<ms." 

16. VenC1eance Reacti on Terror - "that wh'j ch is carr; ed out by 
individuals against others whom they bel hwe to have antagonized or 
depri ved them. II 

17. ~ont,aneous Terror';' "that which is carriedout as immediate 
response to fear or failure. Example: Bank robber taking hostages while 
fleeing scene of crime;" 

II. OVERVlEU AND FItIDIrlGS 

Overview. This assessment is about terror. specifically 
.; 

(T) its uses as a coerci ve and di s rupti ve instrument to create 5; tua ti ons 
favorable to llifus of terrorists, (2) the capabilities of certain groups 
and individuals to employ terror now and in the futur.e, in turn, (3) the. 
impact of terror probabilities on the U.S. Army. CONUS and OCONUS. 

There are more than 140 terrorist groups operating in around 50 countries, 
roughly 20 in the United States. Since 1968, these groups have been res
ponsible for nearly 1,200 incidents resulting in over 800 deaths and more 
than 1,iOO casualties. 

t·1ajor terrorist groups operating outside the United States are listed on 
the following page~ 
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GROlJP 

Al-Fatan 

Arab Liberation Front 

Anny of National Liberation 

Baader-t·1einhof Remnants: 
0 2 June movement 
g RevDlutionary Call 

Black June 

Black September (sponsored by PFLP) 

"Carlos" group 

Erritrean Liberation Front 
"\ 

ERP (People's Revolutionary Army) 

IRA-:p~ovisionals 

JRA/Japanese Red Army 

Lotta Continua 

~1ontoneros 

r·lovement of tJat;onal Liberation 
(MLfl/Tupamaros, 1 ess effecti ve 

-now than in 196Q ' s) 

~1ovement of the Revo 1 uti ona,ry Left 

People's Liberation Front 

Popular Front for the Liberation of 
Palestine (PFLP) 

Red Brigade 

Turk'ish People ' s Liberation Army 
( ~I--1L_\. \ 

I rcrq 

-23rd of,~eptember teague 

UDA/Ulster Defense Association 
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TERRITORY 

Middle East 

t·1i ddl e East 

Columbia 

FRG ') 

Middle East 

t·ltddl e East 

\~. Europe/I·1i ddl e East 

Ethiopia 

Argentina 

Northern Ireland 

Japan 

Ituly 

Argentina 

Uj'uguay 

Chile 

Ethiopia 

Middle·East 

, Italy 

Turkey 

~1exico 

N. Ireland 



United States t~rrorist groups activ8~ or inactive but still 
assembled are -

GROUP. 

Deleted per AR 380-13 

TERRITORY 

NY and SF 
Sail Francisco 
Miami 
NY - Puerto Rico - California 
NY 
SF 
Los Angeles 
SF 
SF 
San Uieso 
Oakland, SF, Los Angeles 
South 
NYC/Chitago 

In Western Europe, remnants of·the Baader-Meinhof gang are 
anarchist, while Italy's Red Brigade is Marxist. In some cases, 
there are no political causes motivating terrorists. Al-Fatah,. 
Black Septl::!mber and the recently active Croatian emigre group 
serve nationalistic/ethnic causes. 

In all cases, objectives of terrorist groups are connected 
to belief-systems that fall within ba~ic realms of human concern. 
These characterizing realms are -

I politics 
• ethnicity/nationalism 
fJ religion 
o the environr,:~nt/ecology 
0' personal gain (mercenaries) 
D pathological need 

Within these realms, division is evident. Among poHtical. 
grou.£.§., distinct and polarized types have been -

. . 0. \~\ 
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• left 
o extreme left 
• reactionary 
• extreme reactionary 
• anarchist 

Continued examination splits poHtical groups furthey.~. Among 
left and extreme left are found groups that are -

(left) 
, Soviet-Marxist (accepting doctrine on terror designed by 

Soviet Union - "politics befor~ violence.") 

• Trotskyite (revolution \'ihen military climate is favorable) 

. (extreme left) 

o 'Maoist ("politics grows from the barrel, of a gun") 
I) Castroite/Guevarist ("revolution begins with physical 

act; on - upri s; ngs";' 

Among reactionary and extreme-reactionary groups are found -
~: \ 

a ,Fascists 
o Vigilantes (favoring existing governments) 

Following is a breakout, in terms of objectives a,nd belief
systems of politica~ groups: 

(PCONUS) GROUP 

Baader-Heinhl'rf Gang (FRG) 
ERP (Argentina) 
JRA (Japan) 
rrLP (M.E.) 
Red Brigade (Italy) 

(CONUS) 
Deleted per AR 380-13 
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Anarchist 
Marxist 
Maoist 
Maoist 
Marxist 
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Ethnic and Nationalistic Groups also have classifications. 

These are -

(1) those operating in a country that is their legal habitat; 
(2) those operating outside thdr legal habitat to effect 

change within; 
(3) those operating outside a country not their legal 

habitat but which they desire as such. 

Operattngethnic and nationalistic groups within the above 
classifications have been -

{OCONUS} 

GROUP 

Al-Fatah (Hiddle East) 
BSO (Middle East) 
IRA (Northern Ireland) 
PFLP (Middle East) 

(CONUS) 

GftOUP 

Deleted, AR 380-13 

TYPE 

(3) 

(3) 

(1) 
( 3) 

TYP:: 

Some ethnic and nationalistic groups also have politIcal objec-
J; 

tive,s. For example, the lRA-provisionals are Marxist in their politiCal 
belief, and the PFLP is Maoist. However, their ethnic and nationalistic 
goals are over-riding. 

Religious groups are few. The IRA falls within the religious 
and is made up of Catholi~s I'/ho, perceiving discrimination, conduct 
acts against targeted Protestants. In this aspect, the IRA is unique 
and three-pronged. As terrol'ists, they are political (estabiish a 
Marxist govern~ent), also ethnic and nationlistic (eliminate from 
Ireland all British controls), and religiously motivated as well 

(exit from Northern Irel~nd any Protestant domination). 
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Group~ perpetratin~ terror- to effect environmental or ecological 
situations are few. Recent examples include threats to damage oj' destroy 
nuclear facilities. 

Mercenary groups, or individual mercenaries, are few, although 
there exists a polyglot of contacts and hiring organizations that could 
supply large numbers of mercenaries to rich buyers anywhere in the world. 
At present, the "Carlos" Group is the only mercenary terrorist organiza
tion tha,t has impacted on world or national order. Politically Marxist, 
this Group has conducted operations primarily for money. The group is 
often cited as ','ideological mercenar.( II 

Rarely a group characteristic, pathological need terror is not 
to be ignored. Records maintained by the USG's Federal Aviation Admin
istration (FAA) reflect a high proportion of skyjackings conducted·by 
mentally disturbed individuals. 

Individuals who conduct terror from pathological need have 
been -

@ psychotics, or -
o neurotics driven by extreme stress 

Empl(\yment of Terror. Terror is employed by terrorists to 
achieve (1) objectives toward obtainment of future goals, and (2) 
immediate goals. Exampl~s of the former are -

o acts to lay groundwork for dramatic changes in government, 
coups d'etat, revolution, civil \'iar, or war between nations 

& acts to turnjh; tide favorably dur"ing guerri1a w,arfare 

o a~ts to influence national or international policy 
deci si on-making 
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Examples of iJ1Jllediate goals: acts to: 

$ . obtain \'lOr1dwide or national recognition for IIcause ll 

o take life (assassinations) 
D cause government ~ver-reaction and repression, 

leading toward ilMlediate public, dissension. 
Q harass, weaken or embarrass military or othe~ security forces 

• obtain money or equipment 
e disrupt or destroy fac;l Hies or mobility and cO\1iTlunication 

lines (e.g., to deny forms of energy) 
• prevent. development of ne\'1 facilities or mobility and 

cOJ1Jllunicationlines 

o demonstrate power or tacttcal credibility 

• preven't iJ1Jllinent executive decisions or legislation 

• cause strikes or work slow-downs 

" discourage impending fOl"eign investment or foreign government 
. II assi stance programs 

I) express religious, ethnic or raciai prejudices 

Q influence elections 

I embarass and weaken reputations and political positions of 
public leaders 

Q free prisoners 

G satisfy vengeance (often, assassinations) 

.• build or sustain morale '{/ithin terrorist group 
~, -~; 

Q demoti~strate commitment to IIcause" 

• express sheer frustration 

• express pathological need (as committed by mentally disturbed) 

1\-12 
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Characteristics of terror are -

G 

9 

o 

o 

terror, as stated repeatadly'by anal.ysts, is 
"thea,trical ity for effectll. 

I' 
/! 

the primary lIeffect" desired by terrori s ts is fear. 
in balance, terrorists are weaker than opposing 
mil i tary or sec uri ty forces, or "target governments" , 

J ~~~~ 

until suffi ci ent fear ; s arousedC: 
during acts of terror., victims I';e not necessarily 
related to IItarget governments" o\~ IItarget audiences". 
A kidnap victim, or persons taken hostage and barri
caded, may in no \'Ia.y be related to those from whom 
the terrorists desire to exact political, social or 
military decisions, or money and equipment. 
a terrorist operation can be highly successful even 
when perpeterators have been killed, wounded or 
captut'ed. That is, tactical success and mission 
success need not be related. If most of a team of 
terrorists are killed during an operation that has 
gained wOl'ld\>/ide attention, the. terrorist group's 
corrmand ele!'1ent may consider the oparation highly 
successful, especially if IIpubl icityll was the main 
terrorist objective. It is dangerous for legitimate 
governments to believe a successful counter~terror 

campaign is in the making only because terrorists 
have suffered tacti ca 1 ~,nd manpo\'Jer fa il ureS. The 

\ 

BSO considered its f:luni cltt·1assC\cre a.) success, even 
though none of the terrorist demands wet'~ met, and 
hostages and severt of nine terrorists were killed. 
pol itic~l terl"orists are rarely suicidai .•.. they 

\ 
exper.t to suceeed in their mission unharmed ...... 
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terror can be effective violence by revolutionary 
organizations that wish' to wage guerrilla warfare 
in dense ly-~opul ated urban al'eas. 

o because of advanced transportation and communications 
technology, terrorists can be. highly mobile and s~~ike 
almost anywhere. 

• terror is cheap • few perpetrators with inexpensive 
small arms can create disr.uptions affecting wnole nations. 

" 

The degree of fear instilled by tel'ror normally parallels the 
intensity of the drama associated with the terrorist act. Nuclear . . 
theft woUld, of course, 2reate more fear than theft of conventional 
small arms. 

According to terrorist theory, fear leads to achievement of 
demands. If enough people fear terrorists would use a stolen nuc1ear 
device~ c.hances terrorists will receive payment-on-demand are greater. 

Fear of terrori st act·j on, as threatened, reduces the effective
ness of security forces almost proportionately until either -

security forces can neutralize the object of the fear 
(in ta5e, a stolen nuclear device ••. another case, 
threats to kill hostages, wherein ~ecurtty forces 
would have to free them by force or through negotia
tions); or: 

e ~ecurity forces, or "target governments", can reduce 
the credibility of the terrorists to effectively do 
what they have threatened (e.g., proving the terrorists 
are bluffing and will not, under any circumstances, 
"back their play"); or: 

:'target governments" can convince the "target audience" 
(population) to accept the consequences of the act 
terrorists have threatened, thereby eliminating fear 
with stoic acceptance (probably impossible in extreme 
cases), closing the door on negotiations. 

/\-,1 ~. 
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Tran~national. International and Domestic Groups. CIA, ,Besearch St.ud>!, 
International and Transnational Terrorism: . Diagnosis and Prognosis, 
April, 1976 (unclassified), defines: transnational terror as "such 
act; on when carri ed out by bas i cally autonomous non-state. actors'; 
meaning they are in no' way controlled or directed by one or more 
governments, although they may receive gov~rnment assistance. 
CIA explains further that transnational groups conduct operations ,., 
in more than one state or region. The PFLP (Popular Front for the 
Liberation of Palestine) is a transnational group. 

A prediction emerges weighing transnational groups against 
those international and domestic. International groups are controlled 
by sovereign states. A dO!l1estic group is autonomous, operating in , 
one country. Uruguay's Tupamaros were, in the sixties, domestic. 
For gover:nments utilizing an international group, surrogate warfare 
may be an objective. Today, and in the near future, this would be 
high-risk adventurism on the part of any gover.nment. Backlasn from 
other governments would be disastrous. Big powers would not risk 

detente, nor -would smaller nations risk big po\<ler inve:·,ention. Even a 
constituency of smaller nations would consider international terror un
faVaorable. Violence by proxy, twice-removed, via the clandestine 
offerings of assistance to a transnational rather than an international 
group has less risks. Increases in ~errOl' ~ ,!1lOre 1 ikel,y 112. be trans
national. 

Some gover,nments support transnational terror opting for 
current or future political and military leverage. For example. the 
Soviet Union. has provided training and logistics support to PLO 
terrorists and to leaders such a!.'l I1lich Ramirez Sanchez ("Carlos") 
who attended insurgency training courses at Patrice Lumumba University 
in f·loscow. Cuba has trained more than 30.0 persons who are now Latin 
American terrorists. Libya has supported thf:: PFLP and the "Carlos" 
Group with mon.ey and arms, and acts as a safe-haven for hijackers. 
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Among transnational groups are the BSO (Black September Organiza

tion), the PFLP {Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine}, and the 

JRA (Japanese Red Army). Cooperation among these groups has grown'from 

mutual assistance, engendered uy ideological similarities, to that stim

ulated by necessity, or "need to survive" The JRA finds it difficult 

to conduct operations in Japan due to gO\lernment crackdowrs, thereby 

conducts acts outside the parent country. To do so, support from groups 

oustide Japan is necessary. The PFLP, losing support in Lebanon, no 

longer able to launch as many operations in Israel, may increase acts 

in other parts of the world. 

Hhen routed from one base to another, transnational groups lose 

self-reliance. Dependency en others~ to supplant resource and operational 

~'ieaknesses, is already a trend. In Latin America, Argentinfl, Chilean and 

Bo1ivian once-domestic terrorist groups have formed a "Junta ll
, a director

ate \,rl+:h organizational characteristics bordering on the formal. Several 

Middle East terrorist groups grew under the umbrella of a formalized PLO. 

Cuban exile groups are connected through an administrative council. It is 

possible transnational groups operating cooperatively in \'lestern Europe c:an 

escalate from tile "informal II to the II formal II , developing an umbre~la mechan

ism. 1\ di~ectorate of terrorist groups, however, alone· would not indica~e 

new terror. Rpthe:r, terror\'lou~d be more carefully planned, sufficiently 
.. 
\ 

supported, and conducted by personnel. selected from a larger array of experts. 

From this., p~4obabHit;es fo\~ successful operations ar.e.g.reater. In 1972, 

m~mbersof the JRA (Japanese Red Amy) joined members of t~a PFLP .to conduct 

the LOD t·1aSsacre. In 1976, a member of the Baader-11ei nhof G'ang (FRG) 

participated in the Entebbe inc~dent. 
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Development of a "directorate" in Hestern Europe would be slow. 

Although dependency-ne'7(Js among its groups ay'e high, internal dissension 

in most over leadership, operational targets, modus operandi and resource~ 

is also high, obviating quick resolutions through creation of an umbr~lla 

mechanism. Unless forced by'social or politica1 e'lents, today's \'lest 

European terrorist groups should remain decentralized for some time. 

Summari'ly, international terror - that by legitimate governments -

does not pose as 'serious a threat as transnational terror - that by 

autonomous ,non-state groups. Transnational terror will continue at 
" 

present levels, or slightly higher, and because of formalizing cooperation 

among groups realize an increase in effi~iency of operations. ' 

Findings 

1. Size und Composition. The larger terrorist groups exist outside 

the United States. Erritreans, Al-Fatah, and the IR~ are largest. Size, 

hm'lever , does not necessarily mean greater frequency of operations. Organi

zational growth prf!Sents new, administrative and support burdens, minimizing 

abi 1i ty to insure add; ti ona 1 terror. Hhen the Baader-t,1ei nhof Gang conducted 

its series of violent incidents, there w~re hardly fifty members. 

, . . ' 

Certainly, a small group can increase frequency of operations" but, '''' 

only to a point; minimum personnel do 50 li1uch. Hhen small groups become 

larger, frequency of operatio'ns r~ach a similar point, as ,gro\'/th impacts 

on op~tational capability adversely. Procur~ment1 storage and use of 

resources, abil ity to corrmuni cate, security - these nece:isiti es b~come " 

burdensome with size. Al-Fatah terrorists operating in Jordan (1969-70) 
~ . 

grew so rapidly, Arafat lost control" of them.h Th'js hel ped precipitate 

decimation of more than two-thirds of Al-Fatah by King Hussein: In Italy, 

the Red Brigade has grown in strength, but it does not conduct the hard, 

shocking terror smaller groups can. In Uruguay, when Tupamaros grew, the 

coloration in Which lay their popular support changed. Small, they were 
,--
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perceived as uRobin Hoods". Large, they were viewed as bureaucratically~ 

styled murderers. 

Larger groups are exposed sooner or later. Th.e bigger the or

ganization, the thinner the security shield. Governments respond by 

increasingfeprisal forces, escalating conflict to stages terrorist groups 
':r ' 

may bu unable to handle; Venezuelan, Brazilian and Guatemalan counter

insurgency models of the sixties are examples of this occurrence .• 

Terrorist. groups know the advantages of smallness. The larger 

group can em ly succeed for the long term ina weak pol; ti ca I envi ron- . 

ment. When such an environment exists, terrorists have an operational 

area conducive to guerrilla warfare. Hera, terl"orists become a guerrilla 

force, and terror a component of the guerrilla wa.r. In the fifties, in 

South Vietnam, Viet Cong began as terrorists. 

In the Federal Republ ic of Germany (FRG), where the pol itical 

structure is stable, a large terrorist group could not survive. Individual 

expansions of terrorist groups ar,e probable in some regions, not so 

in othe.rs. On a one-to-ten scale (ten highest probability, zero 

lowest) a rough outlook regardlng potential fOI' increased size is -

REGION PROBABILITY 

W~stern :::urope 2 

t~iddl e East 3 

Northern Ireland 4 
h 

United Kingdom 1 

La ti n A.'l1eri ca 3 

Asia .... 1 

United States 0 

Africa 6 
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Assigning low pro~abi1ities to growth of individual groups in 

no way implies there will not be an increase in terror. ~hey~}ate 

groups. wil r be c.auti.ous about phys;ca 1 qevelopment. Nor do' they ir.1ply 

these groups will be any easier to contain. Further, growth does not, 

as a variable, reflect anything about creation of neW groups, or about 

coalitions of groups that currently exist. 

By size, major groups rank as fo11ow$ -

(OCONUS) 

GROUP 

Er1treans (Ethiopia) 

"Al Fatah (~'.E.) 

Tupamaros (Uruguay) 

ER? (Argentina) 

PFLP (t~.E.) 

IRA (N.1.) 

"CarlosuGroup 

APPROX. SIZE 

10,000 

8,000 

200 

600 

300 

1,000 

50 

Baader~r'lei nhof Remnants (FRG) 40-50 

JRA (Japan) 

BSO (M. E.) 

(CONUS) 

Deleted, AR 380-13 
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25 

60 

.8.PPROX. SIZE 
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2. Composition. The organizational make-up of a terrorist 

group is determined by several factors. Significan.t are.,. 

security, and 

strength (personnel) 

Any ll1ega1 organization with a weak security shield is pane

trab 1 e and wi 11. not surv ive. Strength must be managed and contro 11 ed 

by apprr;priate organizational lines. Affecting security and strength 

are -

0 effectiv(mess of government counter-terror forces, 

I 
';" degree of popular support, and 

~ internal communication capabilities. 

Counter-terror force!;, when effective, penetrate terrorist 

groups and destroy f,':'om within, or track terrorists down. or keep thetn 

so employed in defense and secul'ity tt~at mobil ization for new terror is 

impossiple. To avoid e.ffectlve countertf'rror, terrorist groups must be 

extremely covert. Traditionally, the clandestin~ cell ~as been the 

building block upon which these gro'ups form and -survive. 

Reliable popular support acts as an outer security shield, a 

buffer between terrorists and thegoverl'lment, allowing them to move about 

more freely.-. Its greatest at.tribute 1 ies in the network of safe-.h.~ 

popular support provides. The safe-house is where terrorists not only 

hide, but plan, cOl1Tl1unicate'. train, manufacture and store weapons and 

explosives, and rehearse. 

1 t ;'s cern-non knowl edge terror; sm does not succeed wi thout suff-

J ~ icient popular support. Mao's "Fish in the Sea" principle applies as much 

to ter~~\ists as to guerrillas. Popular support also aids terror~sts in 

, A-20 
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tr·an.~RQrti ng pers.annel and equi pment, i dent; fyirtg and reconnoiteri ng 
"." . ~;, 

targets,and in acquiring daily previsions. Group structure is affected 

by how much of this support exists. Greater support allows for larger 

and more numerous cells, <J1d closer union bet\oJeen them. 

Internal communication capabilities are among determinar\'ts of 

security and stl'ength requirements. Secure equipment alleviates the need 

for excessive message drops, meetings" and cut-outs. Effect.ive communication 

of this sort prevents groups from having to create special cells, or sub

cells, to provide these communication values. In any underground operation, 

"communication" affects time, manpm'ier, resources, locat'ion of cells and 

safe-houses, operational targets and tactics. Thus, t;; structural lines of 

a covert terrorist group must be compatible with communic~tion capabiliti~s. 

Today, no terrorist organization operates where counterterror 

forces are so ineffective, where popular support is in such abdndance, 

or where communications are so effective, that as groups they can act 

freely at all times. Most have to be covert continuously. In the Middle 

East, however, Al-Fatah and the PFLP. often conduct open meetings and. can 

move about in certain areas with minimum security because of extensive 

popular support. The'ir once~deep cells now fundi'on along with others 

overtly. In the FRG and .Japan, remnants of the Baader-Meinhof G~ngand 

the JRA, respectively, can function only in the IllOSt stringent clandestine 

ways, through cells whose members do not know the whereabouts of members 

of other cells. 

Following is a list of groups in relation to above.-described 

factors -
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a. Effectiveness of. Governmept Counter~Terror Forces (high, 

rroderate,. low; based on reports of government securi ty forces/hi stor;.c data). 

(CONUS) 

GROUP 

Al-Fatah 
Baader-!~einhof Remnants 
BSO 
ERP 
IRA 

JRA 
PFlP 

(COtIUS) 

RAT I fIG 

Low 
High 
Low 
!·1oderate 
ttoderate (UK) 
Low (Ulster) 
High 
Low 

.In the United States, no terrorist group has succeeded in develop
ing an:.effecti:ve· long.:.term 'campaign, al'though some have operaterci helt~r-
skelter for yp.ars, one since the Truman administration. 

b. Degree of Popular Suppm't· (high~ moderate, 
ment and private sect0l4 reports, studies/historic dated. 

10CONUS) 
GROUP 

Al-Fatah 
Baader-f·1einhof Remnants 
BSO 

RATIflG 

High 
Low 
t·10derate 

low; based on govern-

"Carlos" Group High J only in Middle East, 
Low, else\'lhere 

ERP 
IRA 
JRA 
PFlP 
Red Brigade 

(CorIUS) • 

High 
High 
Low 
High 
t·1oderate 

Uoterrorist group in the Unitec States enjoys sufficient popular 
support for a campaign of terror. 

c. Internal Communication Capabilities (excellent: moder~ equip
ment, trained operators, or perfected system of drops, cut-outs, runners; 
fair: sufficient but troubl esome equipment, some but not enough trained 
operators, marginal system of drops, cut-outs, etc ••. ,P.oor: no equipment? 
ineffective system ••. ) 
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(OCONUS) 
§BQYE. 

- Al-Fatah 
Baader-Meinhof 'Remnants 
BSO , 
"Carloslt Group. 
ERP 
IRA 
JRA 
PFLP, 
Red Brigade 

(CONUS) 

RATING 

Excellent 
Fair 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Fair 
Excell~nt 
Fair 

No terrorist group in the United States is known to have sophisti-

cated communications equipment, alt~o~gh, most have a perfected system of 

drops, cut-outs, runners that can be rated excellent. 

Relationships among the above factors indicate th~ closeness 

between effects on security and strength and organizational structure. 

Groups rated high in two or more areas are also those which have rigid 

organizational lines irrespective of overt behavior of sub~elements 

at territorial bases. and \'1hich have been more successful. 

Organizations that enjo:! high popular sUpport, have excellent 

communications, or are not always confront~~ in immediate environs by 

effective counter-terror' forces are -

(OCONUS) 

QRQQP. 
BSO 

PFLP 

Al-:Fatan 

ERP 

, 
A-23 
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COMMENT 

Each of these groups is 

highlycellu]arizeQ, main
tains separate tactical and 

support forces, ~njoys mucn 
popular support and has modern 

. " 
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(CONUS) 

COMMENT 
signal equipment, trained 

ope~ators, and perfected 

human systems. Among terror

ist, groups, they are most, 

formidable.. 

In the mid-sixties, certain elements of the US ':leftu participated . -
in 'th~ upkeep of an underground that harbored or moved wanted terrori sts, di S5 i-

dentls, draft-evaders and deserters. Remnants of thi s undergl'Ound !:ti 11 exi st, 

afditlg US terrori'st groups. The ability of this quasi-underground to assist 
. • II . 

i' . 
terrorists is enl1anced by d~.mocratic freedoms in the US that allow pe'r50ns to 

. ' travel unchecked except at bordei's anc in airports. The US also indudes 

inexpensive transportation, and highly urbanized areas where pel~~ons melt 

easily into populations. This provides US terrorists a thick securi1~ shi~ld, 

behind which they communicate effectively and l'eceive support from sympathizers 

for continued survival if not for active opel'atiofls. By no means, then, can 

US left-wing terrorist. groups be written off as elements that do not enjoy 

some d,agree of support, or \'/hi ch cOh.lluni cate i neffect; vely. These. factors 

have a)lowed terroris~ groups to sustain cellular ~rganizations. 

As stated, in O~ONUS and CONUS, terrorist groups exist along 

covert organizational lines. The smaller terrorist group' (less than 

100) has a command element,: support section, intelligence section, and 

two to five basic tactical tnits comprising two or three cells, or teams, 

each with two to five persons. The larg~r group has a command element, 

and several area and/or sub-commands controlling perhaps three to five 

tactical units, support sectton, intelligence section. Examples are _ 

(typical smaller terrorist group, 40-50) . 
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INTELLIGENCE 

SECTION 
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COMMAND 
'ELEMENT 

J 
SUPPORT TACTICAL 
SECTION UNITS 

(typical medium-size terrorist group - more 
than 100, less than 500) 

COMMAND 
ELEMENT 

, 

" 

" 

I 

(Each unit 
has 2-3 
cells of 
2-5 persons 
each) " 

" 

SLJB-COMNAND SUB-COMMAND SUB-COMMAND 

(Same) 

I 
INTELLIGENCE SUPPORT 

SECTION SECTION 

1\-25 
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(Same) 
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When groups grow witri relative success and organizational 

effectiveness, which, as previously stated, 1S r~rely possible, 

command elements organize subordinate area commands to maintain effec

tive span of control over sub-commands, and sUb-commands develop new 

sections to relieve tactical units and support sections of growing 

burdens. Example-

COMMAND 
ELEf>1ENT 

I 
AREA AREA 

COMMAND· COMMAND 

{Same)\'. 
" 

r 
SUB-COM~tAND SUB-COf'1MAND 

(Same) 

I 
NTELLIGENCE SUPPORT 

SECTION S£CTION 

--_ .. I I 
PROPAGANDA LIAISON 

SECTION SECTION 

A-2G 

1 
AREA 

COMMAND 

(Same) 

I 

SUB-COMMAND 

(Same) 

I 
TACTICAL 

UNITS 

(Links w/other area 
W/certain pvt secto 
spt elements, w/oth 
terrorl st groups.) 

cmds, 
r 
er 
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Structural variances among groups are not g~eat. In Latin· 

America, tactical units are called IIfiring groupsll, its cells IIfiring 

teams". .- Other groups use mil'itary terms, such as lIplatoon" 

and "squad ll
• In all? the cell is the basic ingredient. Even the 

command element is composed of cells, in some groups so compartment

alized that onl~ cell never works knowingly in concert with another •••• 

3. QEerations and "Patterns ll
• There are seven (7) basic acts 

that modern terrorists (1968-present) have committed. In a hierarchy 
establ ished by frequency of occurrences (most-repeated),. these are - , 

0 bombings 

0 hijackings/skyjackings 

f) kidnappings, 

0 anned a~c;aul ts/amh!lshes 

0 incendiary/arson 

0 assassinations 

III hostage-taking/barricading 

Following are total incidents i* by type, of these terrorist acts, 

1968-1976. 

ACT 

bombings 

TOTAL 
INCIDENTS 

501 

hijackings/skyjackings 146 
\' 

kidnappings 

armed assaults/ambushes 

incendiary/arson 

* excludes CONUS domestic/political acts , 

137 

119 

103 \ 
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assa·ssinations 

TOTAL 
INCIDENTS 

63' 

hostage-taking/barricading 
other: 48 

35 
48 

TOTAL 1,152 

Almost one-third of these terrorist incidents 1958-197E I)cct.!:"red 

in Western Europe. Following is a geographic outlay of these inci

dents: 
TOTAL 

AREA INCIDENTS 

Western Europe 457 

Latin America 327 

Middle East 135 

United States and 146 
Canada 

Asia , 
54 

Afrika 12 

USSR 22 

Other lQ 

lOiAL 1~152 

In 1968, there were 37 reported incidents, in 1976, 439 ~ more than 

a 450 percent increase. The highest accumulation occurred in 1976 -

2391ncidents. In 1974~ there \-/ere 179. Below are annual totals -
TOTAL 

YEAR INCIDENTS 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

r972 

"-2B 

37 

55 

114 

63 

86 
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TOTAL 
YEAR INCIDENTS 

1973 211 

1974 179 

1975 168 
1976 . 239 . 

TOTAL 1,152 

Each year, except 1969 and 1970, bombings were the highest 

recorded incidents. In those two years, there were more than twice the 

skyjackings than bombings. The highest number of bombings occurred in 

1974. There were 95. 

During the 1968-76 period, most bombings occurred in Western . 
Europe and the United States. 

These are annual bombing incident rates, 1968-76: 

TOTAL 
YEAR Bo,\iBINGS 

196B 24 

1£.69 17 \'. 

1970 17 

1971 15 

1972 38 

1973 81 

1974 95 

1975 88 
1976 126 

TOTAL 501 

Distributed geo~raphical1y, these are -
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AREA 

Westsrn Europe 
United States & Canada 
Latin America 
Midd1e East 
Other: 19 

TOTAL 

TOTAl. 
BOMBINGS/68-7 

255 
81 
98 
46 
21 

501 
Bombing incidents have ranged fr.om the use of standard dynamite to 

sophistiCated timed detonating devices with plastic explosives. They have been 
placed at airports, government buildings, commercial areas, and at Military 
installations. More than 90% of the terrorist acts against US Army and other 
DOD orgal'l'tzations have been bombing... In May, 1972, a bomb was ~laced in a 
stolen vehicle with stolen USAREUR plates. The vehicle was parked in the 
HQUSAREUR parking lot. The explosion killed three military personnel and 
damaged several buildings. In 1975, an Officers Club in Frankfurt, FRG, was 
bombed. An officer was killed, -the club severely damaged. On 1 June, 1976, 
the same club was again bombed by terrol'ists, several injuries but no deaths 
the result. In December, 1976, a ter-rorist bomb explod.ed at the Rhine/~1ain AFB 
Officers Club, and in January, 1977, a POL storage tank at a US Army Post in 
Giessen, FRG, was 'also bombed. 

Since 1968, terrorist bombings have caused around 125 casualties, 
more than twice the number caused by anned assaults. As stated earlier, bombings 
allow terrorists to act from afar - from geographical distance as well as time
distance -- thus, a favorite tactic of the smaller 9roup with minimum resources. 

Tarrorist hijacking/skyjackings took a sharp turn upward in 1969, 
-;; 25 incidents against the 6 v/hich occurred in 1968. In 1976, there \'Iere nine. 

Annual totals, 1968-7& were -

TOTAL 
YEAR INCIDENTS 

196B 6 

1969 25 
1970 47 

(1971 
i' 14 

1972 16 

1973 15 
1974 9 
1975 5 

1976 9 
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It was in 1971 that efforts began internationally to curb 

skyjacking, resulting ir. airport security measures without ~"hich the 

incident rate may have remained as high, or gone higher than, the 1970 

total. A single incident, however, can culminate in enormous 

damage. In 1970, PFLP terrorists blew up four hijacked high performance 

jet passenger aircraft outside Amman, Jordan, and Cairo, costing' more 

than 100 million. 

The greatest number of hijackings!skyjackings have originated 

in Latin America. Incidents, by area of origin~ are -

TOTAL 
AREA INCIDENTS 

Latin America 44 

U.S.~nd Canada 22 

Western Europe 21 

Middle East 21 

USSR/Eastern Europe 15 ... 

Asia 17 

Africa 6 

TOTAL- 146 

Latin America terrorist groups also have the highest kidnapping 

rate, 87.- between 1968-7.6. Afri ca fo 11 ows wi thi.l17. Western Europe wi th 

14. In the Middle East, there were 9, in the>United States,and Canada. ,3 • 
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Worldwide, the highest ann~al kidnapping total was in 1973. 

There were 34. Following are annual totals. 

TOTAL 
YEAR INCIDENTS 

1968 1 

1969 3 

1970 26 
(Average length of 
victim captivity: 

1971 10 44 days) 

1972 11 

1973 34 

1974 12 

1 975 26 
1976 14 

TOTAL 137 

In most Ctlses, the kidnapped victim was a government or big 

business official. ~US Army officer travelling in the Middle East was as 

a target of opportunity kidnapped and held hostage by a PFlP splinter group. 
f 

In more than ha1f the cases, ransom was included among demands sei; by per-

petrators. In 1973, the ERP (Argentina) received about $60 millieln from Ford 

Motor Company for release of one of their executives. 

Hostagg~taking/Barricades have been greatest in Western Europe, 

the Munich Olympiad incident being the most well known. Of ' the 31 in

cidents during 1968-76 geogr~phic Jiistripution was 

TOTAL 
INCIDENTS 

Western Europe 15 (Average lengtn of 
Middle East 9 

hostages in cap~ 
tivity: 

l.a~in America 6 55 hours) 
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TOTAL 
AREA INCIDENTS 

Africa 9 
Asia 2 , 

US ICan~da 

TOTAL 35 

Annual totals were -

TOTP.L 
N.EAR INCIDENTS. 

1968 0 

1969 0 

1970 1 

1971 1 

1972 ... 
;) 

1973 8 

1974 9 

1975 9 
1976 4' 

TOTAL 35" 

Hestern assau1 t,s Europe experienced the greater number of armed 
)r:

!!nd ambushes during 1968-76. All were against government security iL,-"-~.:,, 

forces or Pther,persons representing authority. Geographic distribution 

was -

Miqd1e East 

Latin America 

" 

TOTAL 
.INCIDENTS 

A-33 
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AREA 

United States/Canada 

Asia 

Africa 

TOTAL 

TOTAL 
INCIDENTS 

10 

9 

IS 

119 

Armed assaults and ambushes during 1968-76 caused arouni 52 deaths 

and casualties. Annual incident rates were -

TOTAL 
YEAR INCIDENTS 

1968 2 

1969 5 

1970 6 

1971 8 

1972 6 

1973 29 

1974 24 

1975 13 

1976 TOTAL 119 
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Western Em··ope. duri ng 1968-76. accrued the h.i ghest number of 

assassinations. Geographic distribution was _ ---';;;';;"';;~"-"""';"-'--

TOTAL AREA 
INCIDENTS -

Western Europe 
22 

Latin America 
23 

Middle East 
10 

Asia 
4 

TOTAL AREA 
INCIDENTS 

United States /Canada 3 
Africa 

1 

TO TJl. l 63 

Annua lly, totals were -

TOTAL YEAR 
INCIDENTS 

. 1968 
4 

1969 
2 

1970 
6 

1971 
3 

1972 
4 

1973 
12 l 

1974 \i 
8 

1975. 
15 

1976 
TOTAL 63 
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Of the ~g incendiary/arson 'incidents. more than hiUf took place 

in Western Eu\'ope. Geographic outlays show' -

Western Europe 

Latin America 

United States/Canada 

TOTAL 
INCIDENTS 

67 

17 

10 

Asia 7 

Other 2 

TOTAL 103 

f~ost terrorist groups have repeatedly conducted mQre than two 

of the a~ts described. Some specialize more in one than another. The 

ERP and the Tupamaros were the fi rst to pe'rfect kidnappi ng. The PFLP 
. . 

has conducted many skyjackings. 8e10\'l is a breakout (If type acts and 

group perpetrations thereof -

a. Significant worst-case bombings (1968-76); :~9 \'lorst incidents 

involving total or near-total destruction, loss of life or severe cas-

ualties) -

(OCONUS) 

GROUP INCIDENTS 

IRA 14 

BSO 8 

PFLP 5 

Baader-Meinhof 5 

., 
Al Fatah 3 

ERP 2 

Tupamaros 1 

"Curlo;;" Group 1 



, . 

• 

(CONUS) 

GROUP 

Deleted, AR 380-13 

INCIDENTS 

h. Hija~king/Skyjacking (196&-76, 19 acts which resulted in 

damage, lass of life or physical har,n and significant concessions) • 

(OCONUS) 
TOTAL 

GROUP INCIDENTS 

PFlP 8 

SSO 3 

JRA 3 

Al Fatah 2 

. ERP 2 

Tupamar.o.'J 1 

(CONUS; ( no trend reo US terrorist groups and 

hijacking/skyjackings) (21 act~) 

GROUP 

.' . TJe.1eted, AR 380-13 

TOTAL 
INCIDENTS 

c. Kidnappings (1968-76~ 33 major incidents involving high 

offi~ia1s and large ransoms) 

., '-(OCONUS) 

GROUP 

Erritrean 

ERP 

1\-37 . 

TOTAL 
INCIDENTS 

11 

11 
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TOTAL 
GROUP INCIDENTS 

Tupamaros . 6 

IRA 2 

PFLP 2 

SSO 1 

(CONUS) (no trend) 

TOTAL 
GROUP INCIDENTS 

Deleted t AR 38Q-13 

d. Hostage-taking(Barricadin> (1968-76, 17 major incidents 

involving more than three hostages, significant c,oncessions and lengthy 

government negotiations) 

(OCONUS) 
TOTAL 

~ INCIDENTS 

BSO 5 

JRA'; 3 

PFLP 2 

"Carlos" Group 2 

(CONUS) (no trend) 

GROUP 

Deleted AR 380-13 

TOTAL 12 

,- TOTAL 
INCIDENTS 

. I 
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I 
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e. Armed Assaults and Ambushes (1968-76, 22 major incidents in

volving more than three adversar'ies and serious cas'ualties or deaths) 

(OCONUS) 
TOTAL 

GROUP INCIDENTS 

BSO 7 

Erritrean 6 

PFLP 5 

ERP 2 

Tlij,lamaros 1 

JRA l 

(CONUS) (no trend) (Del,eted AR 380-13) 

f. Incendiar.Y/Arson. Fe\<J groups have conducted major 

incendiary/arson inc.idents. OCONUS has witnessed tvlO by the ssa and 

two by thePFLP, acts against facil ities in l~estern Europe. 

Tr.eMs evolve through analysis of the above-cited statistics. 

For example, in ,1970 there were 47 hijackings/skyjackings, the highest 

recorded annually dUY'iRg 1968-76. The same year there \'iere but 17 

'::;:, 

bombings and only on;a hostage-taking/barricade. Three years 1ater,when 

international regulations prevented many hijackings/skyjackings, causing the 

, rate to drop.to 15, there were 81 bombings, 8'hostage-taking/barricades, 

and 3.4 kidnappings. A.rmed assaults and ambushes had also risen- from 

6 in 1970 to 29 in 1973. In brief, a see-saw, or musical~chairs. effect 

seems to tak2 place with selections from the terrqrist operations inventory 
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when one or more of the 'type acts are preclude';i by increased government 

activity. After awaremiss of terrorist kidnapping objectives,security 

measures on the part of potential victims caused the 1973 rate of 34 

to drop to 12 il1 1974. In,1974 t there was a rise in hostage-taking 

and bombings. Thus, as direct actions by terrorists become more difficult 

to implement due to increased security or fear of overwhelmin~ reprisals, 

ind'irect actions (such as bombings) increase. This occurred after the 

1967 'lIar when Palestinian terrorists were too weak to conduct active 

operations and l"esarted to letter-bombings, and when thF; IRA initiated 

bombing campaigns af~er British forces increased urban patrols. 

Assass i nati ons h:ll.'e been conducted by pol i ti ca 1 and na ti ona 1':': 

istic gy'OUPS, but not primarily to instill fear.. Terror; st assassinations 

are often conducted to avenge harm, as in Black September's assassination 

of Jordan's Prime Minister in Cairo, 1971, or to eliminate specific 

blockages in a terro~;st campqign, such as the murder of an effective 

police chief. Exceptions include the 1973 assassinations of Israp.li 

officials by PFLP terrorists in ~/estern I:;urope, and the 1975-76 

ngunning" down of US officials in Greece, Cyprus and Iran. 

OVer the long term, the number of terrorist incidents conducted 

by a terrorist group may, bring the most significant results. However, 

a single high-capacity incident can be more effective in achieving re

sultsthan a dozen less violent. The BSO achieved more through a Single 
-

hostage-taking/barricade act (the Munich" massacre) than if they had 

conducted twenty bombings. 
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Peculiar, then, to the inventory of terrorist acts is the 

fact that the least conducted can have the greatest effect in tenus 

of terrorist objectives, especially in bringing world at.tention to "cause". 

Evert when perpetrators are killed in the pr'ocess, dividends in publicity' 

outweigh losses. There is no denying the BSO and PFLP hostage-taking/ 

barricades of 1972 aided United Nations 1974 acceptance of the PLO. 

A group that conducts the most operations is not always the most 

deadly. The "Carlos" Group, welJ known and feared, has conducted rela

tively few operations. 

Below are tables describing (1) each group's total incidents, 

and '(2) a ranking order based on number of grave, or more ,seriously 

damaging incidents. 

Operations conduded by groups, 1968-76:-

(OCONUS) (167 major incidents) 
. -. - '"--''' -- ..... --.. _. ------_._--

GROUP TOTAL 

BSO (l~st act, 1974) 37 

PFLP 27 

ERP 23 

Erritreans 23 

IRA 17 

, Tupamaros '* 12 

JRA 8 

Al Fatah 8 
1, 
I 

"Carlos" Group 7 

Baader-Meinhof Remnants 6 

• • ,. .... 6. .. • .... .. .. • .. ..... ~ • 

'* Weakened c9nsiderably by government counterterror forces. 
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(CONUS) (61 major incidents) 

Deleted, AR 380-13 

g. Groups thut have conducted the most flamboyant and repugnant 

terrorist acts, 1968-76 (acts v/hich resulted in \'lorldwide publicity, loss 

of 1 ives, exces'sive monetary damage and costly counter-action). 

(OCONUS) (23 incidents) 
TOTAL 

GROUP INCIDENTS 

BSO 5 

PFLP 5 

JRA 2 

"Carlos" Group 2 

ERP 4 

Tupamaros 3 

IRA 2 

(CONUS) (8 incidents) 
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Deleted, AR 380-13 

TOTAL 
INCIDENTS 

The more than 1,700 wounded and 800 deaths that resulted from 

1968-76 inci.dents, when compared with casualties and deaths . induced 

by war, seem insignificant. But in relation to total world Violence, 

excluding war, in 1968 terrorism accounted for 18 percent of aggregate 

'acts; in 1972, 48 percent; in 1975, 33 percent - lai'ge sl ices fO,r a 

single type:. 

The frequency \'1ith which these acts occurred have exhibited some 

patterns. r~any seem coincidental, and if not there has been no empirical 

data that through comparisons/and analysiS could provide 100% proba

bilities regarding the future of these patterns. As stated earlier, 

times and places of specific acts of terror remain somewhat unpredict

able. 
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During 1969, an 'iirllcidt~nt of terror occurred approximate1'y . 

eVl'ry three months i in ~9i"Cl,iI every two months; in 1971 .• except during 

the surrmer (June thrlough August). when there were no i nci dents, every two 

months; in 1972, untH5eptember, every two months; and in 1973, except 

for. April and October, every lJilonth. It was in December, 1973, that multiple 
, 

incide~ts began to occur:',dur'ill~l a given month. A IJS Exxon oil executive 

was kidnapped by the ERP (Arger\tina), Spain's P~emier was assassinated by 

the ETA (A Basque Separati s:t. rjJovement), and IRA bombi ngs in London 

injured 60 persons. In 1'974, there were two incidents receiving worid 

attention every month through Nay, and more than four monthly June 

through December. In 1975, ther'e ,(/ere 2-3 simil ar incidents monthly .. 

In DeCember, 1975, four such incidents involved 22 contlnuous days of cerl r, 

more than 60 hostagp.s,a kidnapped American, and the assassination of a 

US Embassy officia1. Thusly, 'Incident patterns of the p~s.t tWQ ~n.d Qne-h?,lf 
. . ... .. ... --:.: .. ~--: .. 

years show that on an av~~~ge ~n a~t of terror receiving significant recogni-

tion occurs two to th~ee times monthly. Since none of the groups perpetrating 

these acts have, disbanded or weakened considerably, the trend may continue. 

Other patterns emerge from the above \tlhen groups are vi ewed in re 1 a ti on 

to geopolitical rather than purely geographical circumstances. These are: 

& Nationalist groups conduct more terror. Cuban exiles, 

activators of the least number of incidents a~~ng 

nationalistic groups, conducted nearly twice the 
" I 

incidents activated by the highest political or other 

type groups. 
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nunlber of 1968-7 6 major i n;::i dents by . 

nationalistft groups: 118 

number of 1968-76 major incidents by 

other groups: 61 

Transnational/nationnlistic groups conduct terror more 

violently and flamboyantly than others, choosing 

hijacki,ng/skyja1..1dng and hostage-taking/barricades over 

other type acts. Middle Easterr. terrorists domi~ate 

this category: 

G .Domestic political groups seeking the overthrow of ruling 

governments conduct more kidnapping and, armed ass~lults/ 

ambushes. 

Domestic pol itical groups rare1,y conduc'" hijackings/ 

skyjackings. 

o Religious groups conduct bombings more than any other 

act, and have conducted few hijackings/skyjackings 

or hostage-taking/barricades. 

o Except for Spain, few incidents have been reported to have 

occurred in non-democratic countries where ~overnments endorse 

repressive pol)ce measures •. 

Patterns are reflected seasonally -

.,. ,the most violent acts occurred ben/een mid-May and mid-

September ••• and when not in that period in a warm 

climatic area. 
.. .. - , 
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o Since 1973, December has been a month of high terror. 

~general prognosis about terror can, be obta~ned by matching 

the above derivations with the geopolitical circumstances surrounding 

terrorist groups. In western Europe, for example, the following 

geopoli~ical circumstances are bound to continue as charactr.ristics 

of the operational environment of terrorist groups: 

o 

West EUT'opean governments, being democratic, do not impOSE! 

repressive measures ••• such measures have spin-offs that 

restrict freedoms of innocent persons. 

Low, or minimum, popular support for terrorists ••• th~ 

economi c and social val u.es of western Europ~al1 countri es 

satisfy most inhabitants. 

There are densely-populated urban centers, favoring 

covert tactics. security operations, communications, 

safe-houses, caches. 

There is a high concentration of, varied targets, and 

wide-range 'media.' 

Most police and security forces are capable of effective 

counter-terror operations. 

There is a high number of USG personnel and facilities, 

and other Americans (proven terrorist;targets). 

Analysis of 1968-76 terrorist acts' sho\'r that most take place 
'i • 

wher~ the above circumstances, or factors. exist in degrees favoring 

pel"petra tors . 

Essentially. then, the following list of geopolitical circumstances/ 

factors are terrOi" determinants which can be used to arrive at probabilities: 
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incuwbent politics/type- restraints 

degree of popular support 

Ul"ban densitites 

availabil ity of tar'gets 

ni6J¥a 

effectiveness of p,.)l ice and other security forces 

number of USG facilities, personnel, other Americans • 
,,:-' 

Taking: the above example, a less than 100% probahility accuracy 
\ 

bu.t obviously a more than educated guess/hur..:h probability can be made 

about Western' Europe and terror. NOTE: The ambiguities of tetror, and the 

variances among type groups and gr'oup objectives and capabilities, do 

not favor the equated 100% probability • Sirice 1970, scientists ~nd 

analysts have worked data through all sods of mathematical systems, 

to 1 earn that feedi ng seven years of ~eported i nci dents into computers 

does not predict terror any better than astute observances of political 

and social change. 

In balance, the above example shows that terror will continue' 

. in western Europe for some t.ime, without sharp inc~t:Jase and no decl ina. 

Stable political 'values, effective police and security forces, and lack 

of popu1ar support, will prevent terrorist groups from enlarging forces and 

-.--~ 
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increasing operations without i9nitin~ suc~essful reprisals. Actions by 

the FRG against the Baader-Meinhof Gang corroborate this fact. 

Conversely, though, the unwillingness of Western Europe's democratic 

governments to initiate stringent security and investigative measures 

(because of repressive characteristics), plus high concentration of dense 

urban a~eds, wide-range media, availability of attractiVe targets~ and 

the preponderance of USG facilities and US personnel, should continue 

to draw terrorists into action. The fulcrum, or balancing agent, that will 

keep terrorism at its present level or slightly higher in Western Europe 

will, of course, be the frequencies of operations that terrorist groups 

maintaill. Sudden voluminous increases in terror would quickly upset the 

balance. For terrorists, v{hatever popular sup~'ort does exist ~/ould dwindle, 

and police and other security ~easures would grow tenfold. Terror and 

counter-terror, unlike other forms of conflict resolution, are not restricted 

by rules of 'graduated response.' 

Using the same factors/methods probability statements about terror 

in other regions are possible. Data is easily obtained through us government 

area studies and historical accounts. Following are general probability 
" sUllUllar'ies, by region: 

.. .. . ~ 

-., -" 

-~, 

... ; ....... 

. .. -.'" 

i 

i. 

" 

" 

i~·'· 
(OCOMUS) 

_.-~----l_ 
~ .... -.. -.. ---~ ... -_ .. -.... ; - .. ~" 

(1 ) Western Europe ___ '--- -' . 
- ... -.. --------

- -
-- ..... ~ 

.. ..;~",.~a ... ·-rndumbent politics/type restraint: 

democra ti c procedures, a 11 01'11 ng freedom of 

movement, passage, insecure targets, minimum 

restraint 
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b • Degree of popular support: low', 

c. Urban densities: 

d. 

e. 

numerous dense urban areas, allowing cel1s, 

safe-houses, communication, caches 

Av~ilabil;ty of targets: 

varied targets, such as airports, government 

buildings-, engineering and energy facilities, 

embassies, military installations 

Media: Maximum range, worldwide 

f. Effectiveness of police and other security forces: 

g. 

Prognosis: 

high .--- - -- ~----.......... . -- ..... 

Number of USG facilities, personnel, other Americans: 
.. ....... 

US military - high 

US embassy officials - high 

US business - high 

US travellers - high 

US students - high 

Political nuances, wide-range,media, ur'ban C:ensity, 

ta'rget availability, US facilities and personnel indicate that tel·ror l'Iil1 

continue in Hestern Europe. However, noted deterrences will prevenc sharp 

increases. 

{2} Latin America 

~. Incumbent politics/type restraint" 
,I 

democratic but atso militaristic, e~ercising 

rr.aximum restrai nt in areas. wher.J government 
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b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

... ~ .... ___ ._ ..... ,.. ___ • ~ •• ",,,. .. _ ~.o- .1* 

g. 

support is high 

Degree of popul Cir supgm: 
-, 

/-

Argentina, high 

Uruguay, moderate 

other, low 

Urban den s iti es : 

numerous dense ijrban areas, allowing cells, safe

houses, communication, caches ••. 

Availability of targets: 

high, and varied 

Media: maximum range, cross-continent and in 

North America; reo US victims, worldwide 

Effectiveness of police and other security forces: 
. ~ ... 

10\'1 'in most countries, moderate to high in Argentina 

and Uruguay 

USG facilities. personnel, other Americans: 

US military - moderate 

US embassy officials - high 

US business - moderate 

US travellers - mode~ate 

US students - low 

~~09nosi~: Oegree of popular support in certain areas, urban 

densities, availability of targets, media and less than very effective 

counter-terror forces, offset other factors, fonning an indication that" 

terror in Latin America may increase. 
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(3) Middle East 

a. 

b. 

Incumbent politics/type restraint: 

Israel: democratic, but exercising maximum 

restraint/maximum reprisals 

Arab countries: dem:~ratic but also 

benevolent monarchial, exercising minimum 

restraint, yet maximum reprisals 

nuances discouraging internal terror, but 

encouraging extern~l terror (transnational -
J;, 

outside middle east) 

Degree of Popular Support: 

Israel: very low 

Arab countries: high, except Iran 

c. Urban densities: 

:noderat-:: Beirut, Tel Av'lv, Jerusalem 
I 

Israeli cities, effectively :Juarded 

d. Availability of targets: 

high, varied, 'but guarded, especially in 

Israel 

e. Media: low to moderate, government intervention 

f. Effectiveness of police ?~d other security forces: 

Israel: high, very effective 

Arab countries: 'low to moderate 

g. USG facil ities, personnel, other Americans.: 
,~ : 

US military - moderate 

US embassy officials - high 
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Prognosi~: 

US business - moderate,'althnugh high 1n 
Saudi Arabia. Iran, and Israel 

US trave11ers - low, but high in Israel 

US st4dents - moderate 

Israel: Political nuances, lack of popular support. 

med1 a control, and effectiveness of counterterror fGrces, wei gh ':agai nst 

other factors. Uripi"~di ctab 1 e is the i (,frequent s pectacul ar event, such 

as the 1972 LaD airport episode. 

Arab Countries: Arab incidents against Arabs are 

few. Fear of maximum reprisals (e.g., public hangings of three Palestin

ian terrorists. 1976) discourage frequent occurrenc~s. Arab terror (8S0, 

PFLP, Al-fatah) is tratlsnati ona 1 /nat; ona 1 isti c, more ac.curately. pre.dictabl e 
• .. ... _. + .. • 

> __ ~ .... ~ • ...... _ __ .... ,-. __ w._ ~~_ .. __ .. _ ---

through analysis of other regions. Factored into a I'lest European prog:1osis, 

Arab terror will continue. In the context of a Middle East prognosis, 

certain political nuar,\ces, such as increased inability for PLQ terrorists 

, to maintain stJpport bases in Lebanon from which to launch'actions into 

Israel, may force' the PFLP, 850, and Al-Fatah to plan more operations in 

Western Europe. 

(CONUS) 

a. Incumbent politics/type restraint 

democratiG procedura allowing freedom of movement, 
it 

passage, i'nsecure targets, minimum restraint 
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b. Degree of popular support: low 

c. 

d. 

U,'ba,n dens it i es 

numerous dense urban areas, allowing cells, safe-houses, 

communication, caches • 

Avai1ability of targets 

high~ and varied 

e. Media: maximum range, worldwide 

f. ~ffectiveness of police and other security forces: 

high during terror and post~terror 

activities.,. prohibited by law during pre-terror 

peri?ds from conducting active investigations without 

probable cause ., 

g. Government and foreign government personnel: 

Federal, state, local: high 

Military - moderate 

Foreign 90v~rnment - mo",<ierate 'in Hashington, D.C. t 

and New York City 

Foreign military - low 

Prognosis: The low degree of popular support for terl4or, and effective 

police and other security forces at various governmental levels, neutralize 

advantages in other factors. POl;tl~~i.nuances and urban densities 

make it possible t:9rt"et4rorist groups to form. move about, hide. but diffi'cult 
-P •• ~/ 

to .conduct operations without extreme post-operational pressure. Terror", in 
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CONUS, is :ikely to continue with newly-formed groups and infrequent 

attempts byexi"sting cnes. However. should performance and technology 

among US terrorist groups improve, the infrequent attempts could be 

devastating, as in CONUS exists the greater abundance of attractive targets -

more airports, nuclear reactors, military installations, isolated government 

buildings, hydro-electric and communication facilit.ies, cross-continent 

computer systems. Transnational groups based outside CONUS that want 

increased credibility and world attention cannot but eye the Ame~1can 

cornucopia of tdrgets with great hunger. 

Summarily, then, the outlays and probabilities described 

above imply that terror will continue in OCONUS and CONUS unless dramatic 

changes occur among the political. social and other variables presented, 

with slight increases due to situational factors effecting transnational/ 
... ,..., - ... ~- ~ .. ~.. .. .. .. - ~ .... ~- .... 

~ .... ~ 'naHonalisfic terro'ristsat"reg1'onal and national levels. (e.g., the PFLP, 

BSO, and Lebanon) and because of increased cooperation among major terrorist 

groups for operational purposes. 

"4:" t~~d~s-O'Pe~andi {Terrorist" Tact:lcs, 1977/83 Terrorist Group Profile) 

Terrorist groups conduct operations in smali bands comprising 

8-12 trained personnel carrying light automatic weapons, hand grenades, 

basic explosives. and transistor radios to remain aware of public reactions 

to their acts or to hear prQ-arranged codes broadcast by stations in 

supporting countries. They dress s;mila~ to indigenous persons and carry 

light rations and ammunition for' sever~l days. Teams include an assault ele~,ent 

and a security element, with leaders serving as negotiators. During hostage

taking/barricades, kidnappings, and hijackings/skyjackings, personnel of 
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both elements take turns at • security' that is, guarding victims, 

and observing. entrances and exits to target areas and watching counter-terror 

forces. Like infantry defending in built-up areas, they maintain fields 

of fire and keep weapons loaded and ready. When possible, more than 

,one terrorist guards an entrance o}' exit simultaneously, changing exact 
~ "':: 

postions frequently. Hostages are usually 5eparated to prevent their 

corrmunicating or planning escape and from intelligence-gathering. To 

preclude such intelligence, terrorists talk in front of their victims 

in code. other languages and \l/ith code-names. . Unl ess provoki ng, hostages 

and other victims are rarely harmed. 

Pre-operational activitie,s by terrorist groups include meticulous 

planning. reconnaissance missions, and lengthy periods of train,jng and 

. rehearsals. Plans are conceived and prepared by corranand elements. Target 

and area reconnaissance missions are conducted by special units (intelligence 

sections-) or by one-time agents who have target and area access. It 

is rare when planners. reconnaissance teams Qt' agents, and actual .perpetrators 

know each other or meet. Information is passed up and down through inter

mediaries (cut-outs/liaison sections). Training and rehearsals take place 

in countries Qutside the target area, with perpetrators, even leaders, . 
having no knowledge of IJhat their specific target will be until it is time 

to move to conduct the operation. 

Movement to targets is\,covert, perpet;ators departing individually 

or in pairs along separate and often circuitous routes, when necessary 

with fake passports and false names. 
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Weapons and other items travel separately, reac~ing pv'e-arranged 

sites near targets ~here they are given to perpetrators sometimes moments 

before the ter~'orist act. Supporting countries have allowed diplomatic 

pouches as ca~~iers for these items, agents taking them from embassies 

to pre-arranged sites. In many cases, these agents have been members 

of cooperating terroris·t groups. ~Iore than twelve cases have been reported 

where weapons have been sent through diplomatic pouch by Cuba to terrorists 

in Western EUliope and Latin America. Baader-Meinhof terrorists (FRG) 

and members olf Italy's Red Brigade assisted in the delivery of weapons 

used by the BSO during the Munich ~mssacre. 

More than 300 Latin American terrorists have received training 

in subversion, weaponry, infiltration and negotiating practices from Cuba, 

and more than 100 terrorists in Western Europe and the Middle East have been 

. trained in the Soviet Union, North Korea, Algeria, Libya, and Northern Ireland. 

Japanese and West European terrorists have received training from Palestinian 

forces' in lebanon. These terror; sts are of above-average i ntell igence, bet\'leen 

ages 23-30, speak more than one larl9uage, often English, are excellent 

marksmen, adapt readily to changes in operational environments, and seem 

to be effective at qisappearing into "undergrounds" and assuming "new covers". 

D~~ect terrorist operations (e.g., hostage-taking/barricades, hijackings/ 
~,~"~, 

skyjackings, kidnapping and assaults/ambushes),.include the following 

sequential phases: 
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• 
mo~ement to target 

infiltration 

assault 

• occupation 

• demand~ .. and negotiations (continuous) 
-" - - ........ 

e safe departure or escape; or: 

" vi 01 ent defense unti 1 c,aptured, casual ty-ri dden or ki 11 ed. 

Following are characteristics among groups during these phases: 

movement to target 

. covert 

g indigenous dress 

o fake identification/covers 

OJ ..... i!1dividual, or in pairs 

circuitous rou~es -----..---------------------
Q no equipment 

o only leader or one more of terrorists may have specific 

knowledge of target 
.,- infiltratio; 

o terrorists assemble at pre-arranged site or safe-

c 

" 
E) 

8 

e 

e. 

• 

hq~se 

covert 

indfgenous dress, 

precision and control 

.speed 

weapons under cover o 

cjo;munications 

possible use of on-si,te agents, or accompanying 

~gents 
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assaul.l 

• 

precision and control 

speed and ~urprise 

visible weapons 

cOl1lllunications 

individual and small unit'tactics 

security 

col1ectio~ of hostages 

exploitation of fear and uncertainty among 

hostages 

occupation 

(t securi ty 

g assignments of responsibil ity 

G care and control ,of h.gstages 

o selection of, or confirmation of, 

~.--------.--- ---escape- routes;~·.esr.Clpe planning -

o communications 

; protection and placement of equipment and supplies 

Q care and feeding 

demands and negotiations 

o pronouncements by chief negotiator or leader 

a displijY of terrorist credibility 

o 

receipt of response from counter-terror officials 

terrorist assess~ent of respon~e 

terrorist assessment of opposing tactical forces 

e bargaining. but much unwillingness to compromise 
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safe departure or escape; ..9r defense 

o 

G 

• 

intense security 

use of hostages (infrequent during safE! departure: 

visible weapons (violent use during defense) 

vulnerable to effective well-planted snipers 

night operations 

cOrmlunications 

Once an operatio,l is launched, terrorists act in relation to opposition. 

Fe\'I groups enter into operations without contingency plans. Groups have been 

known to infiltrate and assault alternat~ targets. Several aircraft belonging 

to one an·line were hi,1acked when the initially se1ected aircraft of 

another \'Ilere found by terrori sts to be too heavily guarded. Alternate 

dem~ands helve been negotiated frequently, and some groups have been known 

to have severa1 depar-ture and escape plans. 
'" 

E:.xcept for advances in attainment of weapons, analyses shovttoat the above-

described profile will probably not change much beyond 1983-1990. 

5. Targets 

Repe~ted material targets of terrorist operatio I~ have 

be.en civil aviat5bn (aircraft hijacltings/slfyjackings), embassies (hostage

taktng/barricading), buildings and other facilities symbolizing government 

authority, and military inst:lllations or sites(2 In the Middle East, 

Pa1estinian terrorists have assau1ted school buses, schools, apartment

houses and hotels. In Latin America and Northern Ireland, attacks on 

military insta nations have been greateC) 

Human targets have been embussy and other yovernment officia1s, 

corporati~n executives, military officials, police, tlepenc!,~ts of VIPs .. 
i,) 
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Considering the broad spectru!]l of" targets available to terrorists, 

the inventory to date ('eems narrow. One reason for this is the sensitivity 

among terrorist~ ... .to total alienation from their causf" on the part of a 
,.' .' l,' 

ge~eral bi)dy-politic. Conf;n~ng operations and targets to symbols of 

government authority rather than tal'gets connected in some way to soc; al 

vahles limits the alienation process. Even so, US government and other 

offic"lals and analysts agree that in the near future terrorists \'1111 , 

increase the target inventory. Type tal'gets expected are -

g e~gineering and energy systems, such as: 

hydro-electric plants 

off-shore oil rigs 

nuclear facilities/sites 

water reservoirs* 

gas pipelines 

nams* 

electric power lines 

~ communication lines and facilities 

• increased military installations/sites 

o private sector locations. catering to milit~ry personnel 

G chemir.al sto~age sites 

o shipyar.ds and dock facilities 

o equ i pment wa l'ehouses 

e rail-lines/rail-cars 

4' bus depots 

o trucks/truck fa.cilities 

* Unique in volume to U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers/Civil ~Iorks. 
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" management information systems (computerized) 

Analysts cite new potential human targets being -
" 

G dependents of embassy an,d other government offici al s 

o dependents of military officials 

• foreign professionals (engineers, scientists) 

e innocent travellers 

"'hile US Army Corps (If Eng·tneer Civil Horks, projects have a high 
',' 

target attraction value, they also have a low security profile. This is 

not to mean that these projects are surrounded by lack of security concern; 

rather, the nature and locations of these projects, whiGh are not on military 

installations, increase their exposure as targets and decrease the capab5lity 

of law enforcement organizations to secure projects adequately against poten-

tial terrorism. For examp1e, few, if any, of these Civil Harks projects have 

sufficient attendant security personnel to counter vandalism, assaults, or 

sabotage attempts, let alone a terrorist attack to seize and bcr?Hcade hostages. 

The fiel dbperating agencies of the Corpb' of Engineers must rely on 

non-organic assets, or upon,agreements with local civilian police or, in 

some cases, upon cOntract personnel, for security and to respond. to i,ncidents; 

dedicated security operations assets are unavailable to the Corps of Engineers. 

, The impact of the Corps' o'f Engi neers ~ uni que securi ty p rob 1 em is 

obViously worthy of inclusion in an extension of current US Army study to 

,i dentify potenti al terrori st targets, the' vul nerabi 1 ity factors of these 

targets, and the appropriate approach to developing countermeasures· to reduce 

their vulnerability to terrorist acts. 
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Because of a lack of precedents, predicting volumes and frequencies 

of the above as future targets is difficult. It is their availability and 

their attractiveness that :nakes oile believe terrorists will attempt them. 

Also, as current repeated targets become difficult to approach due to 

improved blankets of security, terrorists seek the new and different. 

Selection of some of the listed future potential targets, in this view, 
j 

seems inevitable. In some areas, where thel'e does not exist sufficient 

pol itical or social turmoil for terrorists to Justify attacks against 

government buildings or officials (such as the United States)-'i,ssues more 

likely to engender less anti-terrorist behavior .. tight determine target 

selections; for example, local environmental issues serving as catalysts 

toward terrorist destruction of off-shore oil rigs, nuclear facilities and 

other energy systems. 

At present, the Director of Civil Horks for the US Army Corps 

of Engineers is responsible for more than 4,000 separate projects, which 

inclJde design, construction, maintenance and operation of 1I\'lOrksll for 

navigation, flood control, hydro-electric power production, water supply, 

watE!r quality and rlOl'i control, and beach and shore protection. The budget 

authorizations for these activities approximate $42 billion. 

Nuclear/Chemical. Certainly the IInuclearll facility or sit.e. 

whether civilian 'or military, arouses much fe,r and concern as a potel1tial 

terror~l st target. The damage to 1 i fe and property, the immense monetary, 

politic:<ll and other concessions that can be lIextorted ll through nuclear 

targets, are sufficient reasons to thicken and surround them with effective 

security, irrespective of the results of probability studies. 
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Recent US and international legal breakt'lroug;is, combined with 

growing needs for new energy, have provided for a proliferation of new 

nuclear facilities, namely reactors. Sevet'al studies reflect that 'IIithjn 

10 years, 30 more countries may have nuclear v/eapons and/or reactors. 

This alone widens the spectrum of potential nuclear targets considerably. 

Of significant nucl&Jr incidents reported since 1970, there 

have been hoaxes, attempted'radioactive- contaminations, a dismantling, 

an incendiary attack, an overt threat (demonstrated by the appearance of 

explosives on-site): and hostage-taking barricades. 

None of these incidents resulted in severe damage, death or 

physical harm. Three of the incidents ... ,ere attributed to maJor terraris

groups, Baader-Meinhof and the ERP. 

To date, major terrorist groups have displayed little interest 

" 

in concentrating on acts against nuclear installations. But if terrorists 

choose to destroy aircraft in flight and kill 73 innocent passengers (Cubana 

Airlines, 6 October 1976), to assume limited nuclear action on their- pal't 

is not unrealistic. 

...... -~~". 

A study delivered to the Califorr4a Seminar on Arms Control and 

Foreign PGlicy*, October, 1975, listed type potential nuclear terrorist acts 

as -

• A nuclear hoax (claiming to have materials to set pff 

a nuclear explosion unless demands al'e· met). 

~ Limited, or low-level, sabotage of a nuclear facility. 

* ·RP.ND Corpo",,,tion, Drian Jenkins, October 1975. 
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Seizute of a nuclear installation, or a portion thereof 

(hostage-taking/barricade) . 

o Theft of a weapon, components, or plutonium; 

• Radioactive contamination. 

... 

o 

Detonation of nucl ear devices in unpop111 ated remote 
areas (as.: ShON of force). 
,. I 

Deliberate dispersal of plutonium or other toxic radioactive 

materials. 

Detonation of a stolen or homemade n~clear bomb in a 
\. '. 

populated area (the most extreme scenarlo). 

Analyses of terrorist ;.ncidents between 1968-1976 show· 

that major terrorist organizations match operational risks and post

operatJbnal goals with the consequences that ·terror·ist acts can deliver. 

That:is, most terrorist grOlljJS do not inVEst in acts of terror when 

returns (legitimate cou~tenneasures) can seriously jeopard')ze their 

future capabilities or cause goal-oriented sp.tbacks. Soviet and East 

European reactions to acts of terror show that the greater the consequences 

(government countenneasures), the greater the decrease in poteTitial terror. 

Thus, analysis of the' ~onsequences that the above-listed nuclear te~ror 

acts would promulgate for. terrorist groups could provide reliable assumptions 

about one-time or repeated occurrences of the acts. Of the eight possible 

nucl ear terror' acts 1 i sted above, in sequence from 1 east harmful to most 

devastating, each implies obvious consequences, ~i' l€gitimate government 

countermeasures that would impact adversely, in intenSifying degrees up 

the ladder of type acts, agai.nst terrorists and their goals. For example, 
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a terrorist attempt to disperse plutonium among a population may give 

license to government officials to exert extreme pressure in tracking 

down terrorists and enacting laws and security measures that would make it 

practically impossible for terrorists to act again, while low-'Ievel sabotage 

or seizure of an installatiohwithout resulting harm to any person could 

actually enhance popular support, especially among environmentalists, 

and prevent serious countermeasures. This factor, coupled with analyses of 

ex; sting terrori'st goals and their capabil iti es to withstand post-opera tiona' 

pressure, points ou-: that terrorist groups. operating now and near-future 

would select the first three acts listed rather than risk consequences 

that would evolve through use Q.f the remaining, e~calating five. Further, 

mass contamination or destruction through nuclear means, as opposed to 
the thr~at of ~uch a~ti'on~, in no way ~~nnects to' kn~wn or"proJected 1 im; t-. . 

ed or ultimate terrorist objectives, ex.ceptin the case of the mentally 
disturbed, Concern about the oiierall"terrorist threat to nuclear installations 
should concentrate,. heavily, then, upon po.ssibilities of hoaxes, low-level 
sabotage, se'izure (hostage-taking/barri cades), 1 imited contami nation and 
theft, and less upon detonation and destruction, although the latter must 
by no means be ignored; 

That terror is theatre, designed to spread fear and uncertainty, 
is an added factor implying that terrorists will seek nuciear targets. Other 
targets repeatedly usedevenua lly lose dramati c appea'1. Terrori sts must then 
find other targets that will rejuvenate the continuing terror story, just .as 
dramatists add the unusual to enlarQe viewing audiences of soap-operas. 
Nucl ear targ~~~_ rate hi'gh among "a ttention-getters ". Further, terror; st 
groups more than on::e suffered operational defeat to such degrees they . 
5e 1 ected to qui ck'f y conduct opera ti 01')5 of great vi 0 1 en~eso as to regain 

v -. 

credibility. The PFLP/JRA coordinated a,ttack atLOD airport in 197Z, was 
"such a.'n act, follo'lling a previous attempt that failed. No doubt, successful 
nuclear terror could serve this purpose. 
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Chemical terror is another form with far~reaching potential 

effects. In comparison with nuclear terror, it is difficult. to 'determine 

which could be worse. Some relief exists, however, in the fact that 

the~e are methods to reduce the effects of chemical ·~error whereas not as 

much can be done about the effects of nuclear explosions. Against chemical 

agents, people can \'/ear protectiv.e masks, inject combative serums, wear 

certain cloting, take medicines. Unles's used in grEat quantities (endan-
, , 

gering terrorists as well as victims and target-audiences) destrui:tion is 

nm'lher.e quickly as complete as nuclear. But the drama, and ensuing panic, 

would compare with that created by nuclear threat or use, as people are 

as repulsed, perhaps moreso, by use of chemical agents and illnesses, 

paralysis and deaths occurrin9'therefrom. 
" ... ( .' :- ," .. - . 

Potential terror-ist acts against chemical storage sites are similar 

to those for nuclear, including hoaxes, sabotage, contaminations, seizure 

(hostage-taking/barricades), theft, and limited or maximum use of agents. 

Additionally, the same factors applying to tert'orist decisions to select 

nuclear targets apply to the chemical. Variances exist as follows: 

o 

A.Jthough extremely difficult, it would be easier- to 

obtain chemical agents (via black market or through 

supporting nations) than nuclear devices, and 

it wc)ul d be eas; er to manufacture certai n 1 etha 1 

agents with obtainable ra\'1 ele.llents; further 

it wouid be easier for terror'ists to cOficea.l chemical 
I. 
I 

agents. once stolen than to do same with, most nuclear 

items. 
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Terror;s't groups. then, shoul,:!: 

continue to select targets'used in the past 

increase selection of cel'tain type tc,rgets when preferred 

targets become less accessible 

widen the inventory of targets to include energy and 

engineering-environmental systems 

increase selection of U.S. military targets 

·select nuclear and chemical targets, infrequently. 

to conduct limited terror (less than mass destruction) 

under the following conditions~ 

~~.'----"':"""''''.~--:-;-- "----::----. -"-"'. 

;1 

@ n~ed exists on part of terrorists to rejuvenate 

overall dran.atic impact and credibility of 

terror 

need exists on part of terrorists to regain 

organizational credibility (vengeance reaction) 

terrori st assessments of other typ~ acts pYlove 

only nuclear or chemical terror could eerv~ 
, ~-~ 

to obtain objectives: i.e., payoffs to 
,;. 

terrorist demands 
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USG Fadl Hies t personnel, other Amer~. In August, 1976 
three American ~mployess of a US firm were k111ed by terrorists in Iran. 
Since 1968, more than 59 A~ericans have bee~ kidnap victims, and 136 US 
installations were bombed. The total number of transnational/international 
incidents involving US citizens and property in this period includes -

ACt 
US Targets' } 

(Citizens & Property) Other -'Total % US 

Bombings 166 335 501 33% 
Kidnappings 64 73 137 46% 
Assaults/Ambushes 40 79 119 33% 

., I nten(', i ari as 45 58 103 43% 
Hijackings/skyjackings 30 116 146 20% 
Assassinations 22 41 63 34% 
Hostage-taking/Barricades 5 30 35, 14% 
Other --1L 39 48,1: 3% 

TOTAL 391 761 1,152,(! 3:;~ 
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Of the total international/transnational terrorist acts that 
occurred in 1968 (37), 5 involved US citizens and property, around 13.5 
per~ent. In 1975. of 168, 47 involved Americans, approximate1~ 28 percent. 
more than tvJice the 1968 51 ice •. Although 1973 wi tilessed the hi ghest number 
of acts against US citizens/property (85 out of 211 acts) in 1970 and 1971 
more than half the incidents, each year, were against US citizens/property. 
Shown are acts involving Americans, compared with acts against others. 

Yeai"' u.S. Targets Other Total Percentage z u.S. 

1968 5 32 37 13.5% 

1969 16 39 55 29% 
1970 56 58 114 49% 
1971 38 25 63 60% 
1972 26 60 86 30% 
1973 85 126. 211 40% 
1974 57 122 179 32% 
1 QZ.5. 11 1 ~1 168 28% 
1976 61 178 239 25% 
TOTAI:.S 391 761 1, 152 33% 

Breakouts, by type act, are -

(Bombings) 

Year U.S. Targets Other Total Percentage. U.S. 
1968 1 23 24 4% 
1969 9 8 17 53% 
1970 12 5 

'1 
17 71% 

1971 12 3 15 80% 
1972 18 \' 20 38 47% 
1973 34 .' \' 47 81 42% iili 

1974 32 63 95 34% 
1975 18 70 88 

,j 

20% 

1976 30 96 126 23% 
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(Kidnappings) 
.. , 

.:' ' ! 

Year U.S. Targets Other Total Percentage. U.S. 
.~ 1968 1 0 1 100% 

1969 2 1 3 67% .; 
1970 15 11 26 58% 
1971 4 6 10 40%. 
1972 1 10 11 9% 

(;::' 

1913 18 16 34 53% 
1974 5 7 12 42% 
1975 n 13 13 26 50% 
1976 5 9 14 35% 

(Assaults/Ambushes) 
Year U.S. Targets Other Total Percentage. U.S. 
1968 0 2 2 0 
1969 1 4 5 20% 
1970 4 Z 6 80% 
1971 4 4 8 50% 
1972 2 4 6 33% 
1973 14 15 29 48% 
1974 6 18 24 25% 
1975 ' 6 9 15 40% 
1976 3 21 24 12% 

(Incendiaries) 
Year U.S. Tar.gets Other Total Percentage} U.S. 
1968 0 0 a 0% 
1969 1 1 2 50% 
191'0 1 1 2 50% 

. 1971 5 1 6 83% 
• 

1972 1 2 3 33% 
\f~ 1973 12 8 20 60% 

~J 1974 7 4 11 64% 
l 1'\ 

1975 6 n. 15 40% · .;, I 
1 

c,w 1976 12 ~2 44 27% ~ s 
I 
1 · /,"iI: ' . i 
1 
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(hi jacki ng/ skyjacki ngs) 

Year U.S. Targets Other. Total Percentage J U.S. 

1968 0 6 6 0 l.:i 

.' 1969 1 24 25 4% 

1970 16 31 47 34% 

1971 7 ", 7 14 50% 

1972 3 13- 16 19% 

1973 0 15 15 0 

1974 2 7 9 22% 

1975 0 5 5 a 
1976 1 8 9 11% 

(assassinations) 

Year .!l..S. Targets Other Total Percentag~~;,:~U.S • 

1968 3 1 4 75% 

1969 1 1 2 50% 

1970 3 3 6 50% 

1971 0 3 3 0 

1972 0 4 4 0 

1973 3 9 12 25% 

1974 2 6 8 25% 

1975 3 6 9 33% 

1976 7 8 15 53% 
(hostage-taking/barricades) 

~ U.S. Targets Other Total ) Percentage. U.S. 

1.968 a a a a 
1969 0 a a 0 

1970 0 1 1 a 
,~-

1 1 0 1971 a '--;; 

// 

1972 . 0 
Y_,f 3 3 0 

1973 2 6 8 25%, 

1974 1 8 9 11% 

1975 1 ' -8 9 11% 

1976 1 3 4 25% 
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In sU!1iIIary -

" Except for 1968 and 1975. the major'ity of al1 bombings 

were of U.S.-related targets • 

:111 Since 1973. kidnappillgs of U. S. personnel "rere approxi

mately half that of other victims. 

Except for 1970, U.S.-related targets in assaults! 

ambushes were 50 percent or less of annual totals. 

o Except for 1972 and 1975. U.S. incendiary targets were 

Q 

half or rr~he than others. 

US-related hijackings/skyjackings were less than 35 

percent each year. 

Except for 1968-70, U.S. assassination targets accounted 

for 33 percent or less each year. 

The highest number of U.S. citizens assassinated in any 

year was three (3). 

Hostage .... taldng/barricades of U.S. citizens/property in 

any year was 25 percent or less. 

Excluding 1968, over 40 percent of total targets were 

U.S.-related ••• as high as 60 percent in 1971. 

• Bombings of U.S. targets ha.ve each yea~ been greater in 

number than other acts against U.S. targets 

o Hostage-ta~ing/barricades and hijackings/skyjackings 
I' 

are conducted least by terrorists against U.S. citizens! 

property 

\<lith respect to assassinations, of 68 between 1968 ... 75, 4 were 

U.S. diplomats and one an Army Attache assigned to a u.s. Embassy • . 
In kidn'appings, 9 of 59 U.S.' personnel were diplQrnats, Most of the remaining 

I' 

were DoD and priv:lte corporation officials. 
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citizens and property hold high symbolic values an,ong terrorists. 

,. I 

u.s. 

/ 

) 

• -. 

... 

U.S. targets result in the \'1ide~t exploitation of med'ia, th~ largest kidnapping 

ransoms (to date, Argentine terrorists have amassed mor:e than $60 million 

from U.S. corporations), and the greutest potential pressure, or influence, 

upon target audiences. Because of America's economic, military and 

technological position in the world, these values are likely to remain (; 

" high among tel~rorists~ the above-cited targettino patterns staying in force. 

Total Targets. 

An analysis of how internat~onal/transnational terre'ist inciden~s; 

increased (or deer'eased) 'from year to year, fQl.lows: ,. 
.--~." ,. .. 

Year 

1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
19iG 

Tota 1 Inci dents 

37 
55 

114 
53 
85 

211 
179 
158 
239 

Annual % Increases/Oecrease~ 

bas'J-ye;o.r 
48% (increase over 1968) 

107% (over 1969) . 
-45% (from 1970) 

37% (over 1971) 
145% (over 1972) 
-15% (from 1973) 

__ -5%Jfrom 1974) 
41% (lrom 1975) 

. - -
Although incidents dropped considerably in 1971, increases in 

1970 and 1~73 raised the 1968-7'6 total sharply. The percentage incre se, 

1968 compared with 1976. is 454 percent. Th~t is, against 1968, terl'or;st 

incidents have guadrupled. 

The decreases in incidents in 1974 and 1975 were slight. ,BY the 

end of 1976 ":'.a year that witnessed so~ sev~;e terrori'st acts - ~". -;----_.--.. .. __ ..... _ .. - , ... .:...,--~-'-- .... ~ ........ 

(Enteb~e; bombings of U.S. Officers Clubs, Frankfurt/Rhein ~1ain; assassinations 
." c).. 

of U.S. firm· employees, Iran; explosion of Cubana A~rl' ine. kill ing 73 0 

persons; more than 100 bombings, incendiaries and harrass~ents following - \ 
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suicide of Ulrike Meinh~(), an increase in total incidents was reflected. 

Statistically, a three year 1974-1976 base would show that total terrorist 
" 

acts might continue at around the 1974 level (179 incidents per year). 

v. DoD and US Army Installations, 1968-197S 

From 1968 through 1975', there were around 111 terrorist acts against 

Dod instal1atl0ns; sites, personnel, equipment. Between 1946 and 1968, only 

7 incidents occurred, and there were none between 1947 and 1957; nor from 1959 

through 1963, nor 1965 through 1967. Yet, in those years nearly 500 acts 

were conducted by terrorists against other targets. Balancing a 21 year span 

(1946-1967) against a subsequent a-year span, the marked difference appears i, 

as -

1946-1967: ; acts 
1968-197~. 111 acts 

During period'~nd (1946-1967), excluding Korea and Vietnam, a greater 

percentage of 000 and US Army personnel existed in areas where terrorists 

operated than during period two (1968-1975). Terrorists at that time (period 

one) concentrated on obtaining concessions/,Iimited objectives from their target 

audiences directly,rare1y through inter1nediary victims. That is, a close 

relationship betV/een victim and target existed. In period two, acts against 

000 targets increased around the same time the world witnessed an emergence 

of transnational/nationalistic terrorists in \4est,ern Europe and international/ 

political urban terrorists in Latin Ame-ica. In 1971, a year high in incidents 

perpetrated by these type groups, the hjghest number of acts against Dod -

33 - occurred, accounting for almost half the total acts and nearly all of 

those against US targets. It appears, then, attacks on Dod targets rises 

with the. increase in transnational and interlational groups. 
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During 1975, more than 17 percent of total terrorist incidents 

~~ere against DoD targets, accounting for over half of the acts against US 

targets. Because of obvious disparity between acts conducted in periods 

one and tv/o, above,' reflecting that intents (motives) more specific than 

that 000 targets may have been more physically accessible than others, a 

conclusion that DoD targets are selected by terrorists for strategic 

reasons is qtJib~ vali,p. Couched in political, social and military terms, 

the following list iricludes reasons why terrorist groups target, and 'tlOuld 

conti nue to target, 000 mf1 ita ry and/or ci vil ian pel"sonne 1 and/or pI"operty. 

DoD targets -

GI symbo 1 i ze 

capitalist thbiry 

"instruments of imperialism Jl 

establishment authority 

wealth 

advanced technology 

preponderance of resources 

third-party influenc.e in host-countries 

mil itary pm'/er 

I' include nuclear facilities/sites 

• attract IImedia~~' worl dwi de 

e include specific military targets 

11/ include energy and engineering - environmental 

systems/Civil ii'/orR$ . 
o Include potential for terrorist acquisition of arms 

and equipment (via theft) 

o might bring huge ransoms 



II 
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in sev~ral cases relate to specific political, social or 

environmental issues 

could serve as intermediary victim to coerce U.S. 

government into exercising interr,ational influence 

(i.e., U.S. Army installation as victim, lISG-foreign 

.c policy as target) 

• cou1d serve as dummy-antagonist in terrorist campaign 

to divide a population and create di3sent (i.e., 

U.S. as scapegoat to mobilize popular support) 

o could serve in vengeance operations to protest U.S. 

pol icy 01' previous U.S. measures against terror or a 

specific terrorist group 

could serve to- establish -o-r"-re-establish a terrorist 

group's ability to attack desirable targets in spectacular 

fashion 

Immediate, or limited, tactical terrorist objectives in attacking 

DoD targets, have been, or would be to -

G create immediate anti-military feelings within the surrounding 

population 

cause U.S. military forces to over-react, reinforcing 

the above 

demonstrate weakness of U.S. secur.ity forces and or of 

host-country forces 

harrass U.S. military personnel, instill fear, underm;ne 

mor-a 1 e 

create slow-downs in project development (e.g., U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineer projects) 
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• pr-event development of ne\,( installations, facilities, 

sites that might enhance U.S. positi_on favorably 

destroy installations, facilities, sites, for reasons 

directly above 

G cause r~iocations 

o embarrass military officials 

o embarrass host-counti~y official s 

9 depress local economy 

• confine OeD and U.S. Army personnel to specific areas 

G prevent exploitation of nuclear technology (~eaceful-energy 

producing.o.or defense-oriented) 

cf pre',ent U.S. Army from achieving training objectives 

9 test credibility of U.S. security procedures 

~ demand release of prisoners 

Other reasons -

o as surrogates, attacking for another terrorist group 

, security may be lax and targets have easy access 

~ targets are accessible because of agents within (i.e., 

the man inside, U.S. or, as in OGONUS, the indigenous) 

As stated,in"years 1968-1975, there were around 111 terrorist acts 

against iJoD installations. Follm·,ing;s the year-by-year breakout. 

Year Incidents 

1968 2 

1969 '1 

1970 30 

1971 33 
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Year 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

(tota 1-111 ) 

Incidents 

6 

13 

7 

28 

By the end of 1971, the increase was over one-thousand percent. 

The lowest number'of incidents that occurred since 1970 (6 in 1972) is 

but one less than the total incidents which occurred 1946 through 1968, and is 

200 percent greater than the highest annual number of incidents against 

DoD ta rgets of the peri od. 

Geographical1y, acts between 1963-75 against 000 wel~e -

Regio~ Incidents 

Western Europe 42 

Middle East 13 

Latin America 8 

Asia 5 

Aft ica 2 

Near East (Turkey) 5 

CONUS 36 

(tota 1-111) 

The 1975 total - 28 .,. represents the widest geographical 

spread, as shown -

Countr~ Incidents 
Greece 6 
TurkeY 5 
Japan 3 
Iran 2 
Argentina 1 
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as -

Country 

Beirut 
Guatemala 
Ethiopia 

Incidents 

Kua 1 a Lumpur 

Italy 
Spain 
CONUS 

(total-28) 

1 

1 

1 

1 

. 1 

1 

5 

The 1975 tot,a 1 also showed w~de use among type acts. Shown-

Type Act 

Incendi arilr;)s 

Bombings 

Kidnappings 

Hostage-takinM 
Barricading 

Assassination 

A~sault/Ambushes 

Other (harl"assment) 

(total-28) 

Incidents 

11 

7 

4 (1 unsuccessful attempt) 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Extracting 1975 acts against U.S. Army targets shows 9 incidents· 

Type Act Incidents 

Bombings 3 

Kidnappings 3 (1 unsucc~ssful) 

Hostage-taking/ 
Barricading 1 

Incendiary 1 

Other (harrassment) 1 

. (total-g) 

·In 1975, total terrorist acts against an type targets, U.S.':'re1ated 

and others~ was 168. 
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Of 1975 total US transnational and internation~l incidents (47), 

US Army targets a10ne accounted for 17 percent. 

Develonments, tht.!I1, from the above data are -

o Host incidents against 000 targets occur in Hes'~ern 

Europe and CONUS, and next Hiddle East 

, Incendiaries and bombings are higher among DoD targets 

e To Illextort". kidnappings of 000 and US Army personnel 

are selected above hostage-taking/barricades. which 

would be more difficult on guarded installations. 

o DoD targets are high among US-related, and US Army 

high among 000. 

000 targets repr~sent values inherent in structures that 

tp.rrorists view ,as lithe opposition ll
• If today's number of terrorist: groups 

r.:main or incr€lase sl~0htly. and political, social, environmental and milital"Y 

factors also re.'i1ain as 15. acts against 000 pel"sornel/property are likely to 

continue at a fluctuating level of 20·-30 incidents per year. Anr. when it 

becomes incrE':asingly difficult for terrorists to act against other US 

targets (e.g., embassies) it is likely they may increase acts against 000. 

In CONUS, in the sixties, US terrorists attempted to establish metropolitan 

police as targets symbolizing repressive government. The attempt failed. 

A group including some of these terrorists in 1975 conducted a bombing at 

US Anny installation. Fort Ord. One incident is no proof of intent; however, 

as seen by terrorists it would be practical to shift from the policeman to 

the soldier. who is no more revered. if a new symbolic target for terror is 

pel"ceived necessary • 
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VI. Imill?mel1t and Techno 1 oHl, 

To date, terrorists ,md terrorist groups have rarely used other 

than basic arms during operat.ions - normally rifles and light automatic 

weapons, hand grenades and simp1e explosives. These have included -

e 

0 

• 
G 

@ 

e 

III 

III 

U.S. M-l's 

U.S. M-16 1 s 

U.S. Carbines (M-"l af1d M-2) 

Kal ishnikovs (AK .. 47, s) 

Bren Machine Gun$; (Great Britain) 

Harsaw Pact rif;1eis and S~'GI s 

Chinese carb~pes 
Sniper-scopes 

Soviet and U.S-made 'fragmentation hand-grenades 

~liniature detonating devices (as ~n letter-bombs) 

Dynamite 

C-4 

Napalm 

Molotov cocktails 

A terrorist incident involving advanced weaponry occurred 

outside Rome Airport (Italy) where Arab terrorists were armed with a Russian 

"Strella" (SA-7). This Sovie,t weapon, Vlke America I s II RedeyeII , is a 

shoulder-fired, anti~aircraft, heat-seeking missile using an infrared' 

ho;;;i:lg device. The incident occurred in 1973. Certainly, advanced 

waaponry is within the reach of terrorist groups. Leading suppor-ters, 

such as Libya'S Quaddafi, could easily be persuaded to obtain 
... "-.-- , 
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non-r.uclear man-portable weapons of the !1.ore sophisticated genre for 

several terrorist operations. As listed in a recent study*.,~ present and 

near-future a ttracti'le weapons 0 f thi s ranC)e might be -

o a Belgian si1ent mortar wei9hing but 22 pounds 

" the "Dragon", a U,S. wire-guided anti-tank missile around 

30 pour.ds, operable by one person 

., the lIBlowpipe", a British surface-to-surface and surface-to

air man-portable missile 

G . The RB-70, a S"ledish sur'face-to~air missile weighing around 

170 pounds" conveniently breakable into components so as 

to be carried [;j seve tral persons in small packages 

the U.S. "Stinger", similar to "Redeye". with improved 

velocity 

the II~ii1ann. a West Ge!rman (FRG) om~-man portable guidance 

mi ss i1 e system 

the FKG "Armbrust 300 11
, an anti-tank weapon without back

blast, ideal for urban terror 

e U.S. M-79 grenade-launchers with advanced projectiles 

capable of going through several inches of steel plate 

and igniting fuel 

* High Technology. Terrorism, and Surrogate Har, Brian Jenkins, California, 1975 . 
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• Miniature mines 

• M-60 machine-guns 

Factors encouraging terto~ists to use advanced weaponry are -

o . necessary to destroy specific targets 

o greater accu'racy and faster kill ing power during assaults/ 

ambushes and defensive shootouts 

\) dramatic effect, attracting media \'Iorld\'#ide 

o facilitates creating fear 

o easier to transport and conceal 

• establish or regain image of power or credibility 

o facilitates security (i.e., aids protection during 

. infiltrations and escapes) 

$ substitutes for direct action (as mortars, or bombs~ to 

be u$ed indirectly) 

Factors discouragin~ terrorists from using advanced weaponry 
would be: -. ...... . .. . 

<lJ escalation of opposition capability (development of better'" 
forces, hardening of targets, increased weapons support) 

13 effects may cause reprisals, or escalations of conflict, 

that terrorists could not defend against (creating setbacks 

reo terrorists' ultimate goals) 

o effects may cause terror:st popular support, or chances 

for such, to deteriorate 

o ,·,some items may be too cumbersome, hindering transport and 

.concealment as well as )ndividual tactics 

13 'new and complex training may be required 

sl\(~l1 par-to:; (components) may be difficult to replace 

expt\nsiv3 acquisition and storage (monetarily) 
'. :' . 
! • 

(i) -"one-Shot fired" capabi 1 i ty 
'II 
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Whether terrorists will use advanced w~aponry or not regularly 

will depend on their will ingness to ri sk maxim/1m com:equences relative 

to their associated acts. Considering current ultimate goals of today's 

terrorist ~roups, their capabilities, degrees of popular support~ and 

the potential reactions of most legitimate government security forces 

it does not seem that there will be rearmaments of terrorists with the 

type weapons described above on grand silarply-increiising scales. Ilow

ever, the fulll)wing does seem probabl e -

III As inventories of advanced weaponry increase. so does 

&lIailabi1 ity. Terrorists will find access to such weapons 

easier. If nothing else, temptations to test advanced 

weapons will cause several uses. 

Technology in any form is subj!;ct to progress. What is 

used curl~ently turns over and becomes obsolete. Tel~rorigts 

who once used ~'-l ri fies now use M-16 1 ~. Some npi d-fil'ing 

weapon more effective and deadly will r~place the M-16 and 

eventually fall into the hands of terrorists. 

The weapon with a "bigger bang" would certainly eliminate 

any developing casual ho-hum attitude£ about terrorism 

after long runs of small operations using basic arms. 

To prevent the loss of "drama" in terrorism, advanced 
" \ 

weaponry would plav an important role.· 

Briefly, it appears that -

terror; sts operating today \'/i 11 use advanced weaponry 

which will not hinder future operat~onal q::pability, risk 

popular support, or cause goal-ori~hted setbacks. 
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these terrorists will use advanced weaponry that has high 

risk potential infrequently - to achieve dra'matic effect, 

dest!'oy specific targets, establish or regain power 

or eredi bi 1 i ty. 

the natural f10\,1 of progress and its distribution spin-off 

could eventually place highly-advanced nor-nuclear \'/eapons 

into the hands of terrorists •.. this flow and emplacement ':: 

would be gradual over a period of several years. 

VI. Conclusion 

Ter'ror is aggravating world order as frequently and intensely, 

\'/ith similar damaging results. as period 1974 through 1976. Acts against 

the U.S. Army have increased. Now .;lnd near-future, the U.S. Army can expect 

terrorist acts by individuals, individual domestic 0)" transnational groups, 

and by cooperating domestic or tl'ansnationa 1 groflps. Acts by interna-

tional terrorists, developed for surrogate \;,arfare by nations \'1hose inter

ests conflict with ~hose of the USG, are less probable . 
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CRISIS MANAGEMENT FOR TERRORISM ON U.S. Affi1Y INSTALLATIONS 

I. GENERAL 

U.S. Army -jnstallatiol'<; do not· all have th? same vulnerability 

to terrorist acts or incidents. Vulnerability depends on many factors. 

Acti ons can be taken that wi 11 deter, or ass i s tin preventi ng, terrori st 

acts or incidents. Predicting a terrorist group's in~entions, \'iith any 

degree of accuracy, is dependent upon accurate intelH~lence. With the 
~.. . .... ... 

highly restrictive policies concerning intelligence gatilering activities 

and the filing and retention of inf ... mnation, a capability to fore-

cast or predict terrorists intentions (with any accuracy) \does not 

exist. Even"if this \"~re possib,le terrorist acts would not be p_~~!tively 
prevented. I~erely, the probability for success \'lOuld go down \'/hile- the 

risk for the terrorist would go up. Without adequate intelligence there 

I'/i11 be little leadtime, if any, leaving little specific fore\,tarning of 

a terrorist attack or other disruptive activity. There must be a pre

determined plan for managing the crisis created by a terrorist a\tack and 

the plan must be able to be put into effect as expeditiously as PQssible. 

Due to the political overtones of most terrorist acts~ reac.:f;ion 

to the situation can involve the military and U.S. Government at eVf!fY 

level . from the responsible individual at the sc.:ne to the President:;n 

the White House. There must be complet.e coordination for the U.S. to 

react ",lith solidarity. Certain decisions \I1ill be made ,t a high level 

while others made at intermediate and lower levels. This requires a 

crisis management structure, delineating command and control and flow 

of information. A steady flo'd of accurate information is an absolute 

necessHy;--- Since ierrorism is basically criminal activity with political 

or diplomatic overtones some ge~eral areas of responsibilities and guide

lines have been established . 
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II The Department of Jus.tice is the, primar~' agency in coping 
with terrorism in the 50 states, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and 
U.S. possessions and territories. Investigative and operational respon
sibility Y'est with the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

o The Department of State has the primary responsibility for 
dealing with terrorism involving Americans abroad, which includes the 
military, and for handling foreign relations aspects of U.S. domestic 
terrorist incidents. 

8 Actual command and operational control of U.S. military 
fel"CeS wi1l remain with the U. S. mil itary. 

II. REPORTING AND TRANSITION TO CRIS1S MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE 

In order to cope with any type of crisis management situation 
there: must be in existence a basic operational type of active corrrnuni
cations network. This communications network does exist as shoYJn in 
Figure 1. The National Military Command Center (NMCC) acts not only as 
the command post for the Joint Chiefs of Staff but also for the Secre
tary of Defense. It can be considered the command post for the Depart
ment of Defense. The NMCC maintains active communications with the . , 

Unified Commands, over which the Secretary of Defense maintains operational 
control, as well as the operations centers of the three Mi1itary Depart
ments. The Army Operations Center (AOC) is capable of lateral corr:munica
tions wit.h the Navy and Air Force. On a ro'utine basis the AOe is manned 
24 hours a day monitoring and passing routine traffic to and from the NMtc 
and the major army commands (~1ACOM). The MACOM maintain what 1S generally 
called. an Emergency Operations Center (EOC). The EOC serves the same pur
pose for the MACOM as does the Aoe for HQ Department of the Army. At in
stallation level there are varying forms of EOC. These are sometimes 
maintained in a standby orlt IIcaretakerl. status. At every Army installa
tion i;here should be an area designated as an EOC with standby communi
cations ready to. be activated for 24,hour operation should a major 
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disruption occur on the installation. This basic network fo~s the 
nucleus for an expanded crisis management command and control structure. 

The initial report of a terrorist act against an Army install
ation could have many origins. It may be the threat of an act, such 
as a bomb threat, sent to the news media who in turn would place it on 
the wire services. It may originate through civil authorities or fed
eral authorities, such as the FBI. The most probable origin of the report 
fOl" an impending terrorist crisis will be at the targeted installation. 
No matter what the origin the report must reach the AOC immediately. 
The existing Serious Incident Reporting procedures established by AR 
190-40 provides s.uch a system. This reporting system provides an alert 
to HQ DA that a terrorist incident, (defined as a Category I incident 
being of imm~diate concern ,to DA or DOD) has occurred, or may occur. 
In the case of terrorist acts even a creditle threat should be're~ 
ported as a Category 1 incident. If there is any doubt the decision 
must be made in favor of making the report. In the case of terrorism 
directed against Army installations the highest military and civilian 
leaders must receive early notification. Additionally. when the Serious 
In\~i dent Report of terrori sm is made in Army channels the report mus t 
blsubmitted to th~ FBI (in the case of installations in the 50 states, 
U.S. territories 01" possessions) or the unified corrmand nn the case of 
overseas installations). Once the report is received by any of the 
elements shown on Figure 1 it should be immediately relayed to the other 
elem~nts indicated by the arrows. This alerts the primary elements 
throughout the DOD of the terrorist incident, or the threat of such an 
incirl;nt. 

When the report of a terrorist incident is received by the AvC 
the on duty team chief will refer to a "terrorism" emergency action 
card. This emergency action card. similar to other AOC em8rgency action 
cards, shall contain step by step instructions to be taken immediately 
when the initial report is received, to include specific notifications. 
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A policy statement delineating terrorism as a crime, and' . . 
coping with terrorism a law enforcement function, should be issued . 
The DCSPER (DAPE-HRE) should be designated, in writing, as the DA 
staff element responsible for coping with terrorism and providing the 

" 
DA terrorist crisis manager . 

Once the initial report of a terrorist incident on an Army 
installation is received at the AOC and the initial notifications 
have been made, a decision must be reached concerning augmentation of 
the AOC. The follO¥/ing repr:lsents a complete augmEntation \'Ihich con
stitutes the HQ DA terrorism crisis management team. This team must 
be capable of sustained operations. It consists of pre-designated on
cail representatives f\"om the DA Staff el':ments indicated below. 
Procedures for accomplishing the foregoing should be spelled out in 
DA Nemo 1-4. 

o ODCSPER General Officer - This individual acts as the 
overall manager of the crisis management team melding together the 
various disciplines represented. 

GI ODCSPER-Law [nf9rCemgnt - This individual acts as the 
principal advis0r to )che ODCSPER General Officer. He must be familiar 
with law enforcemen·t capabilities and policies that would affect the 
decision making process concerning the terrorist crisis at hand. 

o ODCSOPS/Military Support - This individual provides ex-
pertise in providing military support to non-Army agencies and activ
ities. 

Q ODCSOPS/Current Operations - This individual provides 
exp~rtise on the geographic area in which the terrorist incident has 
occurred. 

o ODCSOPSfCoITmunicatians c;nd Electronics - This individual 
provides advice and as,sistance in assuring adequate and reliable commu
nications throughout the crisis manag~ent structure. He must be able 
to pinpoint additional cQ~unications assets that may be required. He 
also works wi~h the Miiitary Support team member in providing required 
comnunic:ations to' support non-Army agencies, such as the FBI. 
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• ODCSLOG/Explosive Ordnance Disposal - Th~s tndividual 
provides advice on all matters related to render safe and disposal 
of explosive devices and munit.ions. He would be particularly valu·· 
abl~ in terrorist bomb threat situations. 

9 OOCSLOG/TransfDrtation - This individual maintains status 
and ava 11 abi 1 i ty of transportation ilssets that may be requi red, both 
in support of the Army activities involved in the situation, as well 
as non-Army agencies. 

8 OACSI - This individual is in addition to the normal 
OACSI element in the ACe. He is responsible for analyzing intelligence 

,reports from agencies and activities external to the At'my as wel'l as 
directing the Army Military Intelligence suppott in handling tile crisis, 

g USACIDC - This individual is responsibl e fO·Y· analyzing 
criminal reports from asencies and activities external to the Army, as 
well as directing the USACIDC suppor:ot in handling the crisis. 

i Q Public Affairs - This individual must provide assistance 
I in preparing and making announcement to the news media and the public 
! in general. He must be fully cognizant of DOD and other Governmental 
I Agency policies regarding news releases relative to terrorist inci-
i dents. He should maintain a file of releases already made dt all levels. 
I It is critical that all announc~nents at all levels are consistent with 
: one another. 

I .e Office of the Surgeon General - This individual should 
primarily provide advice in the disciJ:line of psychology, particularly 
useful in hostage situations. While not able to directly apply psycho
logical techniqu~s to the situation he can collaborate with, or advise 
his colleagues involved in the crisis situation. He should also be 
ab 1 e to obta in non-Army sources of sl.{ch exper-ci se:, if rt:.qu ired. 

G Office of the Judge AdvQcate General - T:-:is individual 
serves as the legal member of the crisis management team. Questions of 
_ c:. legal nature should ?.:. ~~t!_~_ip~ted during the terrorism cdsis. Of 

'- .-~ -.... _. -.... " ~ ,~" "."... .. - - - ._.-----
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particu1ar importance would be questions of jurisdiction and legality 
of any decision on concessions to demands. 

o Depar'tment of Justice/F!U Representative - For a terrorist 
crisis occurring on an A~ installation located within the 50 states, 
U.S. territories or possessions this individual provides a valuab1e ser
vice to the team since the FBI normally has jurisdiction in these cases. 
This representation, along with installed communications in the AOe augmen
tation room, is already provided for in Civil Disturbance (Garden Plot) 
AOC augmentation. It provides for an invaluable liaison with the re
sponsible Federal Agency. 

G Briefing Team - Many questions and updates \'1111 be required 
during a terTorism crisis situation. The team members should not be 
diverted from their primary team functions to prepare and participate in 
briefings ~n the situation. The team m~~bers should merely provide 
input to the briefing team. The briefing team continuously maintains a 
current situiJ.tion briefing along \.,ith necessar'y visual aids. 

While 'che foregoing represents a complete crisis management 
team, which should be able to manage the most severe terrorist crisis, 
a partia1 ~ht~nentation using only selected expertise may be more approp
riate - de:pend"ing on information contained in the initial report. Es
tablishment of a crisis management team at the installation EOC should 
match the same disciplines as the DA crisis management team, with some 
obvious exceptions. The installation crisis management team will no 
doubt" be smaller with some individuals providing expertise in more than 
one area. In any event, the installation crisis management team must 
be prf~-designated by name and exercised periodiccilly, to assure that 
contingency plans to cope with major disrupt1tHl$. are current and effective. 

III. TERRORIST CRISIS 50 U.S. STATES. TERRITORIES, AND POSSESSIONS 

As previously mentioned, jnvestigative and operational responsi-
bi1 i ty for most terrori st ::::. ts occu,"ri ng wi thi n the 50 U. S. states, terri tor
ies, and possessions (including the Panama Canal Zone) rests with the 
Federa 1 Bureau of Investi gati on under the Department of Jus ti ce. Fo'r a 
terrorist act occurring on an Army installation geographit;a'ily l,!cated 
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within the FBI jurisdictional boundaries Anny resources will normally bt;. 
provided the FBI agent in charge if required. At the same· time the actual 
command and operational contt6l of Army forces remains with the Anny. 
Control of the situation pending arrival of the FBI will bean install
ation Y'esponsibility. Pre-established agreements should spell out pre
cisely the. role of the FBI subsequent to their arrival at the scene. All 
of this consi·dared collectively creates a need for a chain of cornnand. 
A "top to bottom ll corrmunications network and pre-determined control 
center relationships must be established with minimum delay. This 
network is snown at Figure 2. 

The first element that receives a report of terrorism makes an 
initial internal notification while at the same time notifying other " 
elements as indicated by the arrows. The infol~ation is passed to those 
elements indicated by the broken lines. This insures that all levels are 
aware of an actual or threatened tert'orist act. Each one of the elements 
has a role in the crisis management network. 

s Army Operat~ons Center (AOe) - Upon Y'eceiving a report of 
a terrorist incident the AOC Team Chief should immediately notify the 
OA Staff point of contact indicated on the emergency action card. Then 
notification should be made to the Nr1CC and the FBI. If the \"eport did 
not originate with the HACOM or imitallation, then they should be alerted. 
Other MACOM should be info~ed of the situation, as we11 as the Navy and 
Air Force. In the meantime the OA Staff point of co~tact recommends and 
obtains a decision as to AOe augmentation. elther partial Qt' full, in 
accordance with applicable internal staff procedures. Dedicated commu-

..... ' ~ .... _ ... ~> .... ~ , 

nications circuits are established for the cris'is.management team direct 
to the FBI, the NMCC, through the MACOM EGC to the affected installation 
EGC. These communications links are indicated by the so1id1ines at 

.. 

Figure 2. The primary, function of the DA crisis management team is to 
establish centtalized.control for action::; by the U .. 5. Anny in re!;ponse 
to, or in support of, successful neutralization o'f the incident. This 
provides the installation a single command and control l'ine: for military 
actions. 
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II Department of Justice/Federal Bureau of Investigation -
I~S previously !l+.ated the DOJ/r:SI has overall U.S. Government respon-

.' . 
sibility for coping with terrorist acts occurring on U.S. territor-yo 
Upon notification of a terrorist act on a U.S. Army installation dedi
cated communications wou1d be established as indicated at Figure 2. 
While not shown on Figure 2, it is anticipated that the FBI would 
establish a communications link with the State Department, that has re
sponsibil'ity for international political implications of terrorism. 
All U.S. Army support requirements wflu'ld be relayed to the AOC as well 
as information concerning instructions being issued to the FBI agent(s) 
at the scene. It is anticipated that there would be a continuous 
dialogue between DOJIFBI and the AOe crisis management team. Addition
ally. DOJ{FBI would be the logical element in the crisis management 
structure to keep the White House situation room i.,i"ormed and any 

. Presidential decisions would be relayed to DOJ/FBI to be carried out. 

G Department of Defense (DOD) - The Office of the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense (International Security Affairs) serves as the 
focal point for terrorism within the Office of the Secretary of Defense. 
It is this focal point that provides the interface for the DOD with 
the Department of State. For terrorist ir-cidents occurring in the U.S. 
the Special Assistant to the Secretary of Defense and the Deputy Sec
retary of Defense will be part of the DOD Ad Hoc Task Force, as is the 
case invol vi ng civil di sturbance problems. The National Mil i tarY Cotmland 
Center may provide the faci1ity for the DOD Ad Hoc Task Force. 

e State Department - As previous~y mentioned, the State De-
partment is the U.S. Government 1 ead agency "or the i nterna tiona 1 pol i ti
cal implications of tel"rorism. In the case )f tf!rror'ism occurring within 
U.S. jurisdictional boundaries the State Department would closely monitor 
the situation for the i'nternational implications that may arise. The 
State Department would \~lS0 be involved in the decision process where 
any political implications to major demands \'Iould be considered. Addi
tionally, the State Department \'Iould provide information concerning 
international implications to the White House situation room. 
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e Major Army Corrrnan'd Emergency Operati OilS Center (MACOH 
EOC) - While the MACOt~ EOC normally would function as a command post, 
the extreme sensitivity of terror.ism to national interests and the need' 

, , 

for possible highly centraliz,ed c,ontrol, communications must be as tab-
lished from the AOC to the targeted installation, through the MAC OM Eoe. 
This prev€mts delay and possible misunderstandings of corrrnunic:ations. The 
MAC OM EOC wi11, hO~Jever, monitor these cOrmlun;cations between the ,AOe and 
the targeted install~tion to stay abreast of the situatio~ as \'/el1 as keep 
other installations in the command informed, as deemed nece~sary. This 
serves as an aler",: to possible widespr'ead terrorism within the command. 

G Installation Emergency Operations Center (IEOe) - As 
mentioned previously in Section II the installation crisis management 
team should, for the ~QS~ part, match the disciplines represented by 
the DA crisis management team at the AOe. One additional source of 
information may be required, that of the, facilities engineer who would 
provide building floor plans, utility diagrams, etc. to be used in 
coping \·Jith a hostage barricade situation. Depending on local agree
ments, representation from civil authorities may be provided for at 
the IEOe. The installation IEOC serves as a buffer, or filt~r, to 
the individual 'In charge at the scene. It may be more desirable to 
have the FBI comnunications terminate at the IE9C, provided the agent
in-charge agreed. Thi~ type of decision would depend on the situation 
and would be made by prior mutual agreement between the senior FBI 
official and the installation commander. Specific operations and 
tactics at the scene, to include the functioning Qf the on-sit~ com
mand post, are covered in Field Counter-Terror Operations, Appendix C. 

IV. TERRORIST CRISIS U.S. INSTALLATION IN FOREIGN COUNTRY 

The Department of State has responsibility for developing the 
U.S. Government response to terrorist acts that have significant dip10-
matic or politica.l ramifications on U".S. installations in overseas areas. 
In the case of terrorism on U.S. installations in foreign countries 
the crisis management structure becomes comp1ex, primarily due to 
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the overriding internatioosl implications and jurisdiction. The other 
major factor is the difference in the U.S. military corrrnand structure 
where the major ar;Y corrrnand is a component of a unified corrrnand re
porting to the Secretary of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The 
initial report, in thi~ Cnsel wi1l most 1ikely originate from the over
seas corrrnand with the NMCC and the Aoe being jointly notified. 

Hhen a terrorist act or incident occurs on a U.S. Army in
stallation overseas a pre-determined communications and control network 
must be estab1ished \'lith minimum delay. Command and control relation
ships must be understood. Such a network is shown at Figure 3. Each 
one of the elements shown in the Figure has a role in the crisis 
management network. 

Q Army Operations Center (AOe) - When a terrorist act 
occurs on a U.S. Army installation overseas the crisis management be
comes extremely complex; however, the role of the AOC is primarily one 
of monitoring the situation and the. military chain of command is from 
the Secretary of Defense to the unified command. The AOe should receive 
current information from OSD and the operations center of the unified 
corrrnand army com:Jonellt; e.g., USAREUR. - The AOe would alert other Army 
major corrmands to the situatiqns, primari1y for informational purposes. 
In this situation a complete augmentation of the AOe, in all probability, 
would not be required. 

o Department of Defense (DOD) - In the event of a terrorist 
crisis on a mil itary installation OCOf'IUS a DOD Ad Hoc Task Force would 
be establ ished. This task force "'ou1d probably be chaired by a repre
sentative of the Office of the Assistant Secr~tary of Defense (Inter-

-nationa1 Security Affairs) with representation from the Joint Staff and 
the involved Hi1itary Department. The National Military Command Center 
can provide the facil ity from whi ch the Ad Hoc Task FO;'ce could operate, 
and, in any event should serve as the communications center for OSD 
during a terrorist crisis. If the crisis is one of primarily military 
involvement, without diplomatic or po1itic~1 ramifications, the DOD 
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FIGURE 3. TERRORIST CRISIS U.S. INSTALLATION OCONUS 
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would provi~e overall management of the situation witi, the Departr,ient 
of State serving in an advisory capacity. On the other hand, if the 
situation does involve diplomatic or political ramifications the Depart
ment of State assumes overall management with the Ad Hoc Task Force 
mC'naging the DOD support., The NMCC should provide current infonnativn 
to the AOC, which in this case assumes a monitoring and support role. 

CJ Unified COllilland - The operations center at the overseas 
unified command serves as the "in-country" extension of the NMCC. It 
provicc3 the operations command post whereby operational control of 
the U.S • .a,rmy camp,onent is exercised in peacetime. During a t~rrorist 
crisis situation the unified command also would serve as the military 
point of contact vlith the U.S. Embassy. The unified conmand should 
also infor-m the other component commands of the terrorist crisis and 
issue appropriate increased alert instructions. The unified command 
should be the only element \'1hich issues operational instr'uctions to 
the component command/Anny major command. 

Q Anny Component Command/Major Anny Command - The component 
command of the un'ified command (e.g., USAREUR) receives operational 
control and direction from the unified command(e.g., USEUCOt1). The 
severity of the crisis would dictate the dl:!gree of operations center 
augmentation required. The component command should also notify other 
installations tc the situation and issue necessary instructions for in
creased alert, as deemed necessary. Additionally, the Anny Operations 
Center should be kept fu1ly infonned since this link could serve as an 
alternate chain of conmand should communications through the unified 
conmand to the NMCC be disrupted. 

& Installation Emergency Operations Cp.nter (IEOC) - The 
IEOC in an overseas area perfonns essentially the same function as 
the IEOC in the U.S. described previously in Section III; however, it 
is anticipated that some host nation representation will be present. 
This WOUld, of course, depend on existing 10cal agreements. The IEOC 
is the element where immediate decisions will be made and is just one 
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IIgeneration" removed from the scene of the crisis. Specific operations 
and tactics at the scene, to include the functions of the on-site 
command post. are covered in Fi e 1 d Counter-Terror Operat'j ons, Appendix C. 

G State Department - If a terrorist act or incident gener~ 
ates political or diplomatic ramifications, the D~partment of State 
assumes responsibility for and management of the U.S. Gnvernment rasponse. 
This agency will provide overall policy and direction to the DOD Ad Hoc 
Task Force. It is anticipated that close liaison will be maintained 
with the host country embassy in Washington, D. C. as well as keeping 
the l~hite House <:iituation Room informed of the crisis. The State De
partment will, in all probability, maintain continuous communications 
with the U.S. Embassy in the country \'1here the terrorist dct has occurred. 

c Host Government Embassy, ~bshing ton f D. C. - The host 
government will probably stay in close contact with the State Depart
ment in """/ to insure close coordinatiun of effort in neutralizing the 
crisis, t~rticularly if major jurisdictional problems should arise that 

'must be resolved at the highest 1f::.:,:ls. The host government emba:;sy 
would also pass information back to the host country government. 

e Host Country Government -' The host co~ntry plays varying 
degrees of importance, dependi ng on the countl"y i nvol ved and appl icabl e 
international agreements in effect - particularly Status of Forces Agree
ments. It should be anticipated that d'irect cOfllTIunicatiol1s with Department 
of State may be desired, which would depend on the sensitivity and severity 
of the crisis. Also, the host country government will, in all probability, 
establish lines of commul1ication to hcst country officials at the scene of 
the crisis. There would be direct communications I'lith the U.S. Embassy 

,in the host country, because the U.S. Ambassador is responsible for all 
Ameri cans .. in the country. 

• U.S. Embassy - The U.S. -Embassy, in the name of the Ambass--
ador, acts as the highest U.S. authority within the country. During a 
terrorist crisis the country team would be ideally suited to serve as a 
crisis management team for the Ambassador. The U.S. Embassy would be in 
close communication with the host government, U.S. Department of State, 
and the unified command. 
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FIELD COUNTER-IERROR OFERATlONS_ 

1. I NTRODUCTI ON 

a. Scope and Method. This section deals with method, skills 
and techniques for use on site during u.S. Army operations to counter 
terrorism on military installations. Although the scope of probabili
ties for terrorist ncts on installations or sites comprises incidents 
which could cause the use of combat task f!)rces, Ranger units, or '.., 
Special Forces detachments, it is more likely near future and 1983 
acts against the u.S. Army, in a majority of cases; 'will require but 
local U.S. Army law enforcement pers,onnel. Thus. this section focllses 
primarily on actions to be met by these ~ersonnel • 

. . Included for consideration is a package of inter-reiated field 
countermeasures that, driven by policy and under the supervision of 
installation commanders, can, in response to terror, be implemented o~
site, by in-being installation command and staff, Provost Marshals. law 
enforcement Special Reaction Forces and appropri~te support elements. 

The countermeasures presented evolved from a design created by 
the SA! study team against l.Jase line data secured during an analysis of 
the terrorist threat, and through event tree analysis which insured an 
appropriate list of options for research toward reconmended meas~r:es. 
The deSign, clearly basic, was deliberately trimmed to test available 
UsS. Army assets and resources cost effectively, meeting the problems 
of r,e!-ponse head on without leaving gaps. The design - essenti.al1y a 
list of operational task area!> - begins with a critical time related 
start point - the moment of recognition that a terrorist incident has 
occurred on a military installation. The end point of the design in
cludes post event measures - those acts which should be considered for 
use after the free; ng of hosta:;Jes, capture of ten'ori sts. or other 
clin~~ctic points. 
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In sequence, the study design comprised the following: 

Crisis-management 

Opns center 
Fwd cmd post 
til Command and cOlitro1Jchain of command 

o Staffing/skill requirements 

~ Procedures/Task$ 

• l.ocation 

o Equipment 

o Communications 

60 Problem." Iii Jurisdiction 
<l'r,i'\'<"',1O:.'.(I"! • 

Mil itary 

Federal, state, local 

Foreign (Host Country) 

Response 

Organization(S) 

~ Combat arms/combat support 

- fixed assets 
- task forcing 

Law enforcement 

- fixed assets 
- Special Reaction Force/Teams 

G dut.ies and responsibilities 
.0 alert levels 

- e mobilization procedures 
e movement to operational areas 
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, security 
o communications 
o equipment 
@ negotiating 
o hostage protection 
e use of special weapon~ and devices 
9 individual ~nd team tactics, to 

include assaults 
o capturing terrotists 
e liaison wi til media and with federal, 

state and local officials. 

Reactions to terrorism occur in one.Qf three phases: pre-event, 
event, and post event. The material in this section is concerned with 
the latter two, ~vent and post event, that ~s, with theories and prac
tices of response - mOl'e precisely, situational cor.trol and tactics. 

b. Force Characteristics. 
, I 

The principal actors in this 
segment of the study are terrorist organizatlons as defJned in the 
1977/1983 terrorist grOUt profile, Appp.ndix A, Threat Analysis, and 
U.S. Army combat, combat support and specifically law enforcement 
personne 1 as they exi 5 t unc!.'}I' p'"'.:sent TOt: IS. Cauti OUS ly, the counter
measures that aY'e presented hr con:.ideration were developed as reac
tions that are pursuant to the capabilities oJ a.bove ment'ioned U.S.' 
Army personna 1 in oppo;,iti on to th2 cited terrm'; s t group pY'ofi 1 es. 
To arrive at countermeasu';'es, actions by Gne force \"ere pitted against 
another, of course in hypo.t;hetical situations (via simlllation). 

c. Terrorist SituatiOlls. To achieve countermeasure options 
'For field operations, a set of terrori'st acts on mnitary installations 
wa3 staged (simulilted) and \'pr'i m-iti zed , then re-staged (simulated). 
Standards for' selecti.Jn were based on an examination )f probable terror." 
1st group 9bjectiv~s for conducting operations against the U.S. Army, 
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and by determining the type operation best suited for attainment of 

these objectives. For exam",l e, if a terrorist.. groupo's objective is 

to attain worldwide publicity and to embarrass U.S. mi1itary forces 

it might select to er.cer a headquarters/office building un a supposed1y 

secure installation, bar\';cade ana hold hostages, thereby achieving 

media attention and stalemating mi"litar:v forces, rather thdfl conduct 

bombings or thefts, wh":~hwould nct bring in the publicity or possible 

.humiliation desired. Conversely, if an objective is tJ create fear 

and limited harrassment or disruption, bombings would seem an appropriate 

tact{c:--Appei;ri1-X- l ,. includes' a full rang~ of probal11e terrorist 

group o~jectives toward the U.S. Army and the most likely operations 
they (that is, the pro~osed '1977/1983 groups) would select to attain 

them. These operat'jons: or inc~dents, represent the terrorist situa

tions the fol1owing c')lmtet'measures can challenge effecti ve ly. 
_..... ... •••• _0'-,0 '"' • • 

II. CRISI~ MANJl.GEr~ENT 

\1. Operationa1 Constraints. There are several cOl1siderutions 

distinguishing most t~rrorist situations (hypothesized as taking place 

on m'ilital~Y installations) from o'ther criminal acts) and these need be 

taken into account 'JIhen designing measures to dt:Jl with them. These 

are~ 

\) The outcome of a terror; s t act can impact beyond mi·1 i tary 

insta', ;utions and 3.ffect, a'jversely, U.S. domestic a(1d foreign policy. 

o InnOCent persons, in addi.tion to military personnel, can 

be harmed more ;;a.varely than in most like criminal acts and are in 
greater danger of being ki11ed. 

iii T~rrorist and/or U.S. Army actions in a terrm'/counter-
terror situation can p.aslly be misint2rpr'eted by media with unnecessary 

harm ensuing. 

G Sensit~~e and expensive resources may be inVOlved, 
.causing disruptions at high governmental levels. 
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It is because of these constraints that countermeasures must 
be forged from processes that factor in a greater number of vari abl es 
than might be studied when design'jng \l/ays to respond to crimes that 
are similar to terrorist acts but which do not have the same far 
reaching effects. The social and political consequences of a respons 
to terror, as stated. must be weighed in balance with military conse
quences to ascertain cost/risk ~evelopments prior to selection of 
countermeasures for enactment. Therefore, decisions to commit counter
terror forces for tactical operations should be made only at the high
est levels of authority above installation level. Preceding sections 
of this ,study deal with such problems of authority, jurisdiction and 
decision-maldngat Department of Army and major cOl1iT1and levels. In 
this section, these problems are viewed in the context of the military 
installation and its environment. This section also approaches prob
lems of interim authority, temporary jurisdiction and hasty decision
making. 

b. Command Relationships/Jurisdiction. Memoranda of Under
standing betv{een FBI Special Agents In-Charge and Military Installation 
Commanders must define, specifically, when and how FBI and military 
authorities will interact to lnsure effective operational proc;edures 
during terrorist events. To this, it is suggested that analysis,' 
recommendation and implementation of military solutions to counter terror 
during events remain the responsibi1ity of the Military Installation 
Commander, except in those instances when experienced FBI personnel are 
greater in number than those available from military sources, at which 
time the FBI could assume some direct control. When 5ufficient experienced 
mili,tary personnel exist it is suggested the FBI assume an advisory role. 

--Because no two terrorist events are alike, the relationships 
between the senior FBI official (Special Agent tn Charge) and an Instql
\lation Commander. should be a personal one, so that guidelines expressed 
in Memoranda of Understanding are clearly fathomed and so that one can 
safely act ;n the absence of the other, especially in the early moments 
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of an event when time-distance precludes the immediate presence of the 
FBI. In some cases, FBI officials and installation commanders may agree 
to establishment of joint \oJorking groups, or forces', at every level of 
activity from an Emergency Operations Center on down to Forward Command 
Post, negotiations and tactical operations. It would appear that situa
tional factors such as available assets, official fixed FBI locations 
(offices), and existing terrori:t threats would serve as determinants 
of fotmal joint forces. 

Official expression of U.S .. policy and overall supervision of 
U.S. conduct during counter terror actions OCONUS re~ains witr. a high 
U.S. Department of State representative, in most cases a u.s. Al:'1bassador, 
while direct control of U.S. forces on U.S. military installations is 
the responsibility of installation commanders. Here, too, a joint com
mand and control system can emerge, with the Department of State official 
(Ainbassador) and the insta'l1ati on Commander performing in accordance 
with Memoranda of Understanding. But the extent to which OCONUS they 
can together or separately direct counter terror operations is largely 
dependent on Status of Forces Agreements (SOFA) with Host Countries. 
In some countries - for example, Italy - local police have authority to 
react to terror on U.s. installations. There, Carabinieri \'/ould prepare 
and conduct counter-terror actions, while in other countries - such as 
the FRG - U.s. military law enforcement agencies respond on inst~llations. 

Status of Forces Agreements (SOFA) express a Host Country·s posi
tion toward perpetrators conducting terror on military installation5 or 
against off base military personnel. It is frcm these agreements that 
measures are adopted to prevent military actions from extending beyond 
Host Country legal boundaries. Additionally, several of these agreements 
provide for Host Country assistance. Mutual cooperation, then, is a must 
between Military Installation Commande~s and Host Country officials. 

Further, occasions cou~d arise when a terrorist event OCONUS 
may thrust Military Installation Commander, U.S. Department of State 
Official, and Host Country official, into a triumverate, a three part 
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cOl11Tland and control system. where. Memoranda of Understanding and Status: 
of Forces Agreements (SOFA) act as the stabilizing factors. 

The premise here is that CONUS and OCONUS the command and 
control component of field counter terror operations is not a blar.k 
and white, one dimensional feature but a multi-faceted aspect that 
has to be balanced by pre-~vent, a~reed to procedures for inter-related 
decision making. The separate authorities inv0lved participate together 
in arriving at appropriate option;, for decisions, and the mechanisms for 
such cooperation should be culled from Memoranda of Understanding, SQFA, 
and realted implementing instructions. Of course, ultimate decision 
making must remain \'Iith the individual mandated for such by law or policy. 

There is,at present, a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Department. of Defense (000) and the FBI. Th"is document implies coor
dination· between Military Installation Con~anders and FBI counterpart~ 
and cites the FBI's role during terrorist events~ CONUS. However, during 
visits to U.S. Army installations, CONUS, by.SAI Staff it was learned 
that at some installations there has been contact and coordination be.
t\"een the two but at others there has not; and further, detailed imf)le
menting instructions for linkage between U.S. Army and FBI personnel 
hardly exists. 

In view of emerging terrorist threats CONUS, it is recorrmended 
that ODCSPER, Hqs, Department of the AnllY, formulate an action program 
that would revitalize and enhance coordination and coooperation between
the U.S. Army and the FBI at field operating levels (installations). 
Further support for such ac"';ion can be abstracted also from Civil Dis
turbance Plan, uGarden Plot." Such action, it ~ppeBrs, should require 
new meetings betw<1.::n Military Installation Commanders and FBI officials. 
From these meetings should evolve local implementing instructions deali1g 
with the following: 
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conrnand relationships and jurisdiction 

sharing of information 

control of military o~eratio~s 

organization/construction of joint-forces 

negotiating tactics 

utilization of equipment 

liaisen with media and pubiic officials. 

Further, FBI Special Agents In-Charge should rer.eive briefings 

to become familiar "lith military inst3.11ations they have to mobilize too, 

so as to be familiar with layout and surroundings. 

Similar actions should also be accomplished OCUllUS between 

r1ilitary Installation Corrrnanders and the U.S. Department of State and, 

I'/here applicable, with Host-Country OffiC"la'ls, certainly pursuant to 

joint rev;e\'/ of applicable segments of Status of Forces Agreements 

(SOFA). 

With direction and supervision of the above cited actions 

begun at Department of Army level, and enforced by r·1ajor Commands, 

neat' futUre compliance wou.ld be readi1y obtain"',b1e, especially since 

authority exi sts nm" in the standing DoD/FBI t·iemorandum of Understand

ing, and in SOFA. 
I, 
I 
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c. Time factors, th~ Hostage-Taking Terrorist Event (Scenario) 
and Situational Control. 

(l) Time Factors. There is a distinct relationship be
"tHeen the phases of a terrorist event and the degree and intensity of 
situational command and control that can be brought to bear in a 
counter terror effort on military installations. Unavoidably, it is 
difficult to determine who can be the first responsible leader on· 

, -. 
scene. Even if mechanisms exist to mobilize a Reaction Force, a 
Forward Command Post and an installation Emergency Operations Center, 
the first responsible counter terror agents to confront terrorists 
may be nearby secul'ity guards or a parr of mn itary pol icemen arr'iving 
by sedan \'/hile on roving patrol. This reality cannot be dismissed, 
and instead should be viewed as an initial '6fficial' reaction phase 
during which opportunity exists to estimate the terrorist situation' 
and begin a transition into subsequent phases when a viable Reaction 
Force could arrive on scene. As stated elsewhere in this study, 
it is important and practical that all military police personnel have 
training in methods for dealing with terrorists. In civilian police 
situations, the first police officer to arrive on scene during a 
criminal or terrorist hostage-taking/barricade situation is designated 
the 'i:riHial commander' of police forces until a special detail 
trained for such situations arriv~s. Other ranking officers arrivin9 
on scene have authority to assume situational control but normally 
only provide guidance or advice, allowing the 'ini.tial commander' to 
stay in charge until relieved by the special detail. It is suggested 
this system be U.S. Army practice fn order to sustain as much contin
uity as possible during the early flow of activitfes" 

.... _,- .- .... _. .. -
(2) The Hostage-Taking Terrorist Event (Scenario). A later 

paragraph in this section discusses el,ements that can be mobi1ized on . . 
installations to counter terrol'ism. These ~lements are 1 isted below 
in reference to sequences of some major type hostage-taking terrorist 
events that could occur on installations, purpose: to relate time-, 
or chronological-, sequences of terrorist events to the element, or 
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elements. that should be exercising direct situational control within 
the framework of the sequence, and to outline major duties and res
ponsibilities in the now of actions, or sub-events. By direct, in 
this case, is meant that element that should be in direct contact, or 
confrontation, with the terrorists. The type terrorist event treated 
is worst case, that is, a hostage-taking/ barricade situation by poli
tically motivated terrorists with specific d~ands. From the point of 
view of counter terror forces, events are: 

o Initial Response Phase 
o Negotiation Phase 
(I Assault Phase 

The Initial Response Phase is that period during which U.S. 
military personnel become aware of a terrorist cOrmlitted act and 
prepare to· counter the act through peaceful persuasion or mil itar] 
fo!'ce. The Negotiation Phase, occurring during hostage-
taking situations, is that stage dul'ing which military O\~ other 
official personnel interact with terrorists to reduce factors of 
potential violence and increase the probability of safety for hostages 
while bargaining (negotiating) for their release. The Assault Phase 
occurs when it has appeared that only a military solution can bring 
about the release of hostages with less harm coming to them than 
through the appl ication of other solutions, or \"hen anything less 
than a military solution has been analyzed to have greater nl~gative 
impact on human lives elsewhere . 

Below, in sequence and scenario fashion, 1S a breakout of the 
above mentioned phases. 

Initial Response Phase 

, Terrorists sieze building and take hostages. 
. . 

o Nearest available military policemen arrive on sc(~ne. 

Q Military policemen estiwate situation ... ~- ... -.,.. ... _._. -. - , .... ~ ........ - -- ,~..... .",. _ ....... , 

e t~ilitary policemen report incident to higher headquarters 
(MP Operations Desk) . 
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Q MP Operations Desk alerts Insta11ation Headquartsrs 
Operations Center, the Provost Marshal~ next, subordinate 
Commanders of elements of a predesignated Reaction Force, 

t Duty officer at Installation Headquarters Operations 
Center alerts InstallattonCommander, then, i'f in CONUS, 
contacts the FBI, next the Army Operations Center (AOC), 
Headquarters, Department of the Army, and the next 
hi gher command. 

o OCONUS, the Installation Headquarters Operations Center 
contacts the I~ajor Command, e.g., Headquarters, Usareur. 

(Note: alert notifications cited are in accordance 
with Army Regulation Number 190-40) 

e Installation Headquarters Oper.ations Center converts to 
Installation tmergency Operations Center (IEOC). 

o Initial on scene commander (ranking military policeman) 
sustains contact with terrorists and in accordance with 
learned, pre-established procedures attempts to ascer-
tain information towo.rd a precis" estimate of the sttuation. 

o Provost Marshal~ or designated representative, arrives 
on scene at nearby location to establish Forward Command 
Post, " assuming forward operational control as Commander. 
Initial, now former, Commander remains at Command Post. 
to provide information and assistance. 

o Security and reconnaissance personnel of the pre-designated 
Reaction Force arrive w, scene and establish physical 
security cordon and reconnoiter area to determine best 
access and egress to and from the terrorist target 
(building with terrorists and hostages). 

o Tact; ca 1 e·1 ements of predes i gna ted Reacti on Force moves 
to assembly area beyond sight or l"ecognition of terrorists 
and prepares for possible assa~lt operations. 

o Forward Command Post establishes communications with 
Installation Emergency Operations Center (IEOC). 

t, 
" 0 Installation Cotnmander arrives at IEOC to command cOlinter 

terror operations. first obtaining an estimate of thu 
situation from the Provost Marshal. 

a For'ward Command Post. in accordance with learned pre': 
designated procedures: . 
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- sustains contact with terrorists and determines, 
if possible: 

" number of hostages an~. who they are, and 'their 
condition. 

4) preci;se interpretation of terror-i'st demands. 

o number of terrorists, type terrorist group, and 
positions of terrorists in the building, and 
movement patterns of both terrorists and hostages. 

, names of terrorists, especially the leaders. 

~ terrorist behavior characteristics (e.g., nervous, 
tense, easily excitable, or unemotional). 

c terrorist weapons, explosives, equipment. 

analyzes reported b~st 'access and egress to and from 
building (reported by elements of the Reaction Force). 

develops tactical military options for use by tactical 
elements. 

- determines if available resources will support planned 
tactical military options. 

w begins formal negotiations with terrorists (note: 
terror~sts may reject the assigned Negotiator and 
request to negotiate only with Installation Commander 
or other Qffic;al pat'ty) • 

.. reports results of all of above to IEOC .. 

• Senior FBI official arrives at IEOe and receives briefing 
on situation from Installation officials. The FBI a~ent will
work closely with counterterror fot'ces providing gUldance ' 
and assistance. 

Negotiation Phase, 

o Negotiating Team, or Negotiator, sustains contact with 
terrorists and'buys as much time as possible from 
terrorists for the consideration of demands; 

i IEOC forwards clarification of demands to AOC/DA and 
awaits guidance as to how the U.S. government will react. 
OeONUS, reports to OPNS Center, r~aj or Command. 
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• Forward Command Post forwards to IEOC recommended tactical 
military options with estimated risk factors. 

o IEOe analyzes tactical military options and determines best 
option, then alerts Forward Command Post of the option 
selected. 

o Forw~rd Command Post alerts Leader, Tactical Element and 
provides him with the m~litary option plan although per
missioll to conduct such plan is yet to be granted. 

fl Leader, Tactical Element, return:; to rear assembly area 
and briefs element to conduct the plan. Element obtains 
additional eq~ipment, if needed, and undergoes full pre
paration, rehearsing actions repeatedly. 

e FBI official and/or Installation Commander (i.e., on command 
perogative) may move to Forward Command Post. However, it 
should be noted the appearance of additional authority may 
be viewed by terrorists as an indication of impending violent 
action. 

o 'AOCjDA -f~r.wards to IEOC a---Jecisfon'on use orno'n:us~--of-tactical' 
military option. IEOe reports decision to Forward Command Post 
(Fep). Cmdr, FCP alerts Cdr, Tactical El,ement. 
(if a decision is made to conduct tactical military operation, 
the following:) 
- Assault Phase: 

o Tactiaal Element completes rehearsals, re-groups 
at Assembly Area, establishes mobile command post 
and informs Fon~ard Command Post wh~n ready to 
embark on military operation. 

o On order, Tactical Element moves as covertly as 
possible from Assembly Area to its objective (building 
with terrorists and hostages). 

@ Forward Command Post alerts support elements, 
e.g., medical, transportation, etc., to embark 
on supportive missions. 

---------------
'9 Tactical Element conducts assault to free hostages 

and take pri soners. ' 
------~-,,--,-.. ,.-. - ----' --'" . -----.-----

(if a decision ;s made NOT to con~tlct an assault, 
;~:;GOTIATION conti nues )-' 
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(3) Situational Control. As stated, ev~nt and post event 
tel'ror/counter terror activities include, seque!1tially, three basic 
categories: Init.ial Response Phase, Negotiation Phase, 
and Assault Philse. 'In each of these phases there are progre!?sive 
links of command and control elements which exercise direct or in
direct, that is, operational or decision making situational control. 
These elements cover four distinct areas in the range of command and 
control procedures, and these are: 

~ Direct Tactical Control 
.. Indirect Tactical Control 

Overall Strategic Decision Making Control 
Overall Policy Effects Control 

Figure One, page C·16 depicts these elements and their rela
tionships as procedural mechanisms to command and control elements. 

The outcome of terrorist events rests on the effects of 
counter terror situational ~ontrol; therefore, players in command 
and control linkages described must be fully aware of limitations 
imposed upon them by policy direction. Their duties and responsibil
ities should be spelled out clearly in Installation and Special Unit 

I SOP? .. andail personnel invo-'ved should h(~ve fL)rmal schooling anJ 
training directly proportionate to the tasks That policy will require 
of them. 

d. Formalizing a Chain of Command. The ladder of direction 
for countering terrorism on mil itary installations should be a b"sic 
structure of Cl.uthorized officials and directives. Analysis of cases 
involving terrorist objectives and c0unter terror actions show that 
the following vertical structure is more adaptabie across the spectrum 
of type terror; st acts as Q;' vi ab 1 e chai n of cOll1l1and: 
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Figure 1 

"Evolution of Situational Control/Counter Terror" 

(Hostage-taking Incid~nt) 

Exercis~ng Overall 
Exercising Direct Exerci·sing Indirect Strategic Decision-

"Phase" Tactical Control Tactical Control Making Contl'ol 
r-= 

Initial First Authority Installation Opns. or 
Response On-Scene nlP) Duty Officer until 

the arrival of 
Phase Cdr, f't'ld CP Cdr, IEOC (Instal Cdr, IEoe (as left 

(Provost Marshal) Cmdr, or early-on of this column). 
designated senior 
represent'ati vel 

-
Negotiation Cdr, FWd CP Cdr, IEOe'" Cdr, lEOC* 
Phase 

I 
(Provost Marshal) (Insta 1. Cdr) 
Negotiator 

, 

Assault Phase Cdr, Fwd CP Cdr~ IEOC* Cdr, IEOC* 
. Cdr, Tactical 

I 
Element 

-

* FBI official advises and assists 

Exercising Overall· 
Pol icy Effects 

Control 

-/ 

tlq!>, DA (AOe); 
(Jr, as OCONUS 
sitautions, Major 
COl1llland or US De,~t_ 
of State (Embas;!IY~) 

, I ~ r 
'~" I 

As Above 

I 
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Command ,and Control 

Commander, US Army'Installation .•. . . 
FBI advises and assists. 

Comnander. Reaction 
Force 

Subordinate, CQrrananders. Reaction 
Force 

Negotiator 

Parallel r~echanisrn(s) 

National policy ..• 
DOD/FBI Memorandum 
of Understanding 

•.• Installation/FBI 
M~morandum of Understanding 
Installation SOP/reaction force 
SOP •.. Relative US Army 
regulations and directives 

Installation SOP/Reaction Force 
SOP 

Installation SOP/Reaction FOY'ce 
SOP 

Reaction Force SOP 

Excluded from this structure are the conrnand and control ele
ment(s) that would exercise situational control during the Initial 
Response Phase. \~hen added. a vertical st,"ucture - side-by-slde 
graphically with inherent comnai1C! locations - f,;ppears as below: 

(Note: thi~ MODEL is NOT presented as a panacea for 
dealing with terrorism organizationally en insta11a
tions; rather. as cited, it is the r~ODEL which in 
SAl's case-by-case simulations appeared to have 
greater flexibility and success in controlling 
operations) 

Inifial Response Phase 

- sub-phase one (recognition of terrorist act) 
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Installation 
Duty qfficer 

OlC or NCOle/ 
MP Del:,k!CID Duty Agent/office of 
HI and of FBI-SAlC 

1 st Ranking 
MP On-Scene 

- sub-phase two (Establishmpnt Clf IEOC and Forward 
Command Post/Arrival of Instal'lation COll1l1ander at 
IEOC) 

" 
\' 

'" 
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Officer/:nstallation 
Commander 

Commander, Reaction 
Force (Provost Marshal) 
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- s~b-phase three (E1E.'l11ents of Rec,ction Force arrive at 

designated locations) 

C OOlman de I" 
Support Element 

Conmander, 
Installation 

Conmander, 
Reaction Force 
(Provost Marshal) 

Conmander, 
Tactical Element 

Negotiation Phase/Assault Phase 

Chief Negotiator 
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Commander, 
Reaction Force 
(Provost Marshal) 

Commander, Tactical Element 
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The negotiator is considered a key el~ment in the chain of' 

comnand because in a Negotiation Phase he is in direct contact with, and 

can influence, the counterterror target (i.e., the terrorists) . 

In formalizing this chain of command, several questions arose 

which deserve corrroent. First, and perhaps most striking, has been dealt 

with in preceding pages but requires further analysis. 11What should the 

FBIls role in counterterror operations on a military installation include?" 

On the one hand, the question is nearly "moot" since lavi provides the FBI 

with jurisdictional authority. But, the FBI suffers some disadvantages in 

being able to carry out obligations on military installations during terror

ist events, especially early on. Time·, 'diStance and lack of intimab know

ledge of mil'itary capabilities are certainly deterrents to total FBI effect

iveness. In several instances, FBI officials are located several hundreds 

of miles from mil itary install ations and cannot be on scene during crucial 

moments when initia,l response to terrorism must be thorough, balanced and 

proficient; thus, the need for the aforementioned Memoranda of Understanding. 

Other questions dealt with in forma,'izing a recommended chain of 

command were: 

- Should Provost Marsha~s~always command Reaction Forces? 

. Could a non.-law enforcement field grade officer assume this responsibility? 

- Should a Deputy or Assistant Reaction Force Commander have 

full charge of the Tactical Element of a Reaction Force or should the Tactical 

Element' have a leader who has no other function than to lead the Tactical 

Element? 

What should minimum grade' structures··be? 
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To arrive at answers to these questio.ns, the fell owing advan

tages and disadvantages were reviewed: 

Cdr, Installation 

Oep or' Asst Cdr, 
Installlation 

Senior influential 
military officer. 

other major installa
tion duties may have 

expertise and thorough to be set aside 
familiarity w/military 
operations and avail-
able assets and re-
sources 

Can specialize moreso 
thon Cdr during pre
event peri~ds . . . 
attention less div-
i ded • . . !p.xperti se 

Less significant 
advantage in dealing 
wi external and/or 
higher authorities 

and thorough familiarity 
w/military operations and 
assets and resources • 
can free Cdr to serve 
on scene, if necessary, 
as Negotiator. 

i. 
\ 
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Chain of Command 

P~'ovost Marshal 
(Cdr, Reaction 
Force) , 

Non law enforcement 
Cdr, Reaction force 

Dep or Asst Reaction 
Force Cmdr also as 
Tactical Elem~nt 
Leader (w/Asst Tae
ticai Element Leader 
Conducting Assault 
OPMs) 

Advantages 

Law enforr.pment and 
counter t~;ror training 
expertise •.. know
ledge of assets, ~e-
sources • .'. 1 ega 1 
expertise •.. intimate 
knowledge of area of 
opera ti on,s 

Disadvani:ages 

Diverted from other 
major duties 

Frees PM or other key less, if a~y expertise 
law enforcement officer in counter terror, 
for other major requirE- legalities, law fn-
ments for~ement ••. less 

~nowledge of assets, 
t esources 

Provides Reaction Ferce 
Cdr direct intimate 
link w/Tactical Element 
. • . enables balanced 
control of Tactical 
E1 emer. ',I s Securi ty 
and Ass~ult units 

diverted from other 
forms of leadership 
assistance at fixed 
cmd pJst 

Preceding paragraphs feflect that in light of the above dnd 

other variables. the chain of command selp.cted would provide greater 
control and flexibil ity. The bel O\,I restatement of this chain of 
command includes basic rationale for selection: 

Permanent 
Title 

Counter-terror 
Mode 

Instal1ation Cdr Chief, Military Operations 

Dep. lnst. ,Cdr Dep. Chief, MIL. Operations 

Provost Marshal Cdr, Reaction Force 

.. 
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IEOC 

IEOC 

Rat'it)nale 

Current Cdr of 
all MIL a:>sets and 
resources 
hishest official 
link to other 
authorities 
(second to above) 

Fwd CP Law en'fol"cement, 
1 egCll & cOth~tcr 
terror~~pej)ti se; 
intimate-Kriowledge 
of assets & resources 
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Pemallent Counter~ Terrol' 
Title Mode 

Dep. or Asst PH Cdr, Fwd Spt Element 

Cmdr, MP Company Cdr. Tactical Element 

?latoon Ldr, Ldr, Assault Unit 
MP Company (Tactical Element) 

Location 

Fwd CP 

Rear Assy 
Area/Tac
tical -
Mobile CP 

Rationale 

As above 

Linkage between 
Fwd CP and Tactical 
Element 

Rear Assy OIC w/single focus 
Area/Area 

11 
t; 
1 

I' 
:! 
I. 

of Target " 

Platoon Ldr, 
MP Company 

Ldr, Security Unit 
(Tactical Element) 

Vicinity 
target 
areal 

OIC w/single focus 

(FBI official, not in chain of command, is "operational consultant") 

On major installations, fitting the above into :1 counter terror
fm'ce would mee~ with little difficulty; however, at s'f1aller installations 
and sites c~~pany grade officers may have to fill positions suited for 
fieid grade, and senior NCO's may have to serve in company grade positions. 
Because of the sensitivity of terror/counter terror and ensuing nationa1 
and international implications, officers of the higher grades should be 
fil ling key positi ons. Or more-por'~l ated i nsta 11 ati ons, recorrmended grade 
structuring follows: 

Title 

Commander. Installation 
(Chief, Military Operations) 

Provost Marshal (Cdr, Reaction 
Force) 

\' 
De~ or Asst PM,Office of Provost 
Marshal (Cdr, Forward Support 
Element) 
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Reconmended 

Colonel (0-6) to Major-General, 
unless lower grade authorized. 

Field-grade officer unless company
gradp. (Captain) i$ highest grade _ 

·available for position. 

Captain 
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. Title 
-..--

Company Cmdr, MP Company 
(Cdr, Tactical Element) 

Captain 

Platoon Ldr, MP Company l-LT 
(Ldr, Assault Unit of Tactical 
Element) 

Platoon Ldr, MP Company l-LT 
(Ldr, Security Unit of Tactical 
Element) 

II I. ORGANIZATION· 

Recommended 

Type Forces. A military ins'tallatio'l counter terror infrastruc
ture should emerge from existing assets with speed, alacrity and minimum 
re-organization. Th~ previous sub-section, or paragraph, stated that 
aga i nst near term and. future terrori st threats, CONUS and OCONUS, exi sti ng 
military organizations have personnel and ra30urces available to conduct 
counter'terror missions pursuant to effectiv~ training programs. It is 
unlikely that soon, or by 1983, t~('ror will require organizatio~s dedicated 
solely ard continuously to the counter terror mission. This conclusion 
is based on analyses of several or~anizational concepts with matching ter
I"or; st event probabil i ti es. The se concepts are: 

ft Newly-acti vated" dedi cated TOE/TDA counter terror force, to 
include an internal command structure, and tactical. security and support 
elemcmts. 

o Newly activated, dedicated TOE/IDA counter terror tactical 
and security elements, commanded, controlled and supported by ext€~rnal 

existing authorities. 

• Conversion, or fusion, of elements of current IOE/IDA units 
into dedicated counter terror forces for indefinite period • 

o Designation of existing personnel and/or units tu serve in 
a counter terror mode when need arises/on-call. 
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Balancing the terrorist threat against cost factors such as 

manpower, physical resources, time, planning and training. tCl entertain 

the first three concepts cited would be to engage developmental models 

far too costly in relation to real I'lorld need. The latter concept, more 

cost effective, ,"elies on existing personnel and resources backgrounded 

for the counter terror mission within a framework of response realism. 

Indeed, the former concepts would provide better trained and specifi:s 

oriented counter terror elements, but only in a framework of illusions 

about terrorism along with a lack of realism about prioritizing funds and 

resources. 

Reconvnended, tbg,n, is not a new organization in the fOlAce struc

ture but the development of ?n-cal1 missions for orqanization~ftlready 

TOE/TDA-authorized. 

Since terrorism on milit . .Iry installations. is likely to be 

of lower-level violence (sm?l1 teams with individual weapons) exi~tir.g·· 

U.S. Amy law enforcement units appear to be most suited to enact counter 

terror tactics under the supervision of Provost Marshals and Installation 

Corrmanders. In brief, current TOE/TDAls for Military Police Ccmpanies 

include personnel and equipment for expected stand-off counter terror ae. 

tivities. Personnel of these units select~!d to perform per the latter 

~onc':.P.~ ~o~ld co~~i~ue in t/"leir nonnal TOE-p'"escribed duties, mobilizing 

to counter terror in accordance \'1i th conti ngency plans and for peri od; c 

training. 

This recommendation does not preclude a need for the U.S. Army 

to develop plans for counter terror force Sl:ructures outside the la;'1 

enforcement realm. After all, the imperative, or C'Je, for structuring 

counter terror elements comes from the type of terrorist act committed . 

. The 1976 Israeli raid at Entebbe required meticulous task forcing of 

regula\~'combat elements. It is possible that terrorist acts against 

U.S. Army personnel or others 0!1 military in!;tallations could require 

platoon or company-size forces such as Rangel' units, or that aspects 

of a unique incident could necessitate convel~ion of a Special Forces 
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, . Operational Detachment "A" tv a counter terror mode', Such considera
tions cannot be ignored, even though existing threat assessments 
spread much doubt over the probability of terrorist acts against the 
U.S. Army frequently necessitating combat task forces. Into 1983 
and beyond, it appears that most terrorist acts against the U.S. Army 
can be confronted successfully with in-being law enforcement assets. 

In designing a response configuration for military installations, 
two b.:sic componcnts were realized to serve the following two objectives: 

I Crisis-Mallagement 

fI Tactical Response 

The two components of the configuration are: 

e Installation Emerg~ncy Operations Center (IEOC); and 

o Speci al Reacti on Force (SRF). 

These components ;nc~ude foundations for independent action 
against, or inter-acticn directly or indirectly with, terrorists. Below 
is a description of missions and capabilities of these components under 
an umbrel1 a ti tl ed, Counter Terror Force Structure. . A MODEL, thi s organi
zation should be viel'ied as one of several workable configurations. SAl, . . 
however, has noted that in simulations i't best sufted' F'ersonnel re-. 
sourc~s, assets and capabilitip.s available at most installations. 

Count~r Terror Force Structure 

Compor.ents 

Installation Emergency Operations Center (IEOC) 

Special Reaction Force (SRF) 

Forward Command Post 
\i 
Forward Support Element 

Special Reaction Team (SRT-Tactical Element) 

o Assault Unit 

e Security Unit 
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MISSION: Command ;l.nd control military resjJonse 
to terrorist acts on military installations. 

RESPONSIBILITIES: 

C/ Pre-event: Develop counterterror contingency 
plans/SOPls 

a Ascertain precise estimates of the ter\~or/ 
I 

counter terror situation throughout the 
response period. 

e Conduct assessments of mil i tary "response 
option~" and recommend the most favor1ble 
to Department of Army fer conCUl"rence G non
concurrence. 

G Conduct operational planning and provide 
operational and support guidance to Cmdr, 
SRF. 

G Establish communication links to Major 
Comnand and/or to AOC, OA. 

o Coordinate support activities. 

o Effect 'iiaison with Public ,and Media officials. 

o Organize post operational plan to support 
needs of released hostages and to organize 
captured terrorists. 

o SQecial Reaction Force (SRF), 

MISSION: Conduct on-site operations against 
terrol"ists o'n the IIlilitary installation. 

RESPONSIBILITIES: 

o Establish on site Forward Cor~nand Post. 
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9 Establi~h and direct Forward Suppcrt Ele
ment to: 

- secure area of operations 

- negotiate with terrorists 

- develop safety measures for hostages 
throughout the response period 

- gather intelligence 

- coordinate logistics and medical 
support 

establish comnunication links with 
the IEOC and the SRF's Forward Support 
components, and the SRF's Tactical 
element (SRT) 

- provide continuous estimate of tl.a 
3ituation to the IEOC 

recommend "response optionsll (tacti
cal) ~o the IEOC 

- conduct. only ON ORDER, tactical 
operations. 

Composition. The IEOC, in essence, should be an installat~on's 
in-being Operations Center augmented to deal with terrorist situations. 
When wanned fully, principals sncu1d be pre-designated on call represent
atives of the installation's major command and staff elements that match 
disciplines required to counter terrorism. It should also~ as closely as 
possible, match counte"oarts in the AOC/DA or major command. To sustain 
operations; this struct~re should, at a minimum, include the 
following: 
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internal operations. 

Installation Commander. 

Dep or Asst. Installation Cdr. 

Chi·ef·of Staff, Installation. 

. . 

I 

Coordinates IEOe 

Senior FBI officialjSAIC ... advisor 

IEoe AugmeDtation. OIC of: ".. .... . . ... ~, ,- . 
G Intelligence. Provides production and analy-

sis of intelligence collected not only from operational site but from 
other sources. On major insta11ations, where assets exist, directs "all
source" intelligence center; 

o ·Operations. Provides estimates of tactical 
options and develops and refines operational plans; 

o Personnel. Provides guidance on availability, 
.. ,... - __ ,.. 4 

utilization and care o~ personnel; 

G Logistics. Provides coordination of equipment 
and transportation support actions; 

o Publ ic Affairs. Effects 1 iaison I"i'th I~edia 
and private sector officials. Note: This officer and assistants may 
be positioned at th~ FOr\~ard Command Post (situation-dependent); 

e ~egal Affa\rs. Provides advice and recommen-
dations on legal implications; 

Q Communications-El ectronics. Insures 
effective communication systems, links, appropriate equipment, rigs. 

• ,Facility Engineer. Provides infonnation. 

reo buildings and sites. I 

... _--." .. - .--_. "..-.. ---... ~- ..... _ ..... _-- ..... --_._ ....... 
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Ci Behaviorai Psychologist. (Can be military, or locallY 

contractp.d, or on call from other installation). Provides guidance for 

on site Negotiator . 

The counterterror augmented IEOC configuration that serves 

responsibilities and requirements of the IEOC mission includes three 

basic elements. rhese. are: 

& Command Element Team 

~ Crisis Management 

i Operational Staff 

The aforementioned principals should comprise these elements 

as follows: 

~ Cornnand Element (decision t.laking) 

- Cdr. Installation 

- Dep. (or Ass't) Installation Cdr. 

- Chief of Staff, Installation 

- FBI official/SAle 

o Crisis Management Team (Ar~lysis, Decision Making) 

- Dep. (or Ass't) Installation Cdr. 
(directs team) 

Intelligence Officer 

- USACIDC ·officer - special agent 

- Operations Officer 

Logistics Officer 

Legal Officer 

- Psychologist 

- rae; 1 i ty Engi neet' 
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representatives 

Operational Staff. Principals, and staff 

COS, Installation ( ••. directs:) 

Intelligence (OIC and Staff) 

Operations (OIC and Staff) 

Personnel (OIC and Staff) 

Logistics (OIC and Staff) 

Public Affairs (OIC and Staff) 

Legal Affairs (OIC and Staff) 

Communication-Electionics (OIC and Staff) 

The purpose of the Command Element is obvious: to direct 
action, and to recommend to higher authority the most favorable 

'option or options for a counter terror strategy. 

The Cri si s. t·1anagement team provi des the Command El ement \'lith 
a breakout analysis of recommended options, so that the Chief, f.1ilitary 
Coordination (Cdr., Installation) cal1 deliver to higher authority the 
best option, or options, and so that subsequent decisions and actions 
can be analyzed thoroughly and be fully coordinated. This team should 
be directed by the Deputy, or Ass't., Installation Commander, and 
comnence as soon as a clear est'jmate of the situation is received at 
the IEOC from,the Forward Command Post of the Special Reaction Force, 

. and certainly upon each signifi~ant sub-crisis • 
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The Oper~tional Staff, thitQ.element of the IEOC, includes. 

continuous hands-on working staff members ,who are responsible 
for the IEOC's internal operational and support duties. The 
Ch"ier-of Staff-'(COs)'-~f:th~ I~~tal'l~'t;'o~' sh~~ld be responsible for 
direction of the~e personnel. 

No doubt, not every major installation CONUS and OCONUS will 
have an organization available to irrmediately convey-t to the counter
terror force structure described herein. Some installations may not 
hav(! a Chief of Staff~ut instead an executive officer and in many 

. i~;t-~-~~~'s . a.n· 'i~;t~ll ;t'ion; s "se~'i~'r '-'6iierat-io-~s ,"-;iii ~'~r '~~y-al~o be-
the 'Intelligence' officer. Thus, the above is recolTrllended as a 
MODEL from which appropriate departures (modifications) should occur. 

IEoe Facilities, Equipment and Special Items.for the IEOC 
need be no different than those required for an installation's opera
tions center during emergency category I events, although some addi
tional communications frequencies may be needed and certain items 
peculiar to the terrorist situation would n~ed be available, such as: 

o Building and floor plans (blueprints) of the 
barricaded building and adjacent buildings (tD include pasements 
and any other underground areas). 

• Maps and/or diagrams of the installation's air-
field and designated helipads (to include blueprints of buildings 
and hangal's) in the event terrorists and hostages, via demand, gain 
passage to move toward aircraft. 

o Maps and/or diagrams of nearby commercial air-
fields, heliports, reo above\' situation,' 

, Maps and/or diagrams of buildings and other 
facilities along obvious exit routes from barricaded building and 
along routes to airfield and/or helipad. 
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• If available, files on terrorist organizations 
and practices. 

This IEOe configuration, pitted against severa.l terrorist 
situations, insures in-depth coverage against the unexpected as well 
as the obvious. Situation-dependent, its size may grow. For example, 
as. discussed earlier, FBI officials may wish to fuse FBI staff into 
functional sections, and USAF or civilian commercial alrfield person-

--"nelmay"be-r'e'quired if"thera-are 'need"s 'for long-range alircraft. Thus. 
it is imperative that Installation Commanders develop contingency plans 
that include appropt'iate configurations for the IEOC, u!iing the 140DEL 
herein as a base start. SOP must be laid down carefully to insure 
quick and efficient fusions of additiona" personnel. 

Special Renction Force (SRF) 

The Special Reaction Force (SRi::) is the counter terror blow 
impacting at the crisis-point. It should be a force of modul'r com
ponents that can be mobilized quickly to reach event locations and pre
arranged sites. These structural units must gain control of terrorists 

-"-in'aliy itiiTitary 'or--oeftavtoral context. At the minimum .. that is. for 
installations rated less vulnerable to terrorism than others - a 
Special Reaction Force should include the following: 

e Forward Command Post (FC?) 
Forward Support Element (FSE) 

a Special Reaction Team (SRT) 

The Forward Support Element commences its operations from the 
'location of the Forward Command Post as directed by the CommandE:'r of 
the Special Reaction Force (Provost.Marshal) and includes the 
following: 

Security and Reconnaissance Team 
Supply Section 
Si gna'l Secti on 
Medical Section 
EOD Detachment 
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The Security and Reconnaissance Team must early on cordon the 
operational area and make certain that bystanders and onlooke:'s are 
out of range of any fire or danger. Elements of the Team must also 
develop intel~igence infonnation as quickly as possible, reporting 
to the Command Post entries to the target bui 1 di ng,. escape routes t 
characteristics of the building, and facts about the terrorists and 
hostages. 

The Negotiating Team should inciude two or more trained Nego
t:"~tors who can be positioned on site to converse directly with terror
is's to ascertain clarity of terrorist demands. and subsequent proposals 
and counter proposals; to state U.S. Anny and J:)~S. Government positions. 
describe actions to be taken, and to supervise or assist in supervising 
the delivery of hostages arid products; to gain information about terror-- . ... ~ ..... - "'-_ ...... , ... 

'ists and hostages; to stall; and to regulate or modify terrorist behavior. 
More than anyone else in the counter terro~.force struc~u.~e~ .negotiat?rs, 
prior to an assault phase, are the cutting edge, the prime forward control 
factor. Negotiators must attempt through direct or subt.le means t~ up
stage ter)'orists and steal their initiative, to wrest control from them 
and lead the situation to a conclusion favoring the U.S. Government. 
However, negotiators should not be decision makers. It is the inability 
of negotiators to make decisions that \'/idens their field of commun'ications 
and extends their opportunities to develop rapport with terrorists. Still, 
terrorists may reject assigned negotiators and demand to bargain only with 

. an-'autiio-rfty-who'ca~ -~k·e-·decisi'ons· •. When' this occurs, assigned ne
- - gotiator-s-shouicCserve as assistants to the preferred negtltiator. 

The""role of the Suru>ly Section shOUld be to acquire and del 'rver 
equipment and rations to operating lo~ations, as directed by the Forward 
Command Pos:t •. It is likely that rations and equipment will have to be 
provided ti:l the terro\"'tsts and to hostages • 
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Communications support, that is, the establishment of lines, 
and creation of a command and control n=t linking tht! Forwclrd Command; 
Post lo'the Forward Support Element's variu.us components and to the 
Special Reaction Team, is the responsibility of the Signal Section. 

The r~edical Section, located initially at the Forward Corimand 
Post, must be mobile anq hav-:! the capabil ity to treat terrorists as 
well as hostages and SRF pt!lrsonnel. A "dust-off" capacity should be 
p.stablished for the seriously wounded if appropriate facilities are 
not nearby. 

The EOD Detachment assumes a role in counter terror 
when bombs or other explosives are required to be identified and de
fused. 

En toto, a Forward Support Element need not comprise more than 
35 personnel. A suggested breakout is: 

" Cmdr, Fwd Spt El ement: 1 

e Security and Reconnaissance Team 

Tean Leader: 1 

Security Unit: 11 

Reconnaissance Unit: 3 
15 

Negotiating Team 

Chief Negotiator: 1 

Negotiator: 1 

Ass t. to Negot
i~tor and Driver: 
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o . Supply Section 

Supply NCO: 1 

Asst. Supply 
NCO: 

Supply Clerk: 2 

Drivers: 2 

6 

e Signal Section 

Comilunicatioils, Officer, WO, or Senior 
NCO: 1 

Conmunication:i 
Specialist: 2 

Medical ~ection 

Surgeon: 1 

Medical 
Officer: 1 

Medics: 3 

Drivers: ...L 
7 

EOD Augmentation Team (not included in above 
personnel accL~nting). 

The Special Reaction Team (SRT) is the tactical element of. the 
SRF, similar to the ::;pecial Reaction Team that military law enforcf3ll'ent 
agencies formulated long before the civilian counterpart, SWAT. When 
mobilized it should move to an Assembly A,,'~a sufficiently distant from 
the target area (terrorists) so as to ayoi~detection of its existence. 
It's purpose is to sieze, QtLORDER,a'target barricaded, or defended! 
otherwise,' by terrorists so as to capture them and to free hostages IL 

and to engage terrorists by fire, ON ORDER, as opportunities arise • 
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Below are elements of a Special Reaction Team (SRT) for the counter
terror mode: 

• SRT Command Unit 

c Assault Unit 

o Security Unit 

The SRT Conrnand Element need include only the SRT COll1nanter 
and a driver/radio-operator. The As~ault Unit must be capable of fast 
and furious entry and offensive tactics, and accurate weapons firing. 
The Security Unit must be able tG provide support by fire during an 
assault, and/or independent sniper fire. Appropriate make up for the' 
latter t\'lO is shown below: 

-.l SRT Cmdr: 

" Driver-Radio 
Operator: 

Assault Unit 

Leader: 

Automatic 
Rifleman: 

Rifleman: 

Grenadier: 

Radio 
Operator: 

Driver/ 
Radio 
Operator: 

TOTAL 

Securiti Unit 

Leader: 

Automatic 
Rifleman: 
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Snipers: 

Driver! 
Radio 
Operator: 

TOTAL 

5 

1 

11 

SRT personnel require diversified training, including wal1-
c1i\l~iJing and rapelling~ special weapons, night devices, use of demo
litions, exp10sives and riot control agents, water cannons, battering 
rams, rescue procedures, and first-aid. 

Forward Corrunand Post. The' Forward Corrrnand Post effects command 
andccintrol of on site military operations against terrorists as directed 
by the lEGe. It serves as a hul:l, or focal point, for· delivery of' orders 
and commodities to the SRF's subordina'ce elements, and collects, analyzes 
and disseminates intelligence information. 

No morefthan 8 personnel need constitute the Forward ':orrmand 
Post, and less Ica'1 man it on site,s or lesser installations whe\'e few~r 
personnel exist. On most installations, a Forward Corrmand Post might 
include the following: 

Commander, Special Reaction Force (Provost Marshal) ... 1 

o Deputy' Commander, Special Reaction Force and Corrunander, 
Forward Support Element (Deputy, or Assistant, Provost Mars.hal) - 1 

e SRF Operations Officer (Operations Officer, Office 
of Provost Marshal) - 1 

Intelli~ence NCO (E-8 or E-7) - 1 

• Int~lligence Specialist (NCO, E-5 or above) - 1 

(I r:.orrmunications Specialist - 1 
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Q Driver - 1 

o Clerk - 1 

As to proper loca·tion, the Forward Command Post should be ;n 
a closed or protected area from wh'ere. ~he target ar'ea (location of 
terrorists and hostages) can be observed. 

Excluding :EOC personnel, the Counter Terror Force Structure 
for a major installation as described above comprises 69 personnel. 
A summary breakout of this structure is below: 

tlf.2!:!nter Terror Force £tructure" 

Installation Eme~gency~rations Center (IEOC) 

e CJmmand Element 

t Crisis ~dnagement Team Ilnd Operational Staff 

Spe~ial Reaction Force (SRF) 

o Forward Command Post 

SRF Commander 

Dep. SRF Commander and Cmdr, FOl"Vlard 
Support Element 

Operations Offker 

Intelligence NCO 

Intelligence Specialist 

Communications Specialist 

Driver 

Clerk 

Forward Sl!ppcrt El ement 

Security and Reconnaissance Team 

G Team L~ader 
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G Asst. T~am Leader 

o Security Unit - .10 

Q Reconnaissance Unit - 3 

Negotiating Team 

c Chief Negotiator 

o Negotiator 

• Asst. to Negotiator and Driver 

Supply Section 

Cit Supply NCO 

• Asst. Supply NCO 

G Supply Clerk - 2 

~ Driver - 2 

Sig' ': Section 

'''''. 

o Communi cati ons Off .• HO, or NCO 

o Communications Specialist - 2 

Medical Section 

c Surgeon 

o f1edical Officer 

o Medics - 3 

• Driver ,- 2 

EOD Augmentation Team 

o Special Reactio~ Team 

G SRT Command Post 

- SRT Commander 

_ Dri vel' and Rad; 0 Opera tor 
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Assault Unit 

Leader 

- Automatic Rifleman - 2 

Rifleman - 4 

- Grenadier.: 2 

- Radio Operator 

- Driver 

Security Unit 

- Leader 

Automatic Rifleman - 3 

- Snipers - 5 

Radio Operator ~ 1 

~ 

As stated earlier, small sites and lesser installai;ions may 
not have a~sets to develop the force stru~ture shown above. Comman
ders of such sites or instailations should, however, be directed by": 
policy to forl;:Jlate and 'arrange contingency Measures to draw force 
assets from the nearest available milit.ary or civilian law enforce
ment sites, installations 01' agencies. For example, nearby active 
mi1itary posts and state or local police could serve this purpose well. 

Tactical Reserves may become necessary dUring an assault phase. 
Where personnel are available, a second Assault Unit, identical in 
make up and capability to that of the'assigned SRT, should be mobilized 
along I'lith the SRT and undergo assault preparations with its front 1il]e 
counterpart. 
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Spacial Reaction Force Equipment. Equipment for the elements 
of the Special Reaction Force need include only standard, low technology 
items that can be found on most installations or sites with the possible 
exception of an armored' vehicle. 

IV. SPECIAL OPERATIONAL TASKS 

Analyses of counter terror operations conducted throughout the 
\,iorld by military forces and pol;::e agerlcies sinc(~ 1970 uncover func
tional task-areas which require examination subsequent to development 
of theory '(policyj and practice (operational response). The task areas 
ascertained from SAl study of terrorist cases are: 

. . 
6) Command and Control; c.ommand relationships; the 

decision making-process; task forcing/organizing. 

o Intelligence (collection, dissemination, analysis) 

~ Negotiating 

e Communications 

IJ Li ai son \'ii th Hedi a and PlIh 1 i c Offi ci a 1 s 

o Support 

.-~.-~ -- .. -

Measures incrGasing1y evident from studY of cases grew not 
so much from what was achieved by counter terrot' forces, but from 
what was NOT achieved. No doubt,'a great deal rl~ains to be known 
about dealing with poli,tica1, ethnic, racial or pathological terrorists, 
however, the sampling of incidents studi(j;-I, as WE~ll as simulated hypothe
tical 1977/1983 terrorir.t event!;, provided a hefty number of lessons 
and lessons learned. Among the real incidents studied were: 
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, PFLP hijacking of aircraft, LOD airport, 1972, 
less than two months prior to' infamous JRA/PFLP 
LOD airport massacre . 

o Black September attack during Munich olympiad, 
1972. 

o Tupamaro kidnapping of U.S. Advisor Daniel A. 
Mitr; one, 1970. 

• Black September seiz.ure of U.S. Envoy to Sudan, 
Cleo A. Noel, subsequent murJer, 1973. 

G PFLP attack, Tel Aviv hotel, 1975. 

Q Metropolitan area police cases, District of Columbia, 
New lark City, San Francisco, 1975-1976. 

9 South Mol1ucan seizure of Indonesian Consulate, 
Amsterdam. 1975. 

o Hostage - taking, OPEC Ministers Meeting, Vienna, 
1975. 

Q Coordinated terrorist actions, Washington, 
O. C., 1977. 

Tlte first item of operations task interest listed above-- cortD1land 
and control, etc. - has bee~ covered in preceding pages of this section. 
Thus, the second item - intelligence - begins this portion of analysis. 

Intelligence. During a terrorist event, intelligence informa
tion is of prime importance in perfecting countermeasures. In hostage
taking situations, both assault and negotiation tactics benefit fro~ 
early information about terrorists. It is becaus~ of this that SAl 
has incorporated into its counter terror organizational MODEL, a small 

. \ 

reconnaissance team, or function, to ~id the intelligence gathering 
effort and why, too, a list of "essential elements of information" ' 
(EEl) should exist to aid such effort. More precisely, intelligence 
co'llection during events should serve the following needs: 
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;nfo,nnation for ,inuninent tactical use by 
counter terror forces. 

information to flesh out a psychological 
profile of the terrorist leader, and of 
the group as well • 

infonnati,on about general and specific 
terrorist modus operandi (for both present 
and future use). 

general and specific information about 
hostages. 

The gathering of intelligence information during events should 
begin immediately on recognition that ~n event has taken place and 
should continue well beyond the event with interrogations of any cap
tured terrori'sts and'debriefings of hostages and courrt~r terror' forre 
participants who confronted terrorists'directly. Negotiators should 
also be debriefed. A list of intelligence collection sources is as 
follows: 

Initial Commander (lst ranking MP on scehe). 

Bystander/witnesses of early terrorist 
actions who have not been taken hostage. 

Security and Reconnaissance Team of the 
Forward Support Element (SRF). 

Early-released hostages. 

Negotiators. 

Special Reaction Team. 

Facility personnel (thos'e with intimate 
working knowledge of barricaded area or 
areas to which terrol'ists may relocate, 
e.g •• airfield) . 

" 

.J 
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Remaining hostages. 
Loca lor- other personnel who may be famil i ar 
with terrorists or terrorist qrganization ... 
Note: FBI and USACIDC should attempt to 
locate such personnsl 

The on scene inte11igence g~thering coordinltor in the SA! 
organi:r.ational MODEL is a trained non-commissioned officer assigned. 
to operate ~lithin (',he Forward Corrmand Post of thl? Special Reaction 
Force. Upon arrival at the scene, this individual should begin to 
obtain information in accordance \>/ith an intelligence priotlty list 
based on If,essential elements of informat'ion "(EEr). Special Reaction 
Force SOP should require that th"~s individual ;immediately debrief 
those listed above who would be able to provid'e informatioll early oli. 
Another immediate task should be to brief the Security and Reconnaissance 
Team on tllis mh,sion ~nd intelligence requir.aments prior to their em

ployment. 

Thorough analy!:is of intelligence tnformation should be accom .. 
plished by the USA:IDC and ir:telligence personnel assembled as augmented 
to the !EOC, howev/:r, becau;e the Special Reaction Force (Provost Marshal) 
must pass upward to' the IECe an estimate of the situation and recommenda
t'ions for the developli~Jnt '.If options for mil itary solutions to a hostage
'taking prol:>lem, the Forward COllll1and 'Post intelligence NCO must be capable 
of limited analysis. 

Below is a list of EEl for use by Special Reaction Forces dur-
ing terrorist events: 

- precise statement of terrorist demands 
- number, condition, identity and exact location of hostuges 
~---number, condition, and identity of terrorists, to include 

names of 1 eader 
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Identity characteristics of both terrorists and 
hostages (e.g., clothing, distinguishable physica-l 
features). ' 

Terrorist weapons, explosives, equipment. 

Routines, movement patterns, and/or fixed positions 
of terrorists. 

Terrorist behavior - characteristics. 

Physical characteristics of barricaded area (building, 
other) • 

Favorable access r'outes to barricaded area as well as 
entries for assault breakthroughs or other type entries. 

Favorable. terrorist escape routes. ' 

While much of the above information may be unobtainable. 
,:::.~-

attempts to collect all must be made. 6";'em.partial information will 
~ " aid the decision making process. All information gained should be 

passed speedily through the Forward Command Post to the Instailation 
Emergf-ncy Operations Center (IEOCj~ 

Actors and agencies not organic to the reaction force structure 
but still appropriate to the intelligence gathering effort during events 
can be: 

FBI analysts. 

Special agents. CIOC 

Mil i tary rnte 11 i gence analysts/operations. 

Contracted operativ~s/i n:30rmants. 

Local and 'State' police. 
Host-country intelligenr.e agents. 

The type and degree of parti c; pat'ion of these personnel or 
agenci es will, of course,' be dependent upoli the nature of the terrOl~i st 
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situation, and the availability of s:.Jch personnei or agencies. For 
example, indirect contact - telephone or other type wire communica
tion - may be just as effective a means of delivering information to 
the IEOC as direct contact. To synthesi7.e the input from these 
personnel or agencies, the IEoe would do well to incorporate an all
source intelligence mechanism so that information valuable to the 
Forward Command Post and negotiators will be more thoroughly analyzed. 

The reconnaissance elerr.ent·of the Security and Reconnaissance 
Team'should have the equipment and flexibility to observe the target 
area (building w/terrorists and hostages) from as close a vantage 
pOint as possible. Situation-dependent, it is advisable for these . 
personnel to wear civilian .clothing. Both polaroid and 3Smm cameras 
w/telescopic lens' should be used by this element. in addition to high
powered te'escopes for continued observation. 

Future reactions to terror can only benefit from intelligence 
gathered during incidents. cro and military intelligence personnel 
should co~~ine to form criminal information and intelligence debriefing 
teams and every legal method possible should be used to extract maximum 
information from released hostages, captured terrorists, and counter· 
terror force participants. This information· should be forwarded to a 
centralized data bank where the information can be coll ated and then 
analyzed and deliVered to govel~nment agencies with need-to-knov/. 
Information obtained should also be pat~t of "after-action" reports to 
be maintained at installations as v/ell as forwarded to higher head
quarters and other interested Army agencies. 

In t·1arch, 1977, the nation's capital \.o{itnessed three simUl
taneously coordinated terrorist incidents. This precedent implies 
that one incident on a military installation perpetrated by a terrorist 
group could be followed by another on the same day or shortly there
after,necessitating that \'{ithin an installation, when terror occurs, 
security elsewhere should be strengthened)and that coupled v/ith this 
auxiliary security effort, there be an intelligence gathering effort, 
however fruitless the beginnings ... of such may appeal'. In this effort 
(cr;minai information and intelligence collection) CID, t·ll' personnel, 
FBI and local police can be of much value. oconus, CIA and Host-country 
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organizat;cns may also be able to provide assista'nce. This assumes that 
a centralized intelligence gathering effort during terrorist eve~ts 
exist not only at installations but at the highest levels cf government 
as we+l. 

Negotiating. SAl has evaluated several negotiating organi
zational and tactical concepts and techniques ranging from partici
pation of trained law enforcement personnel to area or public officials. 
to behavioral psychologists or psychiatrists, to deliberate use of 
females; to the direct approach, and to soft. or subtle behavior 
manipulation. Test results, however,have not shovm conclusively 
that any organizational or tactical approach will in all cases serve 
better than another, or that a desired approach can always be im- . 
plemented. In many cases. tert~pists have determined their own neg
cttiator, and often their behavior, or behavior performance (acting 
Otlt) has caused negotiating tactics to shift to different modes. 
It appears. then, flexibility in the selection of negotiators and 
negot1ating tactics should exist at installation levels. Negotiators 
should be capable of employing different negotiating techniques and 
have flexibility to switch from one to the other, that is, to be 
direct at one point, subtle, or indirect. at another. 

This is not to suggest that there have resulted from analyses 
of negotating methods only play-it-by-ear responses. In fact, sev
eral analytical results have provided guidelines applicable to any 
hostage-taking situation. These are: 

• Negotiators should not be authorized to make decisions 
on terrorist demands but ,"ather cormtunicate decisions 

.--o Negotiators must develop trust, credibility c..nd rapport 
\"ithterrarists. This can be accomplished during neg
otiations by providing certain items that eCin benefit 
the terrorists without jeopardizing hostages, counter 
terror forces, or a U.S. government policy position. 
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Selection (If negoti.ating tactics should be based on 
learned characteristics of the terrorists. Qui~kly, 

negotiators must create a typology-profile of t.1e 
terrorists, or terrorist ~eaGer wi' whom negotiations 
take place, in order to determine methods of approach. 
If a terrorist leader appears highly emotional, fright
ened and erratic, the negotiator will know to test his 
approaches gingerly and attempt behavior manipulation 
indirectly rather than directly. 

Negotiators can be tr'ained law enforcement personnel, not 
necessarily psychologists or psychiatrists. However. there are 
certain traits negotiators should have. Th6e are: 

G Ability to accept tension between two cr more points 
of view, maintain perspective and continue to possess 
integrity of his or her own thoughts. 

o Moral courage and integrity. 

~ Ability to role-play. 

o Persuasiveness. 

Ability to demonstrate empathy vdthout becoming emo
tiona11y entangled. 

Ability to f0resee a negotiating approach in terms of 
a logical sequence of ev~nts and outcomes,. yet an abil
ity to cope with the unexpect~d by thinking and acting 
quickly and rationally. 

IJ Patience. 

4) Quality of "listening" i.e., ability to serve as a 
sounding-board. 

\' 
o Knowledge of human behavior, especially "aggressive-

ness". 
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• G~neral knowledge of the political and other motiva
tions of existing terrorist organizations. 

o Ability to think a'S a tP.rrorist and predict terrorist 
responses to his or her tactical approaches. 

Many of the above tt'aits can be cu1tivated in training and 
awareness programs and re-iterated in SOP of Special Reaction Forces. 
Still. becduse of the nature. or sensitivity, of the negotiations, 
and the enonnous impact of negotiation ineffectiveness, it is 
recOITToended that assignments of negotiators be approved by install
ation commanders to insure that most of tha above traits exist to 
a substantial degree within the selectee. Whether the selectee 
should be a trained mil itary psychologi st, a membe.' of the eID, or 
a member of the Office of the Provost Marshal, should be decided 
at th~ installation where a more personal appraisal of selectees ~an 
be made. Negotiators can be individuals \~ho have primary TOE-assi~ned 
duties, becoming negotiators as need arises. It is suggested they 
be selected from among volunteers, and that a test mechanism to show 
that candidates meet evaluative criteria to be negotiator~ be ad
ministered. FBI and major metropolitan ar~a (NYC) police agencies 
have such examinations on. hand •. 

Because the nature of hostage-taki ng events is so unpt'e
dictable, it is advisable that sevey'al negotiators be assigned on 
installations to meet a variety of situations. For examp1e, ethnic,' 
racial and religious motives behind terror can be more effeGtively 
dealt with by negotiators who have orientations similar to those 
of the perpetrator. 

An additional comnent about negoti"ltors is that during neg
otiations they are tbe forward effort of counter terror acti~i~fes. 

* ~-,' 

In irrmediate and on-gOing confrontation with the terrorists, they 
liJust be trusted by the S::>ecial Reaction Force commander and the IEOe . 
There can be only one negotiator at any given time. Iilterferenc-e 
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from above can ignite harm and di5ruptfc~, r~sulting in ~etback or 
stalemate. To avoid temptation of intet'ference, negotiators should 
corrmunicate fran a location close to "but away from" the Forward 
Command Post, and visits to that location fr~ higher authorities 
should be at a minimum. Further, it should be made clear in IEOC 
and Forward Command Post SOP that their inherent duties do not 
include negotiating. 

As t~ where negotiators should fit within the tounter terror 
force $tructure, SAl staff has experimentally placed them in the 
FO~~2a~::!S:.:pport Element of the Special Reaction Force within which 
is constituted a Negotiating Team. This team tentatively includes 
a Chief Negotiator and Assistant Negotiator(s). The Chief Negotiator 
maintains verbal contact with the terrorists and is relieved of such 
by the others when rest i s requ ired. 

Also, as the ':hief Negotiator is dealing directly with the 
terrorists, the Afsistant Negotiator should be developing questions, 
new directions in negotiating tactics, analyzing terrorist responses 
aDd communicating developli:ents to tho Forward Command Post. 

Safety of Hostages. For counter tertor forces, the ultimate 
concern d\..\ring hostage-taking situations must be (1), the safe release 
of hostages, (2) protection of lives and well-being of all participants, 
(3) apprehension of hostage-takers and (4) the protection of property 
and equi pment. Bound and 1 imited by the need to mobil i ze a counter 
terror plan'and the force to activate and conduct such, counter tertor 
forces can only proc.;ed to care for hostages increm~ntally. Thes,e 

effurts should begin ~lith attainment of ;nfOl'mation about the hostages 
arid end ... /ith their safe release. Below is a tentative list of require
ments: 

Determine:number, condi~ion and identity of hostages. 

Ascertain I'basic and other hostage "needs (rations, cloth
ing, etc.) and attempt to arrans~ their delivery, via 
negotiations. 
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Attempt, if necessary, to provide me:~ical care and/or 
peaceful evacuation for \'/oundcd or i'I1 hostages. 

Determine psychological state of hostages and attempt, 
via negoti'atio~s, to communicate directly to them 
to reduce their anxiety . 

G Ascertain if any transference between terrorists and 
hostages has taken place and attempt to e:<ploit this 
transference, via negotiations. 

Identify loc:;}tions/positions of hostages in the' 
barricaded area. 

~ Debrief any early-releaseQ hostages. 

o Maintain. on site, medical and medical evacuation 
personnel/equipment. . 

o Continue to include the safety of hostages as the 
pi~imary factor in plans for negotiations and other 
tacti ca 1 effm'ts. 

Hostages themselves can increase their own chances of sur
vival by keeping in mind the following guidelines for hostage behavior: 

" TI'y to stay as calm a,"s possible. Be assured police 
and your family are doing all they can to see that you 
are safely released. 

e Don't try to nght the terrorists should they push you 
around. Remember th~ are probably as afraid as you 
are and therefore unpredictable. They may also have 
prearranged plans to b~\'ng ham elsewhere should any 
of them be hurt'. by tlH::ir hostages. 

Don't discuss personal matters. There is no reason 
to tell them anything about"your family, job or property. 
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Try to remember everything: what the terrorists say, 
what they look like, how the~ move. This information 
could be valuable to the police later. 

./ 

Do what the terrorists tell you to do and don't dispute 
t~le; r corrmands. 

Attempt to escape only if it appears you will be success
ful and only when you are assured there will be no harm 
to other hostages. Never forget that your personal ac
tions vtil1 have an effect on other hostages. 

Repember that hostage situations have rarely lasted 
more than two days. You will probably be fed and the 
percentage is high that you.will be released. 

o . If you have an illness and require special medicines, 
let your captors know this. 

" Try to calm other hor,tagf~s who may be acting irrationally. 

Look and 1 i sten fc\~ opportunitl\~s to develop rapport 
w'l th th~ terror; sts. 

Communicat.;on~. Signal systems at th~ IEOe and Forward Command 
Post need be no different than those employed during other emergency 
op9raticns. Co~unications security should, of course, be a primary 
consideration. On site, portable hand held radios should be provided 
leaders of all elerr.ents, to include components of the Special Reaction 
Team, and securi ty and rsconnai ssa/\ce personnel. Command vehicl es 
s~ould maintain their vehiculal' radios, and telephones should be in
stalled c,t the FO,(,\'/ard Command Post, the location of the Negotiator, 
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and the SRT's Assembly Area. The Negotiator, situation-dependent; 
may find it valuable to suggest to terrorists that a telephone be in
stalled in the barricaded area if one does not exist. The loud-speaker 
system and the still picture cameras (Polaroid) authorized the Mil'itary 
Police Company by TOE should also be available for use. 

Weapons and Equipment. SAl has evaluated current 
and projected ted:iology as well as basic equipment to determine 
those items which would provide counter-terror advantages, espec
ially for use by forward elements. Among type items in existing in
ventories are: 

III M16 rif"es 

o Sniper-scopes 

o Night Firing Devices (Starlite Scopes) 

45-calibre automatic pistols 

12-guage, 20" barrel, riot-type shotguns 

a Water-cannons (Fire Dept.) 

o Riot Control Agents 

Bayonets with scabbards 

G Protective body-vests 

$ Protective head-gear 

,0 CBR Detector Kits 

$ EOD bomb and f.:<xplosive detection/disarmament kits 

o Walkie-talkies (Motorola) 

TA312 talephones/field switchboard set 

Signal beepers, for tracking vehicles 
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CI Binoculars 

(t Rapel1ing rope/scalinigear 

e Light Assembly Kits 

" Searchlights, vehicular-mounted 

III Public Address Set 

6 Still camera (Polaroid) 

0 Medical aid/First-aid kits 

III Automobile sedans 

0 Trucks, Utility 

I) Armored or ~rotected (modified for protection) \(ehicle(s) 

fJ •••. In ~nique situations, helicopt~~s ..... 

Except for five of the above items, all are authorized the 
Military Police Company, and except for'Starlite Scopes all are 
readily available at most installations. 

Liaison with Media and Public Officials. A terrorist act 
, -' 

can grow into a media event. The platform tha';: media can provide 
perpetrators is often the true objective of t(:l~rorist acts, Thus, 
the access that terrorists have to media can determine either a 
favorable or unfavorable outcome. If the terror.ists demand media 
attention, such should be provided. It may be learned that media 
will serve as a catharsis for terrorist aggression, a hostility that, 
if not for access to media, could be directed toward hostages. Media, 
therefore, should be viewed by the counter terror force as a con
structive adjunct to its counter terror plan. On the other hand, 
distorted perceptions of the objectives and immediate intentions·of 
both terrorists and counter terrorists "on the part of media" could 
have disastrous results. An imperative, then, is that close liaison 
and rapport between the counter terror force and media should be 
accomplished immediately and sustained, and t'1is should be the re
sponsibility of the installation's Public Affairs Officer (PAD). The 
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PAO should insure that media personnel receive a true, up-to-date 
accmmt of the terrorist event via methods that ... lill not interfere 
with on-going operations, and that their presence, on site, be 
effectively coordinated. The Installation PAO must also coordinate 
afl military news releases through appropriate higher PAO ch~nnels 
to ensure uniform reporti ng procedures. Further', i nforma ti on that 
could be misconstrued by terrorists 1istening t%bserving media, 
and produce dangerous ovartones, should be withhe'ld. Timely, wel1 
p}'er:>ar.ed briefings and accompaniment to on site activities can 

I·· . 

pr{,.,/ent negative media. Installation commanders .should make the 
determination as to whether a media briefing 10c11tion would be 
more effective close to the IEGC or by the Forward Comnand Post. 

As to public officials, they too should be briefed accordingly 
and, unless .requir~d, they should not be allowed to attend on site 
activities. If required on site adequate protection should be pro
vided. 

Support (Logistics). In the tentative counter terror orga~;
zational MODEL» a Forward Support Element exists under control of the 
Forward Command Post and includes personnel tlJ provide medical, trans
portation, rations, equipment and cOlMlunications support. It is en
visioned that much of what the Special Reaction Force needs for support 
is on hand on the installation and so the Forl'lard Support Element in
cludes but a small team (four personnel) to coordinate forward deliv
eries. 

Specia'j Reaction Force SOP should include methods and provis
ions for 'resupplY~ and 'a,;y additi omil support beyond the SRF I S capa
bilities should be r~quested from and coordinated by the IEOC. 
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other Events 

T~e hostage-taking event has received primary emphasis in 
thi s section. Al though bombi ngs and ki dnapp; ngs have been acts di rected 
against US Army personnel &nd property, there are no innovations or 
special strategies to meet these other events that have not been 
incorporated into existing security procedures of the US Army or of 
federal, state or 'local -governments and which have not been treated 
in existing studies and documents. Therefore. the hostage-taking 
situation, so unique. complicated and' potentially more dangerous 
than other events, as requested in the US Arw~ RFP has received greater 

attention • 
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AWARENESS PROGRAM 
EDUCATION - TRAINING 

An overall program of education and tra .ing to create aware
ness of terrorism must be ,implemented. Preconceived notions, varied per
ceptions, and conmon misunderstandings tend to create unnecessary and 
unproductive actions or expenditure of resources. This oveN'll aware
ness program is two pronged with many facets. First, education of 
responsible individuals taking the form of formal instruction at branch 
centers and schools, orientations which could bring together military 
and civilian authorities in a controlled seminar forum. and articles 
in Army professional periodicals. Second, is the training of individ
uals and teams to attain skills and specialties to cope with terrorism. 
This combination of education and training can achieve a \~ell balanced 
approach to countering terrorism - both before, during, and after the 
occurrence of such an act or incident. 

EDUCATION PROGRAM 

The Draft DOD Handbook 2000.12, Subject~ Protection of Department 
of Defense Personnel Abr'oad Against Terrorist Acts, contains a com
prehensive bibliography outline on the subject of terrorism. This 
outline was examined in detail and-it was determined that it is ideally 
suited to be the framework for developing and overall education pro-
gram for the Army. This outline is particularly valuable in that the 
Draft DOD Handbook contains extensive reference lists for each of the 
subject areas listed below. 

I. TERRORISM/COUNTER-TERRORISM - GENERAL 
a. Definition 
b. History 
c • Theories & Concepts 
d. Psycholoyy 

.~ ~-.~- ... -
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II. TERRORIST OPERATIONS 

a. Urban Revolutionary Warfare 
b. Terl'orist Tactics 

(1) General 
(2) Kidnapping 
(3) Assassination 
(4) Bombing 
(5 ) Skyjacking 
(6) Others 

c. Regional Activities 
(l) Global 
(2) North America 
( 3) South/Latin America 
( 4) Middle East 
(5 ) Far East 
(6 ) Europe 
(7) USSR 
(8) Africa 

d. Terrorist Groups 
(1) PFlP, Al-Fatah, Black September 
(2) IRA 
(3) Baader-t·1ei nhof 
(4) Others 

e. Propaganda Activities 
f. Inci dents 
g. Haterial Resources 

III. COUNTER-TERRORIST OPERATIOr~S 
a. Policy/Jurisprudence Aspects 

(1) U.S. ii 
\ 

(2) International 
b. Prevention Techniqu~s 
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(1) General 
(2) Individual 
( 3) Family/Residence 
(4) Vehicle 
(5) Facilities 
(6) International 

c. Repression Techniques 
(1) General 
(2) Kidnapping 
( 3) Assassination 
( 4) Bombing 
(5) Skyjacking 

d. Nuclear Related. Activities 
e. t~edi a 

~~- .... ---"~- ~- --.. -" -~ ..... '--_ ... 
Using' the above outline varying programs \~ere developed as 

follows (a detailed s'ubject breakdown is shown a~ Figure D-1): 

o Seminar for Senior Officers (16 hours) - These 
seminars are intended for grades 0-6 and above. They are intended 
tQ provide a general background on the subject in order' to deal more 
effectively in policy decisions, as well as crisis management. 

o Seminar for Middle Management (32 hours) - These 
seminars are intended for grades 0-3 to 0-5. They are essentially 
patterned the same as seminars for senior officers, but in more detail. 
They are ir.-t:ended to provide a \'Iorking knowledge of the terrorism 
problem. 

e Program of Instruction for Army \~ar College (24 
hours) - This POI has its emphasis on, terrorist operations, primarily 
in terrorist tactics and regional activities. 

Ii) Progl~am of Instruct; on for COlTi11and and General 
Staff College (18 hours) - This POI emphasizes counter-terrorist 
operations, particularly prevention techniques. 
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G Program of Instruction for Officer Branch Basic 
Course (9 hrs) - This POI is intended to provide at all Branch Schools, 
an introduction to terrorism. Any more time devoted to the subject 
during the Officer basic course would tend to be counter pr~ductive 

/' 

during the fonnulation of basic Officer skills. 

e Program of Instruction for Offi cer Bt'anch P.dvanced 
Course (17 h0urs) - This POI is intended to provide, at all branch 
schools, a good understanding of terrorism and associated problems. 
It is structured the same as the basic course, but in more detail. 

o Program of Instruction for Institute of Military 
Assistance (35 hours) - This POI stresses counter-terrorist operations,. 
and pal~ticlllarly prevention techniques. lMA has been a primary ac-

. tivityin developing proteetive measures for individuals and has an 
existing training program; however, the recommended POI should be the 
minimum to be included in the various military assistance courses 
taught. 

B Program of Instruction for Military Police School 
Special Course on Terrorism/Counter Terrorism (45 hours) - This_.is intended 
to be a sfpecial course conducted periodically by USAf-IPS. It should not be 
limited to MilHary Police officers and USACIDC personnel. It provides 
a good und~lrstanding and working know1 edge for coping wi th terrori sm. 

\it Program of Instruction for f.1ilitary Intelligence 
(28 hours) - This POI is intended to provide Military Intelligence 
personnel a background in terrorist operations, regional activities, 
and an exar;lim,tion of specific terrorist groups. Additionally, back
ground on counter terrorist operations is provided. 

e Program of Instruction for PubliC Affairs Officers 
(is hours) - This POI is intended to provide a broad, general back
ground on all aspects 'of the terrorist problem. Particular emphasis 
is placed on U.S. and International policy aspects and the role of 
the media . 
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e Program of Instruction for Judge Advocates General , 
(9 hours) - Ths POI provides an overview on terrorism merely to create 
a basic awareness of tel'rorism; howeve~, emphasis is placed on juris
prudence aspects. 

~ Non-Resident Course by the Military Police School 
(45 hours) - The POI for this non-resident course is the same as the 
special resident course described above. Consideration sho~ld be 
given to establish a mobile training team capability to conduct 'this 
course. 

o Orientation of Installation Commanders (16 hours) 
This orientation is to be provided individuals selected to become 
installation commanders, either on an individual basis or in small 
groups. It is intended to provide the indiv·idual with a background 
on the terrorism problem and measures to cope with it. 

~ Orientation of Installation Provist Marshal Des-
ignees (24 hours) - This orientation provides the same background 
given the installation corrmander' but most of the emphasis is placed 
on counter-terrorist operations. This is because the Provost Marshal 
\'lill probably be responsible for the installation counter terrorism 
plan. 

o Orientation of Key High Level Staff Officers 
(22 hours) - The candidates to receive this orientation should be 
selected on the basis of job responsibilities rather than grade. It 
is intended that a good background on the terorrism problem be pro
vided those staff officers having responsibility for developing pol
icies to counter terrorism and who could be involved in crisis manage
ment. 
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LINE 
~ 
1'" 1. Terrori sm/Counter·,Terror; sm - General 

a. Defin; tion 
b. History 
c. Therories and Concepts 
d. Psychology 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7. 
8 
9 

II. Terrorist Operations 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

a. Urban Revolutionary Warfare 
b. Terrorist Tactics 

1
1 } General 
2) Kidnapping 
3) Assassination 

(4) Bombing 
(5) Skyjacking 
(6) Others 

c. Regional Activities 
(1 GloJal 
(2 North America 
(3 South/La tin America '. 
(4 Niddle East 
(5 F3r East 
(6) Europe 
(7) USSR 
(8) Africa 

d. Terrorist G.-oups 
(1) PLO 
(2) IRA 
(3) Tupamaros 
(4) Others 

e. Propaganda Activities 
f. Incid111ts 
g. Hateria1 Resources 

LINE 
~ 
32 III. 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
4£5 
49 
50 

NOTES: 

• .. .. 

Counter .. Terrorist Operations 
a. Policy/Jurisprudence Aspects 

(1} u.s. 
(2) International 

b. Pr.evention Techniques 
(1 Generai 
(2 Individual 

1
3 Family/Residence 
4 Vehicle 
5 Facilities 

(6) International 
c. nepression Techniques 

(l) General, 
(2) Kidnapping 
(3) Assassination 
(4) Bombing 
(5) Skyjacking 

d. Nuclear Related Activities 
e. 14edia 

, - Houl's broken down to lettered subparagraphs only. 
" - Totals for major blocks of instruction are under
\ lined. other nt.mbers indicate subtotals. . 
- Further a11ucation of time on areas in numerical 

subparagraphs,.i.e., (1). (2). etc." should be 
. determined by the course planner. 

KEY .FOR LIih' Nut-IBERS O:~ FIGURE 0-1 
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5 1 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 
6 12 Ii!. In l§. i ~ 
1 1 I- t- 2 1 1 
8 2 3 ~ 4 l Z 1 1 
9 

10 
11 

, 
1 12 I 13 '{ 

14 1 15 .5 2 4 3 1 4 2 
16 \ ! 
17 
IS I ~ 19 
20 
21 
2Z 1 .i CI 
.. ,I 

I 24 .5 2 ;. .5 1 4 3 4 2 · 1 
co 2S 

26 ~ .; 
27 
28 ,. 29 .5 1 .5 .5 1 1 1 2 1 · ~ JO 1 2 1 .5 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 Z .j 
31 .5 1 .5 .5 1 2 2 ~ 1 1 2 
32 Jl. l.6. 2' .lQ. i U Zi Zi .lQ. Ii. 5. 2.S. a. lA. Ii 

1 33 1 Z 2 1 1 2 4 2 2 4 4 1 3 2-
~ 
35 

} ~ 36 2 5 2 ;) 4 I:! 11 3 11 2 Ii 
37 · ~ 

38 'I 
39 .1 
I.Cl ~ 41 -1 42 

Z 6 2 4 .. 
43 2 2 2 '8 6 2 

if 
44 
4S 
4G 
47 
43 
49 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 
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TRAINING PROGRN~ 

SA! has approached problems of counter terror training in se
quential phases. In the initial phase, by first identifying opera
tional events to be carried out by counter terror forces and individual 
members of these forces; second, by sorting out and differentiating 
operational units and individuals; third, by reldting operational 
events to training subjects and those units and individuals required 
to conduct these events, thus, to be recipients of identifiable 
training subjects. 

In the second phase, SAl investigated training methods in order 
to match and select options for the most practical way to deliver sub
jects to related recipients. The final phase consisted of develop
ment of a training tlATRIX which includes and relates training subjects, . 
recipients and methods. This t~TRrx is presented on the following 
page. It is recommended that subjects be incorporated into a Program 
of Instruction (POI) that can be taught not onlY at the U.S. Army 
Military Police School but also ~t installations and sit~s. It is 
recommended further that those st.:bjects designated for instal1ations 
or sites in the form of CPX and field training exercises be repeated 
sufficiently to insure that newly-assigned personnel are aware of their 
requiremp.nts and proficiency in training is maintained . 
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Trolnlng SubJ~ets, 

~~ 
- r.':petrata..c. 

• Organh4tlool 

• Individuals 
- Terrorist Go.h & Objoctlvu 

Q Political 

• Rel'glous/Ethnfl. ••• Scpar'tist 
• flueenal')' 

,. 

Lecturtl. CcnfCrtt'lCi 

Lecture, Conferenr .. 

- TerrorIst Acts' Hetl>ods of Op"rAtlon~ Lecture, Cotifcrtlf\cO 
, Bombln1s 

• Itoilag.-taklngs (blrrf,ades) and 
Itldn.ppln~s 

c Assasslnlt10ns 

.llljackln\!/Skyjlckh":l 

• Othtr 
- THrodH \leapon~ .nd Technology 

• SIo4 \1 .""s 
Q Shoulder-tired Mod-held IIh~l1es 

• Bo®lng de~lcu 

II Ccunter-lerror 

- Pre-event 

• Intel i 19011el 

• Securl Iy 
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- Usm of SnIpers 

- Safety of Hostagl!s 

- \lupens InG Tecl1r.ology 

• filS rl fll , •• 12-guago 
shotgun ••• 4S-C.lIbre 
pistol 

v S"lperscopes 

e /lIght OptiCAl Dovlces 
e Riot Control I\g!nts 
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.• CIlIl Oe tector KI ts 
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, - Special Training 
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o First AId 
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Tr.'n'ng Modo 

l~cture, CoMerenco, 
Practical IIork, fTX s 
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Figure 0-2. Training Program Matrix (Cont/d) 
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INSTALLATION VULNERABILITY DETERHINATION SYSTEM 

- INTRODUCTION 

If one attempts to treat a miTitary instclllation in a strict 
generic category, and design countermeasures accordingly. the result 
would be wasted resources in terms of money and personnel. It is 
obvious some installations are more vulnerable to terrorist activities 
than others. For the purpose of this study it is not practical, nor 
is there time or money, to survey and .~ndividua"ly design counter
measures for each U.S. Army installation. Addit'ionall.Y~ such individual 
surveys would be valid only at the tlme such a survey was conducted. 
Conditions change. Installation are opened and closed. What is 
needed is a measul'ing device which provides a continuous means for 
determining priorities or actions to be taken in order to reduce any 
installation's vulnerability to terrorist acts. 

The purpose of this installation vulnerability determination 
system is to provide a comparative measuring device fo) the relative 
vulnerability of groups of installations to terrorist acts or inci
dents. It is intended to be used as a staff officer's analytical 
tool to establish priorities of actions, and allocations of resources, 
to reduce the vul nerabil i ty whi 1 e at the same time conserve manpOl'ler 

. and money. The more vulnerable installations should be directed to 
take certain actions, and be allocated resources as appropriate, to 
reduce vulnerability. It is not necessary, or practical, for all 
installations to be directed to take the same actions. This system 
has purposely been kept relatively simple, does not involve sophisti~ 
cated calculations, or highly specialized p0rsonnel to use it. 

To determine the vulnerability of any given installation, 
in the absence of a specific threat based on.hard intelligence, ten 
major factors are considered. These are broken down into subfactors 
and degrees with a point value assigned. As introduction to the 
detailed breakdown of the quantitative value, the major factors to 
be considered are: 
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o Installation characteristics and sensitivity 
_~ Law enforcement resources 
o Distance from urban areas 
G Size of installation 
o Routes for access and egress 
e Area social environment 
o Proximity to borders 
G Distance from other U.S. military installations 
e Terrain . 
e Communications \'lith next higher echelon 

It is readily apparent that any individual factor shoul~ not 
be a determinent in isolation of the other nine. There are obvious 
relationships between the factors. The system \~orks on Cl. scale of 
O-lOO~ whereby the higher the value the higher th~ vulnerability. , 
Again, this is a system that can be used in the absence of a specific 
threat based on hard intall i gence (a condi ti on that has proven to be 
unlikely). If a specific threat against a given target, or targets, 
\'Iere provided then specific countermeasures can be developed to meet 
that threat. 

To establish the quantitative values for the major factors, 
two independent judgemental processes were used with a combining of 
these processes in order to provide a degree of confidence to the 
values used. First, the SA! study team, while developing the system, 
applied values based on its experience and judgement. Second, a group 
experiment was conducted. In selecting the group it was desired that 
the participants be in the military la\'1 enforcement field, have be
tween 5 and 10 years s~rvice, and that they not have a current assign-

.ment to an installation. The officer's advance class, in an academic 
environment at the U.S. Army tf;nitar'y. Police School, provided an ideal 
group. Out of 58 participant's, SO valid responses were used to analyze 
statistically. The group of 50 valid responses represented a total of 
235 years of law enfbrcement experience. After analysis, the findings 
of the experiment were matched to the initial SAl values, and while no 
great disparities-occurred, the SAl vall~s were influenced and changed 
accordingly. 
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- FACTOR QUANTIFICATION 

9 Installation Characteristics and Sensitivity (Total 18). 
This particular factor considers the Uattractiveness h of a given 
installation as a target for a terrorist act. There are four sub
flctors. First, a sub-factor considers personnel as hostage 
candidates. General Officers and foreign personnel assigned to 
the installation are considered. Second, the sensitivity of the 
installation mission i~ considered. Nuclear and chemical storage 
sites, ASA, would receive maximuRI value. R&D and training would 
receive lesser values. Third, an open post is assessed the~aximum 
for this 5ubfa.ctor a'nd a closed post is assigned no points.' Fourth, 
an installation that is considered, or contains, a symbol of national 
significance is a~sessed the total number of points, e.g., Arlington 
National Cemetary; Ft. Monroe, Ft. McNair, etc. The points ;n the 
four sub-factors are addi~ive to provide the resultant for the major 
factor. 

6 pts (VIP (1 pt/star) and foreign perso~nel (3 pts) 
6 pts Mission sensitivity (e.!}., ASA, nucle~r, 

chemical, trainingj 
3 pts Open post (zero for closed post) 
3 pts Symbolic (e.g., shrine, historic, etc.) 

, "-~' _ ... -.... --~-.- ---.-.------.... -~-- ... - .. -.-.. 

-- -' --;-L; Enforcement Resources (Total 13). Three categories' -
of law enforcement resources are considered; i.e., military, federal 
and local. In that the law enforcement resource is responsible for 
law and order it should be given a heavy weight when quantifying vul
n~rability. These also are the people who have as a mission assessing. 
and compensating for physical security weaknesses. The military is 
given more point valu~ because the.y are inmediately available an ... 
under the direct control of the installation Commander. While this 
fUi1ction is nonnally perfonned by Nilitary Police (MOS 958) other 
military personnel resources may be counted if they perform law 
enforcement or phys~cal security as a primary duty. The FBI and 
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local authorities are considered supplements to the militar~ resources 
organic to the installation; therefore, are not weight~d as heavy. 
In this particular factor the higher the resource the lower the 
vulnerability, thus the lower the quantitative value. 

t~i1itary Police (on duty or available \'Iithin 15 minutes) 

9 points 0-50 
7 50-100 
4 100-150 

2 150-200 

0 200 plus. 

FBI (DCDNUS installations use host nation equivalent) 

2 points max (use 1 agent/3D min ratio = 0 and go to 
max of 2) 

•. Local Civil Authorities 
2 points max (use 4 personnel/30 min l~atio = 0 and 

go to max of 2) 

o Distance from Urban Population Centers (Total 12). 
For the purpose of this system. an urban population center is defined 
as an urban ar~a that exceeds 100,000 population. 'Almost without 
exception, experts on terrorism state that heavily populated urban 
areas are conducive to providing advantages to the terrorist. Con
cealment of supplies and equipment is made easiel~. Safe houses are 
more readily available, there is more of a tendency for popular 
support, and there is more freedom of movement in the relatively 
obscurity ar\1ong the masses. On the other hand, small population 
center, or low population density areas, strangers are noticed and 
local law enforcement personnel tend to be close to the day to day 
pulse of the inhabitants. For the above reasons, a relatively high 
point assessment is given this factor as follows: 
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12 pts 
10 pts 
6 pts 
2 pts 

0-60 miles 
60-90 miles 
40-120 mi 1 es 

120 plus miles 

9 Size of Installation (T~tal 10). The size of an installation 
contributes to vulnerability. Two major considerations are the ph},-

.. -,.-- ---"--.-;- -:-::.:.--

sica1 size in area and the population. It is obvious that the larger 
the area the more difficult the physica1 security. One needs only 
to compare a nuclear weapon storage depot with Ft. Bragg~ N.C. to 

~llustrate this point. The larger the installation population the 
larger the number of potential targets created due to increased re
q~drements for arms, ammunition, banks, schools, clubs, etc. Also"," 
with increased population the probability for infiltration and support 
within ~s increased. The overall factor is weighted relatively heavy 
with equal assessment value assigned to size and population. 

Area 
1 pt 
3 pt 
5 pt 

10-100 sq m; 
100-200 sq mi 
200'plus sq mi 

Population (military + civilian + dependents) 
-- 1 pt 50-500 
-- 2 pt 
-- 3 pt 
-.. 5 pt 

500-2500 
2500-5000 
5000 plus 

~ Routes fur Acces~ and Egress (Total 10). There are three 
major means of approaching and leaving a military installation. i.e., 
aircraf~,_.'~ehicle, and boat. In quantifying this factor the followin9 
judgemental guidelines are used. Because of the capability of a 
helicopter to land and take off practically anywhere, all military 
installations are considered equally vulnerable. Therefore, only 

'''-~!' 

airfields~ military and civilian, are measured. Road netl'/orks for 
vehicles should be judged in terms of free~'1ays, major highways and 
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secondary roads. The number of such roads approaching the installa
tion should also be judged. For water routes only major waterways 
or large bodies of wate\ should be considered. All three factors 
must be weighted in terms of poor. average, and excellent and the 
assessed values are additive. 

1-4 pts 
1-3 ots 
0-3 pts 

Airfields (poor-average-excel1~nt) 
Roads (poo r-a verage-exce 'il en t) 
Waterways (none-poor-average-excellent) 

o Area Social Environment (Total 10). This factor is 
intended to give consideration to the social and ethnic environment, 
on a geographical basis. which is externai to the installation. 
The vulnerabi1 i ty point assessments are based on the SA! threat 
analysis and other researc'h papers. Some geographicai areas of the 
U.S. either have a history of. or a tendency for, unrest and diss i dent 
elements within the so!:iety. For OCONUS installations the maximum 
value of 10 should be given. A map of the U.S. outlining the U.S. 
by the described geographical areas is shown at Figure 1. 

10 pts 
5 pts 
8 pts 
5 pts 
3 pts 
3 pts 
3 pts 
3 pts 

Hest Coast 
Southwest 
East 
t~id-At1antic 

South 
Northeast 
Central 
North\~est 

NOTE: Some installations may be assessed a higher, or lower, value 
based on known local social or ethnic problems. All OCONUS installa
tions receive a maximum assessment of 10. 

I' 
o Proximity to Borders. (Tot..!l 9). This factor of vulnerability 

takes into consideration the desirability of preparing for a terrorist 
attack in a foreign country and also escape after the act. The juris
dictional problems are readily apparent. The southern bat'derof the 
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U.S. is considered to.pose a greater problem, in this respect, although 
th~s could change with time. In assessing values for OCONUS installa
tions the maximJm vulnerability value of 9 should be used. For CONUS 
installations only the closest border should be used. 

r~exi can Border 
-- 9 pts 

6 pts 
-- 2 pts 

Canadi an Bordel' 
-- 6 pts 

3 pts 
1 pt 

0-100 miles 
100-500 miles 
500 mil es pl us 

0-100 miles 
100-500 mil es 
500 miles plus 

NOTES: CONUS installations use Jlosest border only 
OCONUS installations assess maximum value of q 

o Distance from Other U.S. ~Iil itary Installations (Total 8). 

This factor is considered because of mutual military support capability. 
Distance is usp.d as the measul"ement which also is a major governing 
factor ~n response time. The other military installation in this case 
does not have to be U.S. Army since all U.S. military resources can be 
directed by the National r~i litary Command Center or the It;1ified Command, 
as appropriate. 

Opts 
3 pts 
6 pts 
8 pts 

0-30 miles 
30-60 miles 
60-90 miles 
90 .mil es pl us 

NOTE: If a local agreement for mil'itary support exists with a non
U.S. military installation, and the supporting force is exercised 
periodically, the non-U.IS. installation may be quantified as above. 
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o Terrain (Total 5). Terrain adjacent ,to the installation 
is another external cond'tion to be factored in the overall installa
tion vulnerability. Some types of tei'rain or built up areas present 
certain advantages to planning and executing a successful terrorist 
act or incident. While relatively low in the overall quantitative 
value the type of terrain around an installation mus.t not be com
pletely discounted. 

5 pts 
4 pts 

•• 2 pts 

Built up area 
Mountainous, forrested or 

conducive to concealment 
Open 

o Communications with Next Higher Echelon (Total 5).
Co~unications with the next higher echelon by itself does not have 
a signifi'cant influence on determining the relative probability of a 
terrorist act occurring unless the perpetrators have knowledge of 
the effectiveness of the communications. Also, one should con
sider communications as having some influence on the outcome of 
certain terrorist acts. The more prolonged (e.g., hostage) the 
act the more influence communications can have in provid'ing advice 
and assistance in coping with the sJtuation. On the other hand, 
a bombing is a sudden event and the communications then serve 
primarily as a ~eans of reporting. Both land line telephone and 
radio must be evaluated. Land line telephone is weighted higher 
than radio because it is more subject to interruption. either by 
terrorists or by accident. A dedicated communications system of 
either type has obvious advantages. 

Ldnd Line Telephone 
4 pts 

-- 2 pts 

Radio 

-- 1 pt 
--: O.pts .. 

Non-Dedicated 
D~dicated point-to-point 

Non-dedicated 
Dedicated 
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- Bonus Points. There are two of the vulnerability factor 
quantifications that can be influenced resuiting from actions ta~en 
by the installation corrmander. These two factors are Area Social 
Environment and Law Enforcement Resources. 

The assessed vulnerability value of the Area Social Environ
ment c~n be reduced to zero if the installation command and/or Provost 
Marshal is an active participant, on a regular basis, in meetings or 
councils with other area law enforcement agencies; e.g., local and state 
police, fBI, etc. With the restrictions imposed on Federal authorities 
in collection of domestic irtelligence, close contact with state and 
local authorities provides the most effective means for staying current 
on the social environment surrounding the installation. With this type 
of current information specific measures may be developed ~o compensate 
for ,anticipated unusual events. 

The assessed vulnetability value of the Law Enforcement factor 
can be reduced if the military law enforcement assets have certain 
capabilities. These can take the form of either unique equipment or 
training. Unique equipment such as V-100 type armored cars, militar)' 
pol'ice aircraft, special firearms and suppression devices all tend to 
make law enforcement personnel more effective. Unique training such as 
sniper, special reaction team, negotiating gives additional capabil-lty 
to law enforcement personnel. 

- Specific Target~ 

Due to the wide range of specific target candidates that 
may be possible no attempt is made to specify targets. AR 190-13, 
The Army Physical Security Program, provides excellent guidance in 
thi,s ... regard, as Vlell as a fonnal system for surveys and inspections. 
The fo 11 owing excerpts \'/il1 confi rm thi s fi ndi ng. 

- Para. l-3g(b) Physical ,'ecw'ity officers are responsible 
to the commander for identifying, in writing, activities specified 
by the commander as mission essential, as well as those particularly 

'vulnerabie to criminal acts or 'other distruptive activities . 
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- Para. l-3g(c) Insuring that the activities above are 
inspected by physical security specialists to detennine physical 
safeguards necessary to provide reasonable protection. 

- Chapter 2. Physical Security Planning 
Para. 2-1 Considerations in planning includes - anned security 

force, identifying specific targets. 
-Para 2-lg Security plan will contain specific guidance 

on planning and action to be taken in response to demands, threats, 
or actions by terrorist groups. 

- Chapter 3. Physical Security Inspections 

These ~re annual inspections of mission essential/vulner
able areas and are an adjunct to the annual physical security survey. 

Crime surveys are formal reviews and analysis of conditions 
within a facility/activity/area to detect crime, evaluate the 
opportunity to engage in criminal activity, and identify procedures 
conducive to criminal activity. They are not conducted on a recurring 
basis but rather are authorized by USACIDC commanders after determining 
the need. 

- Chapter 4. Physi cal Securi ty Surveys 

These are an analysis of the efficiency and effectiveness 
of the physical security plan and are conducted annually. Copy 
of the survey forwarded to HQ DA who reviews and analyzes for overall 
AI~y security posture. 

- Appendix - Examples of acti,:ities which may be considered 
mission essential/vulnerable areas. 

t, 
COMfylENT - Add key personnel, particul.arly general officers/commanders 
and schools/nurseries. Also things of high symbolic significance 
(Tomb of Unknown Soldier. t,lonuments, Statues. etc.) 
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., 
It would be only natural to scrutinize the individual target 

potential at those i'nstallat;ons rated high on the vulnerability scale. 

Li kev/i se, the Phys i ca 1 Securi ty Surveys for the more vul nerab 1 e in

stallations shouldr-ece"lv:; increased conmand attention. 
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COUNTERING TERRORISM ON HILITARY INSTALLATIONS 
(The Intell ~gence Propl em) 

One universal constraint to planning effectiveness is the 
lack of intel1 igence. This constri\int appl ies in varying degrees 
wherever US military installations may be. Insofar as is now knol'ln, 
no agency in the United States, local, state, or federal, to in-
clude the military, is authorized to collect domestic intelligence 
until a criminal act occurs or there is a clear threat to the national 
security within the context of current federal law. The root causes 
of this situation are theoretically the abuses of the system which 
resul ted in the passaye of the "Privacy Act" of Decembe'r 31. 1974 
and the issuance of Executive Order 11905 dated February 18. 1976. 
concerning United States Foreign Intelligence Activities. 

Compounding the problem of obtaining information and intel
lig?nce posed by the aforementioned documents, is the succession of 
implementing instructions issued at every succeeding echelon down 
the line. Specifically these implementers consist of DOD directives 
{52QO.27. 8 December 1975, Acquisition of Information Concerning 
Persons and Ol'gan; zations not Affil iated l'iith the Department of De
fense}, Army Regulations (AR 380-13, 30 September 1974, Security, 
Acquisition anti Storage of Information Concerning NOI~-Affil~ated 
Persons and Organizations), the Attorney General Guidelin~s 

(March 1976). Domestic Security Invest'igations), and a multitude of 
supplements and directives issued by commands and in$tallations to 
IIclo,r-tty and complyll with the source documents emanating from above. 

As stated above, the basic reason for the flurry of restric
tions ueing placed on 'intell igence gathering agencies I'las the abuse 
of some of the freedom" given these agencies. ~ However, if there have 
been abuses in the field of law enforcement intelligence, the sensible 
thing to do is to correct the abuses--and not to destroy our entire 
intelligence capability.l 
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Dr. William R. Kintner, President, Foreign Policy Research 
Institute, Inc., and former Ambassador to Thailand, addressed the 
Senate Subcommittee on Internal Security on 18 June 1976 and stated: 
"The first requirement of an effective anti-terrorist program is a 
comprehensive intell ;gell~eration. Iotell igence iJlcl:.ides not 

·only precise information but al so an analytical capabil it,)' which 
yields critical clues about the ideology, motivation, and likely ac
tion patterns of the terrorists and about the changing patterns of 
interlocks ~etween the terrorist groups nationally and internationally. 
The possession of facts alone still does not solve the problem, but 
without the facts 2 the authorities are condemned to act in :~ bl ind 
and sometimes arbi,trary or indiscriminate fashion, doing the terrorist·:s 
work' for him. My first suggestion is, thereforE!, that the Afuerican 
people and their elected representatives must Q1 some serious rethink
ing on this matter of law enforcement intelligG:g. Adequate intel
ligence is requirement number one in coping with the problem of 
terrorism--and in the absence of such intell igence the most dedicated 
police force in the world would not be able to effectively protect 
its.community. Our society is bound to remain extremely vulnerable 
to terrorism so long as the present paralyzing restrictions on intel
ligence gathering capabilities persist. Furthermore, since terrorism 
frequently crosses natural frontiers, the intelligence capabilities 
of both the CIA and the FBI 'ilill have to be reinfor·ced. I agree there 
is a need for guidelines. But the existence of guidelines does not 
require the kind of near total wipeout that now exists.,,2 (Under-
1ining added for emphasis.) 

While Dr. Kintner was addressing his remarks primarily to 
the civilian corrmunity, it should be obvious even to the uninitiated 
that if the military is to combat terrorism, the sa~e fundamental 

, . 

principles and requirements apply. Dr. Ki.ntner !'1ent on to state 
that there is no substitute for public alertness ;n·waking it dif
ficult for terrorists to function. This remark lends credence to 
the awar"erress programirl the miHtarj that is advocated by SAl. 
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During the qYestion and answer period following his prepared 
remarks at this same hearing, Dr. Kintner, in response to a question 
from Senator Scott, stated: "I tnink one thing your corrmittee might 
well look into in the future is the nature of the guidelines which 
are being imposed on both the FBI and the metropolitan and State 
police forces with regarci to this type of activity. For example, 
I have heard some police departments are restraining their people 
from even taking pictures of the demonstrators. I personally believe 
that this would be a deterrent. Demonstrators are very cool about 
police photographers. They like to see themselves on the "tube". 
They don't like to see themselves on the dossier. II 

Deputy Chief Robert L. Rabe of the District of Columbia 
Police Department stated at those same hearings, with Dr. Kintner, 
and again in an interview with SAl, in his office, that his current 
dom~stic intelligence is practically non-existant and that the D.C. 
Police intelligence unit had been disbanded on orders of the D.C. 
City Council. 3 

It has been the general consensus among mil itary lavi en
forcement official s interviev/ed by SA! that as a resul t of the 
restrictions placed on Federal (to include military) intelligence 
gathering agencies, their only source of information would be- state 
and local officials. What is ~lerging is that in many of our major 
cities and states law enforcement intell igence files deal ing I'lith sub
versive and extremist organizations have been destroyed or other\'lise 
made inaccesible, and that law enforcement officers now find them
~elves almost paralyzed by the pyramiding restrictions on inte:ligence 
operations. A few examples:4 

- In New York State, law enforcement intelligence files pain
stakingly buil t up ave)' a 30 year period have been locked up since 

.-
September 1975 and most of the 24 members of the intelligence t:l1it 
have been assigned to other duties. 
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In the state of Texas, a~ a result of a law suit, the 
Publ ic Safety Divi. .1 has destroyed over a mill ion card entries-
salvaging on1y those cards where convictions or 'indictments on criminal 
charges were involved. These. were transferred to the criminal files. 

- In New York City, almost 98 percent of approximately 
1 million card entries were destroyed, leaving the intelligallce unit 
with a reported 20,000 card~ covering perhaps a third of this number 
of indtviduals. 

- In Chicago, the files of the police in:el1igence unit 
have been impounded since March 1975 leaving the unit witout access 
to ~ts own ~ecords. 

- In Michigan, a Federal judge has ordered t:le state Pol ice 
to destroy the files of their intelligenGe unit and disband thE 
unit. This rulin~ is being contested. 

- In Pitts~urgh, the intelligence unit has been wiped out, 
and in other cities they have been reduced to levels which make it 
impossible for them to operate effectively. 

- In Los Angeles, New Yor.k and other major cities, the con
trolling criterion governing law enforcement intelligence ;s that 
no entry illay be made about any per.50n simply on the basis of member
ship in the, Co.nmunist Party or the Trotskyist or Mao'jst organiza
tions, ur even in violence-prone groups such as the [names deleted 
to comply with AR 380-13J. 

Fl"Om the foregoing, it i,s apparent that an individual's 
record of conviction or indictment on a criminal charge facilitates 
an intelligence organization's retention of lal'l enforcement informa
tion. Law enforcement and the crimi.na\1\\intelligence generated in 
support of its investigative functions is not predicated on convic
tions. indictments, O~ even arrests, but instead upon credible in
formation indicating criminal activity. Consequently, law enforce
ment i~not'as hampere~ by restrictions as intelligence; however, 
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intelligence access to law enforcement records is restricted and 
may result in false analysis and underestimation of the threat 
posed. The free exchange of information between intelligence and 
law enforcement organizations is necessary, if terrorism is to be 
successfully combatted; The synergy resulting 'from a joint threat 
assessment is essential and predicated on the belief that terrorism 
requires the best efforts of all, not the singularly directed ef
'forts of law enforcement. To further reinforce this argument, is 
it any wonder that the Yugoslavian Ambassador denounced U.S. secur'ity 
precautions after his Embassy had been bombed for the third time 
on June 9, 1976. The State Department's "profound regrets" are 
no sUbstitutes for sound intelligence procedures, which are the 
chilef arm of domestic security.5 Further, in October 1975, in hear
ings before the Senate Subcommittee on Internal Security, four of 
this country's top police experts on terrorist bombings all complained 
about the difficulties under which they were operating because of the 
destruction or inactivation of intelligence files and the increasing 
restrictions on their intelligence capabilities. Sergeant Ar1eigh 
McCree of the Los Angeles Police Department told the subcommittee 
that intelligence is relatively non-existant among our major police 
departments today. 

Fo'I10wing the resolution of the recent wave of terror in 
Washingto~, D. C., T. R. Reid, a Washington Post staff writer, re
ported in the March 11, 1977 edition of the Post that some D. C. 
police officials and one member of Congress complained that 
restrictions on intelligence-gathering activ~ties had hampered 
police in dealing with the recent terrorist actions in the Nation's 
capital.~ .. further tha,t officers said they hdd maintained extensive 
files until about 1974. They said the files were destroyed in the 
wake of sharp public criticism of poi ice s~rvei1lance of political 
and racial groups. An official in the 11etropo1itan Police intel
ligence unit said the lack o~ intelligence had hindered police in 
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their attempts to negotiate \·lith the terrorist leaders. Rep Larry 
J;~cDonald (D-GA) went furthe,' charging ina speech on the House floor 
that the s'ucces:;ful seiz'Jre ot: three buildings was "a direct resul t 
of the lack of advance informa\:ion" pol ice could have obtained from 
ongoing surveillance. 

Certainly the first move that the military should make is 
to address the tendency to provide for increased restrictions as 
each headquarters publishes imp1ementers, or as the implementers are 
interpreted and enforced. A concerted effort by all concerned to 
do that which is possible within the, Congressional/Presidential con
straints would be a logica1 and necessary first step. In doing so, 
such items as the following could be avoided: 

- Purging of all telephone numbers and names of Federal. 
state and local officials with official responsibilities related 
to the control of civil disturbances. from the pertinent military 
plans. (Expressly permitted in DOD Directive 5200.25 and AR 380-13.) 

This incident occurred at Ft. Bragg, N.C., and was reportedly 
done on the recommendation of the Office of the Inspector General 
HQ Department of the Army. 

- Removal from intelligence files of written material 
identifying dissident persons ann groups not affiliated with the 
Department of Defense even though this material IIlas published and 
available to the general public. (Expressly permitted in AR 380-13 
so long as it is not inserted in name or subject files.) 

"(his incident occurred at the Terrorist section of the 
Institute For Mil itary Assistance at Ft. Bragg. N.C. 

- Du~ing discussions with the intelligence co~nunity at 
HQUSAREUR it was stated that no serious direct threat against U.S. 
military installations existed and that for political reasons it 
would be more advantageous for the terrorist to attack West German 
target~.~ .Within two weeks after-this discussion the Officer's Club 
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at Rhein-f4ain AFB and the NCO Club ?~ 'Bad Hersfe1d were both 
dGstroyed by terrorists. 

~lhile it 'ff1ay be presumptuous to believe that intelligence 
was available that 'tlould indicate these incidtnts might occur, 
aggressive collection effort on the part of US agencies might have 
uncoverf~d leads. This action fa11<; within those actions permis
sible under Executive Order 11905 but according to interv~t!l'ls 

with agents at the operating level, their actions are bein~ re
strained by orders and policy fr'om HQ USAREUR to the point that they 
feel completely impotent with respect to their 'intelligence gather
ing responsibilities. 

Conclusion: 

. Arthur Fulton !!iufi1Il1arized the situation in hls ca:ie study 
presentt'd to the Senior Seminar in Foreign Policy, by stating: 

"One point on which all autborities agree 'is the need for 
i~proved intelligence on terrorists of all philosophies. In the 
United States this is a sensitive matter at this time, The fallout 
from "Watergate," the repercussions of nymerous inquiries into the 
activities of intelligence agencies, the increasing ,concern over 
privacy and the outrage over wire-tapping, all lead to a duwngrading 
of intelligence capabilities rather than an improvement. The plea 
of Director Clal"enCe r~. Kelley of the FBI for legislation providing 
for controlled dome5tic wiretapping falls on deaf ears. Local 
police rush to destroy intelligence files and dismantle intelligence 
squads because of suits by civil action groups. It is hoped that 
we in the United States do not have to experience a "Nunich" before 
we respond. You can be sure that if such a disaster occurs, the 
same critics now castigating and restraining intelligerice agencies 
because of their past activities will be demanding explanations \'/hy 
those same intelligence agencies failed to+know in advance of the 
coming crisis. The American people and the-ir' leaders must "bite 
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the bullet" and., without further delay, arrive at a decision of just 
ho\'l much intelligence invP'3tigating they will permit and on whom 
the responsibility will lie if, in the future. it is not sufficicent 
co cope with international or domestic terrorism."7 

Recommendations: 

1. The Service Secretaries and Commanders at all levels 
should institute a comprehensive review of all policies, directives, 
and regulations concerning responsibilities of--and restrictions 
placed upon--intelligence gathering agencies to remove "safe-siding" 
that inhibits exercise of full investigative/intelligence authority 
authorized by the Privacy Act and Execut.ive Order 11905. 

2. Commanders at all levels shou1d require of their 
intelligence agencies the positive execution of intelligence ac
tivities authorized under the Privacy Act and the Executive Order, 
monitor compliance and punish individual abuses. 

3. A comprehensive study should be accomplished which 
evaluates the presen~ restrictions on intelligence gathering with 
the objective of submitting new legislation, if appropriate, per
mitting the gathering of in-e1ligence sufficie~t to protect society 
while protect~ng individual rights. 

I' 
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and other Internal Se<::Jri ty Laws, of the Comm'; t.tee on the 
Judiciary, United States Senate, Ninety-Fourth Congress, 
second session, 18 June 1976. Page 26. 
Dr. William R. Kintner, Ibid, Page 28. 
Deputy Chief Rc·bert L. Rabe, Ibid, Page 43, and interview 
Washington, D.C., 26 January 1977. 

4. Dr. William R. Kintner, Ibid, Page 25. 
5. Dr: William R. Kintner, Ibid, Page 25. 
6~ Intervi ews DCS I HQ USAREUR ~ November 1976. 
7. "Countenneasures to Combat Terrorism at Major Events,:! 

Senior Seminar in Foreign Policy, 18th Session,'Department 
of State, 1975-1976. Case Study by Arthur B. Fulton. 
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APPENDIX G 

REV!EW OF REGULATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS 

During the course of the SAL study there were comprehensive 
reviews of regu:ations and publications, both in effect and in draft, 
promulgated at various levels of command. The two attachments provide 
comments on so~~ of the most pertinent directives, particularly the 
Draft DoD Handbook 2000.12, Subject: Protection of Department of Defense 
Personnel Against Terrorist Acts. In addition, assistance was provided 
in developing Army Regulation 190-X;(, Subject: CounC"ing Terrorism 
and Other Hajor Disturbances on Military Installations. It is believed 
that this new regulation and an associated DA Pamphlet and/or Field 
Manual incorporating policies and procedures developed during this 
study should provide the Army with a strong program for countering 
terrorism) and other major disruptions, on its installations. 

1. 
\ 
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[, 22 April 1977 

I ~:: 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

MEHORANDur~ 

LTC D. G!llagher 
COTR Contract No. MDA903-76-C-0272 
"Countering Terrorism on Nilitary· Installations" 
Rowland B. Shriver, Jr. ~5~ 
Principal In~1stigator ~ 

Review of Draft 000 Manual 2000.12, Subj: Protection of 
Department of Defense Personnel Against Terrorist Acts 

The subject manual has been reviewed. This review is intended to se~ve two 
purposes. Fi rst, to detennine consistency W'j th the find-:ngs of the SAl 
study team to date in order to ~revent duplication of effort on the part of 
the contractor with what has already been accomplished by the 000. Secondly 
to assist in providing Arrny comments on the subject manual to OSD. Reviewing 
draft publications of this nature is considered to be \'lithin the terms of 
the current contract and not an additional item of work. 
Overall, the draft manual provides good, detailed planning guidance for 
protection of personnel. Hhile the emphasis is on 000 personnel abroad, 
much of the guidance can, and should, be used by personnel in CONUS. The 
draft manual, understandably, contains numerous typographical errors. Since 
the review \'/as made for overall content no attempt was made to provide edi-
torial comments. . 
Due to certain portions of the manual being classified CONFIDENTIAL, the 
o':erall manual becomes CONFIDENTIAL. This tends to detract from the useful
ness of the manual and would probably force users to extract and create 
suppiements to avoid the handling of a classified document. The classified 
portions of the draft manual were scrutinized to determine 'r/hat the overall 
effect would be should they not be included. As a result of this, it is 
concluded that the classified portions do not significantly add to the in
tended purpose of the manual and they should be de1eted. A detailed review 
of the classified portions is attached. If it should be determined that 
the classified portions are necessary, an alternate solution is to nave 
a classified supplement to the basic manual and derive separate distribution 
formUlae for tile basic manual and the supplement. 
There is contradiction concerning the applicability of the draft manual. 
Paragraph 1-1 states; in part. IIInformation in this manual may be used as 
apprqpriate by 000 elements in the preparation of plans and programs deal
ing \'1ith any aspect of the terrorist threat". Paragraph 1-3 states. in 
part. "The objective of this manual is to provide guidance ...• " These 
statements lead one to believe that information in the, manual is optional 
for use. However, paragl~aph 4-2 contains such words as "shal1 be revie\'/ed 
and assessed,in light of the prOVisions of this manual ", "procedures 9ui
aance and instructions shall'l. "Chapters 6-9 of this manual. ... shal1 gov
ern •••.• ". and " •... in accordance with the provisions of chapter 10 of this 
manual" -all tend to convey a mandatory meaning. Clarification is needed 
as to whether the manual is intended to be an optional planning guide or 
mandatory in -ria·ture. . -. - . 
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MEMORANDUM 
Page 2 
April 22, "1977 

Chapter 14 and Appendix H provide an excellent outline, along with an exten
sive bibliography, for establishing a program of education and awareness of 
the terrorist problem. SAl intends to use this outline as part of the 
development of an awareness program for the Army. This subject \'/as i ncl uded 
as part of the Second Qliarterly Report, dated 15 ~\arch 1977. 
The subject manual, if unclassified. is considered suitable for Nide distri
bution throughout the Army. If distribution were made it would fill some 
of the informational gaps that were not~d in SAl field visits. It could be 
the beginning of standardizing counter measures to terrorism on Army install
ations. 

Attachment 
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REVI8~ OF CLASSIFIED PORTIONS OF 
DRAFT DOD /·lANUAL 2000.12 DTD 1 t<1ARCH 1977 

Paragraph 3-3 - USG Organization, Policy and Procedures For Response to 
Incidents Abroad. 

This paragraph deals primarily with the USG reaction to specific 
terrori st incidents abroad and the mana.gement structure. It also provides 
the USG policy on terrorist demands and. negot~ations. While the contents 
of this particular paragraph are of prime importance to high level decision 
makers it doesn't necessarily follow that it should be disseminated to the 
lowest echelon in the Army. Such a policy could be provided separately to 
selected decision makers within a crisis management structure. 
AppendL A - Pattern of International Terrorism. 

This appendix graphically displays statistics of intet'national 
terrorist incidents·1970-1976. While nice to know, this information does 
not significantly add to I-je manual. It has been vlell established that . 
terrorism has been a problem. Also, there appears to be a clisparity betl'leen 
some of the tables. For example, the graph on page A-l indicates an overall 
increase in terrorist incidents in 1976 over 1975; however, the tab1es on 
page A-3 indicate a declining trend. Statistics are interesting but are 
admittedly not very precise as regards terrorist incidents. The general 
treatment given this subject in paragraph 2-3, Development of Terrorism 
~lorld~Hide, appears to be adequate for the intended purpose of this manual. 
Appendix C - Potential Terrorist Weapons. 

This appendix presents a vast amount of detailed technical infor
mation. There are so many technical details it is doubtful that the reader 
can comprehend, let alone even read, the contents. An alternative is to 
use the unclassif1ed paragraphs in Sections II, III, IV, and V; which would 
provide a general description, concealability, and specific types for various 
categori es of terrori st weapons. Detail ed characteri sti cs of these vleapons 
could be made available through intelligence channels, on a need to know basis. 
Appendix 0 - Terrorist Incidents Against DOD Personnel. 

The information portrayed in this one page appendix provides a 
geographical breakdown of terrorist incidents against DOD or affjliated per
sonnel and installations during the period 1970-1975. This background infor
mation is nice to knm'l but not essential for the overall intended purpose 
of the manual. 
Appendix F - State Airgram 775, 5 February 1975. 

This appendix consists of a compilation of policy guidance for 
State Department use. Hhile the information is important for inter-agency, 
coordination it is of questionable importance below Departmental level. 
Additionally, many of the sp'ecific procedures ol,tlined in this appendix are 
also stated, in an unclassified manner, throughout the various chapters 
of the manual. Lastly, it is questionable as to the propriety of reproducing 
State Department classified correspondence in a DOD publication. 
Appendix G __ ?tC,lte Cable. 28~548, 2.D~.cemqer 1975. 

This appendix is a retransrrrlssion of.a State Department cable 
concerning US pol~cies auring abductions of Ameri~ans. The same comments 
stated above for Appendix F generally apply to Appendix G. . 
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PROBLEM AND DISCUSSION' 

1. There is no US Annyregulation or directive dealing compre-
hensively with the problem of terrorism; rather, there are regula
tions or directives which deal with isolated or peripheral aspects of 
the pl'obl em. f~atters that are treated are: 

o Physical security of installations and equipment (AR 
190-13) (AR 190-3) 

, Civil disturbances (AR 500-50) 

o Protection of officials (AR 190-10) 

• Serious incident r~ports (AR 190-40) 

o Criteria for protection of nuclear weapons and nuclear 
storage facilities (AR 50-5) 

o Acquisition 'and storage of information (AR 380-13) 

o AR 190-45, AR )95-2, AR 195-9, AR 145-16, AR 340-21 

Q Liaison with Federal agencies (Memorandum of Under
standing) 

o Support of private sector during hijackings/skyjackings 
of aircraft. 

Terrorist operations are complex. Often, the victims of acts of terror 
are not related to the target, or target audience. Regulations and 
directives supporting effective counter-terror programs must provide 
guidance on a wide spectrum of terrorist activities. These are: 

0 Bombings 

" Kidnappings 
G Hostage-taking/barricades 
e Hijackings/skyjackings· 
& Assaults and ambushes 
& Incendiary/arson attacks 
0 Assassination/murder - , .." ... -
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Riots 
Threats 

G Blackmail. 

While the above are al so criminal acts and need not be con
nected purely to terrorists, when they are perpetrated by terrorists 
the effects of the acts reach beyond the effects of similal' acts 
conducted by criminals. Terrorist effects have political and social 
ramifications which extend far beyond locations where terrorists acts 
take place. The reactions of military personnel against terrorists 
on military installations can have positive or negative consequences 
world-\~ide. Thus, it is necessary that US Anny personnel have guidance 
that rE!lates specifically to the effects of terrorism and how such 
effects: need to treated. f~atters of concern which are not covered or 
not covered' adequately in current US Anny regu'lations or directives are: 

e Command relationships (who is in charge, when? during 
terrorist incidents) 

Clarification/distinction among incidents (which are 
terrorist, which are criminal?) 

o Clarification regarding supervisory relationships be
tween US Army and FBI 

o Duties and responsibilities at major subordinate com
mands (installations and sites) 

o What to do initially against specific terrorist acts ••. 
reactions to: 

CI 

Domestic terrorists 

International and transnational terrorists (es
pecially dur~ng kidnapping and hostage-taking/ 
barricades) 

Size and composition of counter-terror forces 
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• Communications during counter-terror operations 

c Negotiating and bargaining with terrorists 

liaison with host country officials 

Security of personnel duripg terrorist operations 

Q Developing speedy intelligence during operations 

e Divisions of responsibility among installation com
manders, pro'iost-marshals, Crn. personnel, military po
lice commanders, other personnel initially on-scene 

e liaisJn with private sector officials/communities 

I Reacti ons to, and use of, on-scene medi a (joUl'lla 1 i sts, 
television and radio) 

Duties and responsibilities of Army public affairs 
officers 

o Assistance and protection of hostages and kidnap vic
tims during operations 

Counter-terror tactics (assaults, break-ins, defense, 
use of snipers, use of EOD teams) 

~ Rules of engagement (when and when not to fire weapons) 

o Identifying terrorists by type early-on during operations 

o Organizing available combat-arms units 

o Sealing off operational areas 

Q Protecting innocent bystanders 

(I Providi n9 safe-withdrawal to terrori sts when sUch has . 
been granted through b~rga;ning procedures 

Modi~ying terrorist behavior during incidents (preventing 
unn~cessary harm to hostages or other victims) 

-0 " ~1eClica·l support 
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Specific pre-emptive actions when terror is 'irruninent: 

Protection of dependents 

Protection of potential official material targets 

Protection of potential official human targets 

Implementation of pre-determined security alert 
1 evel s 

IdentifYing, approaching and detaining suspected 
terrorists 

Preventin~ epidemics of fear among Military and 
other populati6ns, preventing "over~reaction" 

Use of weapons 

Rules of search 

G Handling ment111y disturbed terrorists 

o Reporting terrorist incidents, or threats, sepa)"ately 
from other serious inc;dents' 

o Respons~bilities for counter-terror training and guidance 
regard-lng training subjects. 

RECOMMENDATION 

2. Terrorism is a growing world problem. S'1nce 1968, there have 
been more than 900 inc'idents perpetrated by more than 140 groups in 50 
countries, ~rounding around 1.700 p~rsons, killing more than 800. Among 
potential targets of tet'rorists, US Army installations rank high. Mili
tary installations and personnel symbolize, to terrorists, authorities 
against which terrorists have directed their long-range objectives. A 
comprehensive US Army directive defini"ng actions that must be taken 
against terrorists at all levels, from Hqs, Department of Army, down 
to subordinate field action units would certainly serve as a l,tore 
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effective regulating instrument than an array of directives dealing 
with components of the problem, I'/hich could lead to confusion and 
omissions in the field. 

PRELIMINARY CO~1r4ENTS, SPECIFIC EXISTING 
. DIRECTIVES AND REGULATIONS 

a. AR-190-l1, P~ysical Security of Heapons, Ammunition. 
Explosives. 

Para 1-3b ••• no emphasis on performance criteria during 
selection of arms room personnel. 

Para 1-41 ••. no mention of acceptable temporary sub
stitutes, or of appropriate actions when standards have not been met 
due to circumstances beyond the control of the responsible commander. 

Para 1-4m ••• if practical options II/ere stated, there! 
would be no need for exceptions. 

Para 1-5b .•. not specific as to just who should be de
legated authority ... security, as a responsibility, should be placed 
in the hands oLthose subordinate commanders with d~'ect experience ••. 
paragraph should state lower "type" command, so as to prevent the in~ 
experienced from receiving the security mission. 

Para l-5c •.. there are no comments a~ to what happens 
\'1hen approved \'1aivers are forwarded to HQDA. 

Ch 2, Para 2-1 ••• this paragraph allows local commanders 
to determine priority given to arms storage development. The priority 
should be fixed at HQDA 1evel, especially when US Army installations 
are potential terrorist targets. 

Para 2-2(2) .•. does not .state who will conduct weapons 
inventories. nor how c~~pleted inventories will be validated, nor how 
inventories should be prcgrammed (uniformity, staggered, how?) nor hOI., 

a program of inventories is to be monitored. 
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Para ~2-2(c) ••• does not cite actions when high incid(~nt 

rates of threat occur. 

Para 2-2d(2) •.• should specify type systems ... para should 
not be wY'itten so as to allow the intrusion detection system to be a 
substitute for guard or duty personnel at any time. 

Ch 3, Para 3-l ••• not specific enough in defining who 
will conduct inventories. how inventories will be validated and mon
i tored • 

Para 3-1g ••• high degree of vulnerability regarding 
munitions. NOT defined .•. directive to major Army conmanders to pub
lish guidance should include comments as to required context of such 
!luidance. 

b. ~~}80-l3. Acguisition and storage of Information Con-
cerning Non-Affi·liated Persons and Organizations. 

The thrust of this regu1ation raduces the Army1s ability to 
c'Oll ect, store, collate and analyze information en suspected terro.rists 
or terrorist organizations operating in the United States until opera
tions are conducted on military installations, and Jhen intelligence 
collection must be restricted to the act itself. Thisl.may be the US 
ter.vdst~s strongest suit. Paragraph six (6) provides for exceptions 
to the rule. but is vague in defining the degree of demonstrable thre~t 
required before Army officials can request to conduct special investi
gations without active incidents as justifiabl e backgl·'ound. The term 
"characterizations", which may mean "profile" or "modus operandi" or 
something less, is not clear. 

c. AR 190-31~ Department of Army Crime Prevention Program. 

This regulation does not isolate terrorism as a type crime, 
. I. • 

therefore does not include specific pre-emption or terror countermea-
sures. However. if terrorism wene to be 1 isted specifically as a 

. crime the r~gul at; on IS 1 i sted Crime Survey woul d be a va luabl e 
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instrument on suscepti bl e ; nsta llations for befoY'e-the-fact i nte 11 i
gence scanning. 

d. Memorandum of Understanding, US Army and US Coast Guard, 
Department of Transportation. 

This memorandum does not cover situations involving US Army 
personnel at Coast Guard installations when terror is directed against 
them s~ecifically. 

e. Annex 0, "Garden Plot", Army Civi1 Disturbances Plan C ... 
and letter citing under~tandings between DoD and Federal_agencies, 
Subj: Military Support in Combatting Terrorism, Department of Justice, 
10 November 1972. 

These documents state that the FBI is in charge of COJnter
terror operations on military instal1utions in'the United States. 
Neglected are those situations when FBI personnel are unable to be on 
scene fast enough' to implement control. The documents do not consider 
the ,immediate responsibilities of instal:ation commanders for the 
safety of US Army personnel and/or equipment, which can be achieved 
best and hurriedly by an installation commander with full charge to 
make appropriate decisions. 

f. AR 190-3, Physical Standards for Storage of CB Ag~nts 
and Munitions ... being rescinded . 
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Premise 

, 
. \ 

I I 

Terror as a force in America ,appears to be de-escalating. 
Two hypotheses for this are (l), the Vietnam conflict ended, dafusing 
anti-war factions, and (2) there is, and always has been, a lack of 
valid revolutionary causes in America. However, in de-~scalation. 
or silence. exists little proof of intent. Silence among US ter
rorist groups can be evidence of defeat, or of reversed coils capable 
of future acts. Dormant appearances, by themselves, are poor in
dicators, especially when suspected reasons for terrorist silence 
other than the above have some validity. In view of such reasons, it 
is possible US terrorists are re-organizing, re-evaluating, even 
plotting. 

Factors 

Cues for actions adopted by terrorists are delivered by en
vironmental stress. That is, political, social or other people
effected events (national and/or local) impact on terrorist decisions 
to increase, decrease or sustain responses. It is from these events 
that reasons for silence among terro:-ists can be perce'ived. Dis
cussed below, in an effort to stimUlate thought, are factors which 
can be in the undercurrent that motivates US terrorists. 

Political. Leftists, it is known, viewed Watergate and its 
undermining of the Administration as a sort of victory over the "right ll

• 

To them it meant a warm and wide glaze of new liberalism might appear 
acceptable to the body politic. With that Administration gone, 
ieftists \'JOuld not want a re-curving "right" s which could have oc= 
curred if terrorists, after' Vietnam and Watergate, instituted terror 
acts. Terror, normally left-wing aS50ciateri, would have resulted in 
certain repressions, a swing "I'ight" politically. This implies that 
extreme left terrorists have been held in check, perhaps by less ex
treme l~fti~ts, tha~ i~, in abey_~n_ce, until a change in political climatE: . 
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Terror, as "an issue, \"C'~ll d benefi t an incumbent duri ng Presi<len
tial elections. Terrorists. not wanting to'influence these elections, 
would lie low •. Thus, .f US ten'orists groups have some political savvy, 
or can be reached by less extr~me leftists who feel they have a stake 
in elections, a valid reason for terrorist silence exists. 

~ocial. In minds of extreme leftists, quantum progressions 
in federal dollars for social programs have not stripped the country 
of major ills. To a terrorist, if he/she ~s politically/socially 
oriented left, America has too many have-nots, and only violence can 
correct the imbalance. Although silent, terrorists of this genre, 
who were active prior to the end of Vietnam and Watergate, remain 
such. Recently, one of these groups p~blished "Prairie Fire", a 
manifesto that preaches violence. 

It is not social conditions as they really are that press 
terrorists into particular actions. Rather, it is the way in which 
'terrorists perceive social conditions, and what these perceptions are, 
that cause actions. Conditions may improve, but hard-core terrorists 
\"/111 stay terrorists until the last issue is res'Olved to their satis~ 
faction. For terrorists, there is an array of 'issues in any societal 
framework. Were it not for extreme repression, the Soviet Union would 
have its run of terror. In America, when race, employment or war are 
not issues. terrorists pick other causes. 

In reality, America doe~; not have just revolutionary causes, 
but to terrori~ts, through their distorted vision. there are causes. 
Certainly, within a population over two hundred million. terrorists 
find each other. 

Method. The only base-line precedents US terrorists have to 
develop campaigns are foreign examples which effective in the mid
sixties became obsol esceht in th(~ seventies. Latin American model s 
served US terrorists until it became apparent that perfected local 
countermeasures easily reduce thedr effects. Uruguay' 5 Tupamaros 
(whose terrcrr· tactics ar-e rooted 40- those developed by Israe'I's 
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Irgun) and Brazil's FLN (led by Carlos I~arighella) were the models. 
Both advocated urban terror aimed at causing over-reaction/repression 
by lega.l governments; lJut legal governl'1ents, once burned, invoked 
controlled measures. In the US, democratic principles guaranteed 
controlled response, thus terror by US groups fashioned oy tile Latin 
American models hardly got off the grollnd. r'1arighella's "Mini
Manual of the Urban Guerrila" proved effective in terms of proViding 
"how-to" advice for the cc.nduct of type tactics but ineffective as a 
spur to conti nued terror. In other' words, US terrori sts are ':Ji thout 
"strategyll; they do not have a methodology by which to institute 
terror with some assurance of success. 

Still, no evidence exists that US terrorists are not in 
search of dogma, no data citing that the current silence is not a 
transitional period during which terrorists are attempting to evolve 
precis~ strategies frum which to act 1ater on. The manifesto 
~'Prairie Fire" could be a type foreword to such strategies. 

Recruiting. No dQubt, as the Vietnam issue subsided, quasi
and true terrcrists drifted away from extreme groups to re-join 
society. Often, last year's radical becomes tomonrow's corporate 
attorney, businessman or salesman. The ranks of US terrllr thinned 
considerably. Today. if terror'ist groups are just skeletal, to sur
vive they must recruit. This is another characteristic of tran~itional 
periods of radical organizations: burrowing underground in order to 
re-build cells. 

When Vietnam was an issue, the era itself climatized a popu
lation fringe th3.t spawned pseudo as well as real terrorists., Today, 
in America, the zeal for radicalism is spent. Only the hardcore, the 
extremists steeped in dogma, would agree to terrorist associati~ns. 
Recruitment, then. is probably slow, deliberate, painstaking. 

This, certainly, would be an indication of prolonged silence •.. 
also an indication that should terrorist groups grow, fibre~ will be 
tougher'--' " 
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Implications 

TodaY~Kncwn US terrorists are inactive; however, organiza
tions once active have not disbanded. Silence being no indication of 
intent, it is possiblA a tr~nsitional 'seeding1 phase is their approved 
activity-mode and that several internal developments can reach a con
fluence from which re-newed terror will spring. In truth, no one is 
sure what US terrorists are up to. But if a valid picture is out of 
focus, is it not better to develop alternative pr'ojections'i' 

On the surface, IJS terrorists are silent but possibly lIin 
transition,1I biding time to develop new strategies, recruit, train. 
Conversely, while there has been silence invblving political ter
rorists, there has been a rash of "'particularistic ll or "ethnic" ter
ror. For example. recent acts perpetrated by Cuban exile groups in 
r~aimi, the Croations, and Puerto Rican nationalists. From this; we 
can state terror is a real present threat. We could also perceive a 
terror threat not in view of a c~ntinuum of acts originating from a 
planned campaign, but as the possibility of a single act dra~m from 
a plan ignited impulsively by even one or b/o neophyte terrorists. 
More than once, a single act of terror has proliferated a dozen more. 
One act against a US-based mil itary installation could initiate 
these. And if that one act seems to destroy property valued high 
monetarily. let alone take lives. then certainly terror is, now. a 
threat. and preventive measures are needed. 

Base-Line Statistics 

While most terrorists incidents between 1968 and 1975 occurred 
outside the United States, there has been ~ steady increase in the 
number of Amel"ican targets. If the American targE!t ; s the trend, cer
tainly there is the probability of sp~cific targets being selected in 
the US. If terror is "theaterU

, that is, a spectacular message de
signed to attract world attention and receive payment on demand, then 
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the American target, in America. will soon be, for terror-ists trans
national by type, the brass ring. Below are some persuasive data 
covering period 1968-1975 . 

- of 375 terrorist bombings, 136 were US targets. 59 of which 
were ;n the US 

- of 123 kidnappings, 59 were of US citizens (12 in 1974 •.. 
26 in 1975) 

- of 137 hijackings, 21 were US oriented 

- of the total 913 terrorists acts, 330 were US ~riented. 

A Problem 

Minimum activity (near-silence) melts interest in terror as 
a critical threat. Be1 ief-systen:..J desire credit.i,,' information. 
Without hard intell igence, pathways to'",ard r"'e-emptm: and counter
measures are rolled up and shelved. Fields of target~ are l&id bare; 
so when future terrorists strike, success probabiliti ~s are greater. 

In view of considerations discussed herein, to determine a 
threat analysis of the sl ightest number of US terrorist iJlcts should 
not evolve would be remLs, and at some later point fatal. 

Presently, law prohibits US agencies from developing in~el-

1igence on organizations and inal"iduals not ass'ociated with specific 
acts. There must be un obvious link to a terrorist act before 
agencies such as the FBI can utilize operatives to investigate 
organizations or ir,jividuals. This gap, or stop, leaves those con
cerned a'bout probable terror wi th 1 i ttl e more than assumpti ons. 
Nevertheless. aS3umptions, combined with past data, serve as precursors 
to probabilities. Tha~ is, it is worth pursuing a premise that silence 
among US terrorists is a p~oduct of tr.ansition and that terror will 
occur. 
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Conclusion 

Lack of intelligence on US terrorists precludes knowledge of 
their near-term intent. Instead of capitulating to this lack SAl 
intends to create specific case-probabilities playing terrorists 
against US Army installations, using public data Oil pase events and 
OCONUS examples to define type minimum, moderate and worst-case 
situations, subsequently to d~velop appropriate policies, plans and 
countermeasures to deal with each. 
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During October and November 1976 the SAT study team made visits 
to the following U.S. Army instal1ations: 

Fort McNair. Washington, D. C. 
Seneca Anny Depot, New York 
Fort Rucker. Alabama 
Fort McLellan, Alabama 
Fort Bragg. North Carolina 
USAREUR, Heidelber'g~ Miesau, Kriegsfeld and Frohn~~1uhle 

These visits proved to bf! invaluab1e in collecting infonnation, per
sonal views concerning counter-terrot'ism, and absorbing the nature of 
the problems faced by responsible individuals at installat:lon level. 
This IIgrass roots" input is vital in the 'formu'lation of tea1.istic 
policies, concepts. and methods to counter terrorism on military in
stallations. A general observation concerning the visits is that the 
outstanding cooperation and interest displayed by those individuals 
contacted greatly enhanced this infonnation collection effor't. Another 
overall observation is that many excellent individual efforts are 
being made to cope wi+n the pro~lem but all seem to be looking for a 
total coordinated Army program. The following represents highlights 
of each visit and is presented merely for information. Specific details. 
or elaboration, may be obtained from SAT, if desired. 

e Military District of Washington, Ft. McNair, 6-7 October 1976 
- The CG, MDW displayed keen interest in the study and 

stated his concerns on the lack of domestic intelligence and DA policy 
re: terrorism, the policy and planning is oriented toward the climate 
of the late 60's, and that the degree of protection provided VIP should 
not be determined by the person being protected. The GClrden Plot plans 
were reviewed and these plans could provide a good point of departure 
for counter-terrorist planning. There were varying perceptions of the 

\ ' 
threat but everyone agreed that lithe Army has not addressed the mat:~rll. 
It was bel ieved that the person in charge for terrorist crisis management, 
and an a ltgrna.t,e, shoul.d b.e des;gna~e.9 }n advanGe. There was strong 
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feeling about the lack of armored vehicles, such as the V-100. The 
MOW personnel were not aware of any DA guidance on dealing with a 
hostage 'situa..tion. It was indicated that thera should be 'a pol icy on 
things not to do. as a minimum. MOW has an outsta'nding regu~ation 
on coping with bomb threats. a copy of which was pr'ovided SAl. The 
Provost Marshal stated that although the area surrounding Ft. McNair 
is one of the ti;ghest crime areas of Wash'ington, the post is calm. He 
attributed this directly to the professional, 30ldierly MPs at the 
entrance gate who are highly visible and represent law, order, and 
authori ty. 

-, As an additional note contact was made with the Inter 
American Defense College at Ft. r~cNair l erning (:erceptions of the 
threat against the latin American student_ It was stated there were 
no extraprdinary precautions taken and none contemplated unless dir-

,ected to do so. 

e ~eneca Army Depot, Romulus, New York, 18-20 Octobe~ 1976 

- Seneca Army Depot was visited in order to gain first 
hand information relating to physical security of a large depot con
taining sensitive items. Key points that emerged wel"e: 

-- Aliens in sensitive positions. The depot had 
been assigned military police personnel \'lho \'Jere aliens. Correspondence 
voicing concern was forwarded to DARCOM. who sent it to HQ DA for 
corrment. It was returned giving no relief, solution, or apparent COTl

cern. A specific case is now pending (Appendix H-3). The concern is 
that the DOD civilian guard force that provides external security and 
control, ,must be U.S. citizens but military security and technical 
personnel~ in sensitive positions, within the exclusion area. can 
be aliens \'Jith or without dec1aring intent to become u.S. citizens. 

--Installation Access - The Depot Commander stated 
he could not deny access to the installation administrative area if 
an individual had a DOD ID card, even though it is a closed post. 
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Personnel - It was stated 5everal ti~es that the 
depot needed more security personnel. A "Fifth Platoon" concept had 
been developed which would permit more flexibility in rotation of 
duties, training, etc. There is some' valid;ty to this because addi
tional requirements keep getting imposed (e.g.~ recovery mission. special 
reaction teams, etc.) with no additior.al personnel authorization. It 
has a definite morale implication. There did not seem to be a major 
problem in maintaining the authorized strength. (The Fifth Platoon 
concept requires an additional 55 t~Ps). 

-- Training Area - There was no good training area 
available. Rifle ranges are at Camp Drum but Reserve Components have 
priority. 

-- Helicopters - Depot personnel all thought that 
one or two UH-l helicopters \~'ould greatly enhance the security posture. 
particularly recovery operations. 

-~ Attitude Toward Physical Security Duties - It 
was felt that physical security functions were do\'mgraded with respect 
to the overall law enforcement mi~sion. The views were that it started 
with recruiting policies that advertise patrol cars and apprehension 
or the general image of a policerran with no mention of physical security 
and guarding things, thereby misleading the enlisted. This was then 
compounded by incomplete basic training and schooling prior to a phys
ical security assignment. There was a very favorable opinion on es
tablishOing a physical security career field and MOS (95E). Interviews 
indicated that there was definite interest in learning physicai security 
both as an Army career as well as preparing for a rapidly expanding 
civil ian trade. 

-- Physical Security Training - What limited 
physh:al security training there was during AIT contained little or 
no mention of terrorism and h~N to deal with it. Discussions showed 
that there. \'Iere diverse individual views on dea1ing w"ith a hostage 
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situation and techniques for negotiating. It was felt that the MP 
School should have integrated training for Special Reaction Te?-ms 
(SRT). On their own initiative, depot security personnel had re
searched and obtained material from the Los Angeles Police Depa.rtment, 
Nassau Coullty Police, newspapers, periodicals, etc. to develop 
training for the SRT. No guidance on the hostage s,ituation had been 
provided. AR 50-5, Nuclear Surety represented the only definitive 
guidance. 

-- Equipment - TO&E and TA equipment included M79 
Grenade Launchers, .45 Cal Pistols, M-16 Rifles. The security com
pany had 8 V-laO armored cars but were experiencing a 70 percent 
deadline rate, due primarily to shortage of parts. The V-100s were 
rebuilds from Letterkenny Army Depot and were issued by DARCOM 
special authorization. The anmament and radios were to be issued as 
separate equipment and difficulty was being experienced in obtaining 
those items. Unit personnel . were interested in a newer version, the 
V-15G manufactured by Cadillac-Gage. They were interested in obtaining 
starlight scopes and other night vision devices. The starlight scopes 
were on the TO&E but not available for issue because DARCOM has lower 
priority than other major cOlmnands with operational units with a STRAF 
mission. The security company \'/-3.S not authorized some b3.sicequipment 
such as compasses and had only 1 pair of binoculars of 6 authorized. 

-- Intelligence - Discussion indicated a possible 
morale problem which could further reduce the already relative in
euectiveness in collection of information. The primary factor was 
the impact of the Privacy Act (AR 380-13) along ... lith reduction of 
personnel. The MI field officer had coverage of 3/4 the state of New 
York which included 1/4 the population. Four years ago the office was 
authorized 9 personnel andithe current authorization is 1. When the 1 
agent goes on leave or TOY (up to 3 months) there i sno coverage·. The 
assigned MI agent was highly experienced and motivated. On his own 
he attended monthly meetings in Buffalo. New York with representation 
by all regtonal"law enforcement agencles (e.g., state and local police, 
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FAA, Customs and Immigration, FBI, etc.). This was assessed as being 
extremely valuable; hO\'leve.r, the MI agent could not file, except men
tally, any material. On three separate occasions it \~s stressed that 
dissemination of reports of terrorist incidents on other DOD install
ations would greatly enhance training, motivation, and planning. 
There ViaS strong feeling in this regard. They felt that they were 
working in a vacuum without knowledge of actual incidents. They 
attempted to glean this infonnation by word of mouth, newspapel's. TV. 
etc. 

-- Miscellaneous 

G Individuals disqualified from the PRP were not 
reassigned in a timely manner. This could cause morale problems because 
replace,ments cannot be requisitioned until vacancies exist. 

o The military security supervisors fe.t that the 
DOD civilian guards could be a problem in a crisis situation. 

G It was suggested that HP units with a STRAF mIssion 
conduct part of their training at the depot and thereby would be 
available for augmentation. This \'Iould permit special training of 
personnel in the 285th MP Co. 

e There was mention of a HQ DA message with SECRET 
classification, announ'cing new restrictions on use of riot control 
agents. 

o Depot personnel felt that some of the AR 50-5 
security requirements Vlel'e overly r.:strictive and unsuitabl e for their 
type installation. They would like to see some flexibility in tailoring 
requirements to their needs. 

This visit had two "lay dividends. ~1uch infonnation was collected 
for the study effort and the discussions' stimulated new ideas and con
cepts among depot security personnel as well. 

I Fort Rucker, Alabama, 27-29 Oc~ober 1976 

This installation was selected to be representative of a 
relatively isolated post with a specialized training mission. Sh;-
nificant observations were : 
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- There seemed to be a general feel'lng of low probabil ity 
regarding the possib"ility of Ft. Rucker b~ing targetted for terrorist 
acts or incidents. This could be attributed to a lack of awareness and 
understanding concerning today's terrorism coupled w~th the inability to 
collect and file do~estic intelligence. 

- Ft. Rucker has a rather elaborate EOC with unique capabil t
ties. The EOC was under the cilarge of a GS-12, who had been in that 
position for app\~oximately 9 years. The facil ity is able t~ ccntrol 
all cable TV on the installation wit.h an override capability on the 
commercial broadcasts and can function as a small TV studio. Radio 
communications equipmeht provided the capabilit¥ 07 netting with 
emergency vehicles, aircraft, and PM operations. The EOC was re
sponsible for v,riting contingency plans. At the time of the visit a 
pew plan dealing with a terrorist situation was being staffed. The 
EOC prepares a contingency plan reference chart which serves as a 
quick r.eference of actions to be taken in emel"gency situations, as 
well as identify resources that may be required. For each ev~nt . 

. -identified there is a detailed \>/ritten contingency plan. same prin-
ciples that had been established fo'r elllergency planning were: 

Establish a command post in the vicinity of the event. 

Establish dedicated com~unications between the com
mand post and the EOC. 

-- Designate on-scene commander. 

-- Control movement of pet'sonnel at the scene. 

- Physical Security MOS. There did hot appear to be support 
for establishment of a PhYSical Security ~ms (9SE). The PM preferred 
consideration of an ASI to, identify physical secur~ity proficiertcy. 
Th i s coul d be due to the fa,ct that the p.rimary functi on of the PMO 
at Ft. Rucker is law enforcement with the majority of the physical 
security function contracted. 

- Physical Security Contract. Security of the flight line and 
, - ~ • • ~ II. - • 

al111lo storage WaS contracted til Transco, Inc., Cincinnati, Chio. It' 
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provides for ap;Jroximately 110 personnel, uniforms, weapons, related 
equipment, and vehicles. The installation provides radios. training 
ammunition, and POl. The COli tractor is resp~nsible for proficiency 
and 40 hours of dnnual training. There is d no-strike clause in the 
lontract. Twenty contractors responded to the RFP and 12 physically 
surveyed the area to be secured. The cost of the current contract is 
$8l3,753/annum. 

- Intelligence Div. The Intelligence Division on the instal
lation staff was headed by a civilian who had considerable tenure. 
The primary function (;Ippeared to be processing requests for security 
clearances. There was no perception of a terrorist threat to the 
installation. It was admitted that the installation was vulnerable 
but would not be a target that terrorists would choose. The Intell 
Division provided information concerning training of foreign stu~ 
dents and stated there were no special precautions taken because of 
these fOl'eign dlements. The projected' input for next year (CY 77) 
is approxi~ately 800. The following countries have been represented 
in traini~g at Ft. Rucker: 

Mo:'ot:co Germany Saudi Arabia Fanama Peru 
Denrnark h"an Norway Ethiopia Tah:an 
Guatemala Spain Thailand Korea Israel 
~1exico Argentina Bolivia Cail3.d'a Chile:: 
Britain Venezuela Australia 

- Military Intelligence. The 902d r~p Gp Resident Fieid 
Office was manned by two agents, in,1974 there \-/ere 5, and had area 
coverage of the. southern half of MisSissippi and Alabama along with 
the northern part of Florida. The local FBI agent, was located in 
Dothan, Alabama approximately 25 miles away. The resident office did 
receive a weekly intell igence report through MI channelS !Jut was 
Europ.i~ oriented. The agents did bel ieve that the lOI:al environment 
(small 'agrarian non transient) had a favorable effect from an '"intell i
genc! viewpoint. Local auth0rities knew what was going on in their 

.. jurisdiction. ·AR 380-1·3, Privacy Aet-et:11 had a definite effect on 
the morale tI.nd efficiency cf the intelligence opera-civ,=s. The agents 
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did reteive information from state and local authorities but could 
not file it. They retained it mentally. 

- Criminal Investigation - The crD had responsibility for 
protection of VIP; however, the requirements for this by Ft. Rucker 
were fe\>l. Th~ CID office maintainEd close liaison with local police 
authorities. In prepal"ation for 4th of July a.ctivities they held 
~eetings with the local authorities in order to coordinate jurisdiction, 
if required. The crime rate at r-t. Rucker was relatively low. 

e Ft. McClellan, Alabama, 1-3 November 1976 

The first day was spent with the installation seccrity 
and law enfol'cment personnel. 

Ft. McClellan ;s a relatively small installation. open 
post, with training (MP School and WAC Center and school) the primary 
mission~ The 548th Supply and Service Sn represents the only "troop 
unit". As of 31 January 1976 the post population was 6.481 military. 
2,765 civilians. and 1,781 dependents. There \'las awareness of the 
terrorist problem and some contingency planning had been accomplished. 
The Provost Marshal t'eported dir'ectl.y to the Chief of Staff rather 
thal'l being submerged within another staff directorate. The 1l1th MP 
Co, which serves as the installation law enforcement element, is under 
the' operational control of the Provost Marsha1 and \lIas authorized 4 ._ 
officers and 102 enli~ted with 6 officers and 89 enlisted assigned: .. ,., __ , 

_ .The significant points'of' disClissicin'were:'" ' 

-Provost Marshal - The Provost Marshal did perceive terrorism as 
, ~, threat to Ft. McClellan because it woulrl be a low ,risk target. While 

the insta'ilation is an open post all but two entrances are blocked 
,except during morning, n(1on, anq evening rush hours. He. discU!~sed the 
limited·number of law enforcement personnel (approx 100) and that 
although Ft. Bennin.g would provide back' up forces the I'esponse wo~ld 
be approximately 90 minutes und~r perfect conditions and that ~ m6re . ' -'" .. , .., 

realistic time would apprOXimate 3 to 4 hours. He sits on :loca) law 
enforcemel'lt. cO:Jnci 1 s al.1d stated tha.t-e ,stabl ishing rapport I'rith .1oca 1 
authorities is. imperative. He lamented the fRet that ~he Civil'" 
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Disturbance Orientation Course, whiich brought mil itary and civil ian . 
law enforcement people together, was: gOing to be discontinued. He 
suggested that the 11P School should develop seminars on terrorism 
for comb'ined civilian and miiitary participants. He had strong 
conviction that countering terrorism on mn itary insta1"lations shol:lld 
be a law enforcement function with Provost Marshal responsibility. 
He became very interested in the SAl study and fUlly agreed that 
there is no guidance to installations on terrorism but felt that it 
would be a mistake to provide too much detailed guidance. 

- Contingency Plans. The PMO had prepared numerous contingen
cy plans primarily for MP use. Of interest to the current SAl study 
were p1ans for handling bomb threats, security of government officials, 
a military assistance plan which provided for the 54Sth S&S Sn to 
provi de bac k up when MP resources were exhausted. There also \'1as 
a plan for dealing with hostage ~ituations and this ~lan emphasized 
that the safety and 11elfare of the hostage \'/ilS the primary consid
eration. Also, the hostage plan identified potential victims, all 
of which were key individual s in post money handl ing facil Hies, and 
did not give consideration to all potential terrorist hostages; e.g.~ 

the Commanding General. 

_ - Criminal Investigation. A highly experienced CID agen~ had 
,e' ' ~ b'e:en in his current assignment approximately 3 months. For the 

previous five year~ he had been a member of the Personal Security De~ 
tachment at SHAPE, prov'id';ng personal s:ecurity for the SACEUR. In 
discussing his p.xperiencp.s he stated that in NATO Europe the ter~or
ist threat was a prime consideration in planning pers0nal protection 
fot" VIP. He did not feel the Army had done enough to erllphasize the 
awareness of the terrorist problem in C~D operations stating thp.re 
appeared to b~ no handl~ on the hostage problem or jurisdiction . 

.. The. CID office wqrkeg closely with the Jlnniston police authorities 
• .... . .~+ .• -"'. ..... •• • -~ 

and also the local FBI agent whose office was in Anniston. It was 
indicated that Ft. McCle1lan h~d a relatively low crime rate. 
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- Mil itary Inten igence •. There was one special agent assigned 
to the resident office. He had been in that job for approximately 
t\'/O years. He did give information concerning the U.S. Anny Intelli
gence Agfmcy (IJSAINTA). Effect;'ve 1 October 1976 USAINTA assumed 
an Army-wide mission whereas prior to that it was limited to CONUS. 
Effective 1 January 1977 ASAand USAINTA are to combil1e with the 
Headquarters to remain at Ft. Meade. Maryland. 

- Emergency Operations Center - The EOC was in the Directorate 
of Plans. Training. and Sl1curity - Plans and Operations Div. It con
sisted of 'desks for various staff elements, some basic communications 
equipment and administrative suppl1~s. The installation does have 
Chemical Accident Incident Control plans and appeared prepared to 
handle. that contingency. The EOC was managed by a civilian.GS-ll 
who had been in the job for 10 years. He felt there should be a 
requirement, and guidance, for establishing an installation crisis 
management center "'Iith authorization documents for equipment. 
Presently, equipment is scrounged and the facility capability is 
left to the initiative of the individual in charge. 

, The remainder of the time was spent with the Military Police 
Schoe1. Only a brief summary is provided at this time. r~uch of 
what was discussed were concepts, and c.ombat developments. Detailed 
material is to be forwarded to SAl but at the time of the writing of 
this report the mater~al had not been received. 

One significant point that should be noted is the distributiorl 
and installation of J-SIIDS (Joint Security Interior Intrusion De
tec1:;on System). Information provided by the Combat Development 
Directorate, indicated that while issues were being made.installa
tion was experIencing delays an~ is shown graphJcally on Figure H-l • 
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Q Ft. Bragg. North Carolina. 4-5 Nov~mber 1976 

The visit to this installation began with discussions at 
the Institute for Military Assistance (mA). The purpose of these 
discussions was to determine what work had been accompl ishe'd on the 
subject of terrorism and what capability lMA had in this regard. Key 
points were: 

- At the request of the Puerto Rico National Guard a 
3 day seminar entitled, "Transnational Terrorism and Urban Violence" 
was prepared fOI~ 20 key command and staff officers of the PRNG. Upon 
completion of the seminar an after action rp.port was prepared. a copy 
of which was provided to the SAl team. This ~fter action report con
tained two significant recommendations -

(1) That IMA conduct a study to determine the feasibility 
of producing a senior level seminar based on the needs of the Anny. 

(2) That both ntt\ and the MP School participate in the 
development of the POI. 

- The IMA, on its own initiative. has been very active 
in obtaining a vast amount of source material and infonnation on the 
subject of terrorism from agencies outside of the government. It was 
stated there is "no DA source". By studying this source material, and 
by experience, a vast reservoir of expertise in terrorism exists at 
IMA. 

- It was felt that one of the most pra·ctical approaches 
in deterring terrori.st incidents would be to build images anti create 
facades, while maintaining credibility. The same point had been 
brought up during previous visits. The 1r~ has devoted a portion of 
a manual on protection of HAAG and Missions against terrorism to this 
subject. A first step in th'i~ area is awareness of the pl'oblem by 
individuals. charged with ihstallation se'curity. 

- Just as its name implies. 1MA is oriented toward ~~G 
and Missions. An integral part of this function is protection of 
personnel and facilities against te~r6ri$m. Much of this work could 
be translated to policy guidance for Army installations and personnel. 
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A day was spent visiting Ft. Bragg installation staff members 
and elements of XVIII Airborne Corps. The following observations. 
were made: . 

- Ft. Bragg is an extremely large installation, open post, 
with a sizeable population. It would be practically impossible to 
secure the installation. Pope AFB is adjacent to the north boundary 
of the cantonement area and is in the process of becoming a closed 
post. There appeared to be wide variance in awareness of the terrorist 
problem. 

- 11il itary Pol ice Aviation. As of 21 June 1975 the 16th ~1P 

Group had organic TO&E Military Police aviation assets. The aviation 
secti('n was authcrized 2 UH-l utility helicopters and 3 OH-58 obser
vation helicopters I'lith ' n:~ and 4 'iIO pilots and 5 enlisted crew 
chiefs. The remaining en1i5ted personnel provided support functions 
for the section. The 16th MP Group had devised their own concept for 
utilization of r'lP aviation in the absence of any doctrine. The aircraft 
normally fly missions with a ~rew of 3 (pilot, crew chief, MP) and 
are able to cOll1il1unicate direccly with MP patrol cars and also with MP 
operations. Spotlight systems for the OH-58 aircraft had been locally 
fabricated and the installed rotatable landing light on the UH-l l s 
seemed to suffice. Nightly missions, at random times, were flown 
over sensitive areas, parking lots, and other areas conducive to crime, 
~his technique apparentiy has proven successful in serving as a deter
rent. There have been cases where the MP aircraft were used in pursuit 
situations. The roofs of MP patrol cars are numbered so the aircraft 
can provide direction to individual units. These MP aircraft are also 
used to support the Nuclear Accident/Incident Control Team, if re
quired. At least one aircraft is on 1 hour reaction, alert 24 hours/ 
day. It was indicated that the 89th MP Group at Ft. Hood, TX was form
ing a similar MP aviation section. The '89th Gp had been in contact 
wi th the .l,6th MP Gp in order to obtain concepts for use an'; 1 essons 
learned. While the 16th MP Gp had done a commendabl~ job in developing 
MP aviation com;epts it· would seem in-order· for thet4? School to use 
this operational e~per;ence, obtain from city and state law enforcement 
agencies police .. aviation concepts, and establish U.S. Army doc;tt'ine and 
policy. 
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- Armored Vehicles. At one time the installatior. law enforce
ment agency at Ft. Bragg was authorized M-113 APC's; however, they 
were replaced by V-100 Armored Cars. The V-100's are not used except 
for display purposes. They have been a maintenance headache. At the 
time of the visit 4 out of 6 authorized were deadlined due to lack of 
repair parts. This was indicated to be about normal. There had been 
no major problems with the armament systems (20 mm mini-guns and .50 
cal mg). There had been major problems with the communications equip
ment. The V-100 Armored Cars and the aocillary~~quipment were on the 
installation TDA. 

- Law Enforcement Resources. Due to the high troop population 
there was a relatively large amount of MP resources. There was the 
503rd MP Sn with 3 l~ne companies, the l18th MP Co (Abo) organic to 
HQ XVIII Abn Corps but under the operational control of the 16th MP 
Op, the 58th MP Co., a part of the 16th MP Gp which ran the confine
ment facility and assumed the installation res,ponsibility if the Corps 
deployed. The 82d Abn t~p Co provided assistance in the installation 
law enforcement mission. 

- G-2 and Mil itary Intell igence. It was indicated that the 
best intelligence source was local and state police. They did provide 
intelligence but, for the most part, it could not be filed. The 
intelligence personnel stated thilt they "had to rely on institutional 
memoryll. The 902d MI Gp provided a daily operations report 'but 
apparently included only what was being repOl"ted within the Group. 
There was a definite feeling that some policies are overreaction to 
the Privacy Act. For example the names of civilian officials to be 
con~acted in case of civil disturbances had to be deleted From plans 
and SOP. The HI agent further confirmed the decaying morale within 
the MI community due to the I!hands tied tl policies emanating from the 
Privacy Act. 

- Criminal Investigation. It was stated that theft of arm3 
and ammunition at Ft. Bragg was not a problem: There had been isolated 
cases but these had been cracked and there I-,as no pattern or connecti on 
in thase instances. The detachment comm~r.der suggested the possibility 
of MI supporting eID law enforcement in p~acetime. 
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- Emergency Operations Cell~er. The entire EOC orientation 
was geared to XVIII Abn Corps deployment artd activities. There was 
little lttention given to supporting a crisis on the installation. 
Thera was no apparent perception of a terrorist threat to the install
ation. For example, there \'Ias no contingency plan to provide ass'ls
tance should the law enforcement resources be exhausted. 

o U.S. Army, Europe, 15-19 October 1976 

This visit was extremely valuable to the study effort in that 
many views 'tlere obtained, both individual and pol icy lt~vel, and 
provided an otherwise unobtainable comparison of awareness between 
CONUS installations/activities and that of individuals and activities 
in the env'lronment of active terrorism. The USAREUR Pl~OVOSt MaT'shal 
Office had the trip extremely well planned \'/hich facilitated the max~mum 
use of the limited time available. In general, there 'was universal 
interest in the SAl study and, an open and candid part.icipation in 
discussions. While in many cases US~REUR faces unique problems in 
conflicting p"'icy and guidance resulting from being a major Army 
Command, this did not appear to be the case in the subject of countering 
terrorism. This is because there is no specific guidance in this area 
and thus USAREUR has had latitude in deal ing with tE!rrQY';'sm. Key 
points Which resulted from discussions were: 

- General Blanchard, Commander-in-Chief. Approximately one 
hour and fifteen minutes were spent with the CinC in his office. GEN 
Blanchard was aware of the SAl visit and had requested this meeting. 
He \'las extremely interested and knowledgeable in the subject of 
terrori sm. He had recently di rected the Provost ~1arsha 1 to prepare 
a paper on the subject and a command regu)ation. GEN Blanchard re
quested that he be provi ded a copy of the SAl Qllarterly r"anagement 
Report and any interim reports that may.be publi shed prior to the 

\ >1 

final report. It was also requeste'd that USAREUR's Study Report be 
forwarded to SAL GEN Blanchard discussed his philosophy of having 
plans to "~c:co~odate v.ary.ing condi~i9n~" analogous to DEFCONS and 
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increased readiness. He thought this would conserve resources unti1 
indicators appeared which wouid precipitate positive actions; (The 
SAi study team has ,discussed this in general terms arid this approach 
should be developed in some detail.) 

While discussing VIP as prime hostage candidates he felt that 
he should have personal protection but it should be low key because 
of perceptions of the local populace. He also believed someone 
should define the level of VIP that requirRd protection and what 
degree of protection should b~ provided. He did not. appear to be 
opposed to the idea that the person being protected should not deter
mine what protection should be provided" but that he should be con
sulted. 

The SAl team related to GEN Blanchard the initial findings 
that the increasing restrictions on intelligence activities was 
creating both immediate and long term problems. He was keenly aware 
of the restrictions and was very interested i·n the comments concerning 
the decaying morale and initiative of the field operatives. When 
informed that SAl intended to track the originating Public Law and 
Executive Order through the implementing directives to determine if 
the original spirit and intent \lIas over reacted to, he asked if any ... 
one on the. USAREUR staff had done the same thing upon publ ication of 
USAREUR guidance. He felt this was an excellent idea. 

- LT GEN Cooper~ Deputy Comnander in Chief. GEN Cooper had 
requested this meeting after the visit of the SAl. tean.l had started. 
He was informed of the origin and status of the current study. While 
GEM Cooper is intimately involved in the security upgrade of nuclear 
sites he w,as keenly interested in the wider scope of the study. He 

felt that penetration of a nuclear site \'Iith the subsequent theft of 
a weapon was of paramount importance an~ concern. He agreed that much 
has been done and is planned to prevent such an occurrence. 

- Office of the Provost Marshal. There was considerable dis
cussion of the Cine dir~ct~d study ~~_t~e Provost Harsha1 on countering 
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terrorism. A significant point is that \~hi1e many principal staff, 
agencies are involved the PMO, normally considered part of the special 
staff, had been given prime staff responsibility. Cel"tain interim 
actions were being completed such as a message to the command on·1re
porting procedures and actions to betaken "/ithin the headquarters and 
a message directing establishment of garrison security corrrnittees. This 
will be addressed below as they were DeSI proponency. The end product 
of this effort will be the p~blishing of USAREUR policy and guidance 
early in 1977. 

Special weapons security and the current upgrade program was 
discussed in some detail. It is not appropriate to elaborate or comment 
on this program since it has high level interest and it receives 
intensive management. The USAREUR community structure was discussed 
in general terms and it was agreed that a visit to the Heidelberg 
Community Law Enforcement Agency would be of assistance and represent
ative of the community concept. f4ention was made of a EUCot~ Special 
Reaction Team and a point of contact in ODCSOPS was given to discUS5 
further deta 11 s. When approached on the subject of physi cal security 
MOS for military policeman. the USAREUR Provost r4arshal voiced definitive 
opposition to the concept. Th further reinforces the opposition to 
this concept at the policy makin~ level as compared to views expressed 
at the \'/orking level. The -initial visit to the Pt10 provided an 
excellent introduction for the subsequent visits to USAREUR activities. 

- ODCSOPS. A visit was made to the contingenr.y plans branch to 
gain information on a EUCOM'anti-terrorist force. The designation and 
location of this force is not included in this report due to the 
sensitivity of the information. A particular organlzation, which is 
under operational control of USCINCEUR, has a contingency mission of 
providing an anti-terror<ist force ~Jith a. capability of deploying on 
short notice within the EUCOM area of responsibility. It undergoes 
special training requirements and has special skills represented such 
as la~guage, EOD, legal, psychological, sni·per, and paramedic. Uniqlle 

~ "equipment is' organic such as civilian-type vans, special cOlTrnunications, 
high powered rif)es, "and the capability of oper~tion in civilian clothes. 
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In a general discussion on terrorist special reaction teams 
it was indicated that Special Forces would lend themselves to this mission 
far more than "rangers due to their organization'l being able to operate 
autonomously and the type of skills all-eady represented. Addit·ionally. 
the profile of a "Green Beret II represents maturity. extrelOOly high 
motivations a very positive attitude, ingrained with team operations, 
and is a volunteer who undergoes extremely rigorous training. When 
informed that the SAl study probably would pursue a special forces anti
terrorist reaction team concept, it was indicated that this would 
provide a valuable asset. 

- DeSI. The USAREUR intelligence community has a distinct 
advantage over CONUS intelligence activities in that they can tap 
reliable sources of friendly foreign governments who do not have re
strictions such as the Privacy Act a.,d E.O. 11905. For exampl e~ the 
FRG has placed anti-terl'orism at the national level with both intell i
gence and law enforcement discipline,. The BKA provides a daily in
telligence summary cable to US intelligence agencies. The FnG is 
also capable of responding to terrorist acts or incidents from the 
national level. They have established anti-terrorist teams for almost 
inmediate dispatch to trouble spots should the occasion arise. The 
FRG has. e.nacted legis1ation to counter terrorism; for example, it ;s 
a federal crime to have ~nowledge of terrorist activities and not 
report this knowledge to proper authorities. This is an obvious 
assistance in collecting information. The MI has a liaison office 
with each German state \~hich establishes ,a direct link to FRG intelli
gence sources. It is through this type of reliable input that DeSI is 
able to publish a weekly terrorist summary message, which receives 
wide distribut"ion within the corr.:1and. This type of information dis
tribution has a positive effect of maintaining awareness to the 
terrorist threat. In ad~ition, the 66th MI Group has prepared ~ new 
awareness briefing, complete with slides, to be used by the field 
operatives 't'lhen giving orientations at the units they serve. 

'There was considerable discussian concerning a ne\" letter of 
instruction further restricting US MI investigation and surveillance 
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procedures. This is apparently the USAREUR im'plementati.on of E.O. 
11905. Since this particular set t)f .restd,',tions 'is an extremely 
sensitive ~ssue there is a good ~ossibility that each ·time instructions 
are promulgat€~d they tend to be more restrictive than the intl"ln1. of 
the original instruction. The end result on the operative is frus
tration, no ;nitiative~ aud general lowering of mora·te. As a res'! It, 
little useful intelligence is be1ng 'generated with so'/ely u.s, re
sources. 

DCS! had taken two positive actions, which \I{ere inc1uded?os 
part of the Cine c!;irected :'.~dy, whiCh will assist in countering 
terrori sm. One concerned procedur,es for .report; n9 of terror; st i nfor
mation direct to the USAREURCorrmand Intel 'igence Support Indications 
Center (CISIe) which is physically located adjacent to the Operations 
Center. Inte.lligence analysts are on call in order to evaluate any 
information and provide feedback to the originator of the report and 
detej'mine whether further action,l;i within ,the command are necessary. 
The other action established garirtsIJn security committees within the 
CENTAG geograph"ka 1 are,,- Arrangements were made bet\'leen USAREUP. and 
the German Terrotorial Southern Command to establish regional, garri~ 
son level liaison among allied garrison commanders. It is envisioned 
that these garrison securitycvfrtmit{:ees will become the focal point 

/' ,~ 

of contacts to effect coordfhattOlj 6f security matters of regional 
interest which will include but not be limited to mutual exchange of 
information on local security conditions, establishing local procedures 
for the provision of protective and security measures, and coordination 
of 'local actions to meet exigencies. 

There was a discussion which touched on a variety of points. 
One conc~rned whether the subject of terrorism should be eI or MI. 
There did not seem to be any argument that countermeasures properly . 
belonged to law enforcement. The HI "community", felt that MI was 5n 
the best position to verify the sources of terrorist 'information. 
It was believed that terro~ists 'IlOul_d_re:tuire ii1side hel-p to attack 
U.S. assets and it would not be politically wise to attack U.S. assets 
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in the FRG. To date DCSI has had no eXPElrience of a vaHd advance 
warning ('f a terl"orist act. They had issued warnings predicated on 
symbol ic d~tes bet had no. hard intel1 igence based, on precise infor
mat.ion. There was some appare.nt concern that the ilterrorist threatll 
could get out of perspective and that awareness and understanding of 
th~ problem could go a long way in developing prudent counte~TIeasures 
to terrorism. 

- Office of the Inspector GeneY'al. In discussions wh;h the 
Technical Inspections Division, whose function is inspecting nuclear 
weapon activities, it was indicated that awal'eness of the terrorist 
threat is high at unit level. This is probably due, in part, to 
the high degree of corrmand interest. During inspections situations 
are given to determine what degree of deadly force \'lOuld be used "in 
defeating a terrorist holding a hostage situation. While most re
sponded according to' existing policy there was some speculation as 
to consistency between a simulated versus actual situation. 

- Office of the Political Advisor. The Political Advisor, 
was on leave and discussions were held with the Assistant POLAD. 
When asked questions concerning the status of forces agreement and 
jurisdictional matters it was indicated that these questions should be 
presented to the International ,';:fairs Division of JAG. The Assis
tant POLAD did provide information concerning the FRG action to divert 
some. national border police assets to major airport security functions 
and to b~ more inclinf!d to repl"ese.r>.: i:' less military organizat'ion 
appearance. (Note: While waiting for the return flight from Frankfurt 
airport, r.:::m{)ers of the border pol ice \"ere observed monitoring activ
ities around the departure gates in uniform and carrying automatic 
\"eapons. ) 

- Office of the Judge Advocate •. It \lIas apparent that the 
International Affairs Divi$~on was extremely \"ellqual ified in Inter
national Law and the U.S. Status of Forces Agreement. When posed 
with a specific situation regarding jurisdiction (the Cine held hostage 
by terrorists in the barricaded cQ~and building) there was consid~r
·able discussion. Understandingly, they were cautious ~n responding 
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to verbal hypothetica1 situ.ations. The lawyers said that each case 
of jurisdiction would have to be judged on the,.speciTic situation at 
hand and that sometimes juri sdiction would be a'matter of negotia
tion after the act had occurred. Also it was point~d out that certain 
legal'opinions would be based on policy but that they ,were not aware 

" 

of any policy. re: the discussion at hand. It was agreed,that it would 
be prudent to have certain legal guidelines prior to a ter'r~rist act 
and that the same quef.tions posed during the discussion would be valid 
questions to the General Counsel of both Department of Defense and 
State. " 

-', 

- Heidelberg Community. The Mili.tary Community has a COJ;.jj~m- . 
ity Com~ander who is normally the senior military individual, much as 
the Post Commander ;n CONUS. There is also a Commander ~f the U.S. 
Military Community Activity whose role is similar to the Deputy In
stallation Commander in CONUS. In the case of Heidelberg the Provost 
Marshal/law enforcement element was designated the Directorate cf 
Public Safety. All MP assets, to include the USAREUR Honor Guard, 
Was under operational control of this directorate. He \'las also 
res.ponsible for providing personal security for the CinCo It was 
stated that there was not very much guidance on carrying out these 
functions but that a lot was done locally. As an example, there was 
close daily contact with loca1 German police officials, to include 
th~ BKA. He said the 3KA designates potential terrorist victims! the 
CinC being so designated. As a result, the personal s~curity for 
the CinC was supplemented to some degree by German authorities. The 
community Provost Marshal is an excellent example of an energetic, 
practical and knowledg?able individ'ual who uses a great deal of 
initiative to accomplish the job at hand. He believed that USAMPS 
should have :ome type of orientation for installation Provost Marshal 
designees. 

'. 
'. 

". 

~ Miesau Army D~pot. This depot is one of the largest ammunition 
depots in USAREUR and has received more than its share of notoriety 
due to inci_d~n~s such a~ tryefts, sec:~~i~y personnel problems, and.lea
dership. UnfortUnately, the new Army Chief of Staff \'las to visit the 
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next day and many of the key personnel were i nvell ved in the prepar
ations for his visit. Th~re was, however, an opportunity for detailed 
discussions with the Depot Provost Marshal. 

Hiesau Army Depot has approximately 27 miles of fenceline en
compassing about 2500 al7...'es. It stores all typE'S of ammunition and 
also some track vehicle equipment for REFORGER UloitS. There are between 
1000-1500 German ~ivilian employees. The majority of married military 
personnel live on the German economy rather than government quarters 
at Kaisersluutern or Lanrlstuhl. The depot administrative area is 
considered an open post but people are checked upon entry and spot 
vehicle seat'ches are made at the gate. The U.S. has jur"isdiction 
within the fence. The sensitive portion of the depot, which has its 
own system of barriers and controls, is ~uarded by the l64th MP 
Physical Security Company. In addition, overall depot security forc2s 
consist of 38 dogs and handlers, 2 explosive detection dogs, 48 military 
police, and the 4099th Labor Service Company consisting of 240 per
sonnel with mixed nationality (most Polish). To' supplement the depot 
securi ty one i nfa ntry cO.llpany, wlli ch rotates every two weeks, is used for 
patrolling at night. 

The Depot Provost Marshal has extremely good pe~ccptiGIt fOr 
the security problems and aggressively seeks improvements. He Vias 
concerned about security personnel becoming apathetic. This is due, 
according to him, to the mundane type tasks to be performed and that 
the MP'.s were disillusioned when first assigned to security duties. He 
believed that this could be overcome to a large degree if the MP's 

."" were briefed and oriented priQr to arrival at the depot. One problem 
he faces is that of untrained dog handlers. While losses of ammunition 

" 

had'qeen reported it was felt that inventories had not been accurate, 
originating from the mass influx created by FRELOC, and the shortages 
were conSic),ered to be on paper rather than thefts. Improved inventory 
procedures s'h9u1d alleviate this problem. The infantry company, which 
;s rotated every two weeks, likes this temporary duty because it pro
vides a break in 'ro~tine a~d it is temporary, Two improvements in 
security have been accolnpl i shed. Improved locks and hasps ha.ve been 
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install ed on conventional storage structures and, tv provide for 
improved control of personnel, ?icture badges have been issued. Both 
MI and CI support was considered to be good. He works closely with 
the local polizei but primarily in the law enforcement fUnction rather 
than local intelligence. 

- Kriegsfeld Army Depot. This depot, which has a high security 
area, is secured by an HP Physical Security Company. The Depot Com
mander was an energetic, outgoing individual who was aware of the 
realities of security problems and his attitude was reflected through
out the depot orglnization. The NP company commander was the ~ame 
type individual, inaking fot' an ideal team to enhance security. A 
significant point arose during th~ disc~ssions - that being no exer
cises are considered practices to include road b10cks established 
by local German authorities. Vet·y close planning had been worked out 
with the local police, to include a point-to-point telephone line • 
The people in charge knew the security plans to the letter and provis
ions had been made, and tested, to provide alternatives which provided 
flexibility. Morale of the physical security personnel appeared to be 
good and local innGvatir/ns Vlere practiced in the way of sponsored 
recreational activities ~uch as ski trips and tours. Again it was 
voiced, rather emphatically) that the 95B MP assigned to physical 
security duties should receiv~ more orientation prior to arrival at 
the unit. It was indicated that approximately 2 months was spent 
in preparing an individual to become fully effective. The MI support 
was good and monthly briefings and updates were given to all personnel. 
The local MI agents again expressed frustration in carrying out t~~.ir 
fu~ctions efficiently. Th~ felt "handcuffed". In spite of some 
adversities, the security of this depot should be conside·red outstand
ing - primarily because of the resp~~sible individuals rather than the 
Ils,ystemu

• The depot commander al~u expressed concern that safety and 
security of new weapons (i.e., ~~W) could cause them not to be in the 

.. ha nds of the troops when. nE'~ded. 

- A Btry. 2d Br.~ 56th AD Artille}·y. Security of the sensitive 
area was pi'Uvi ded f:!y 16 95B MP IS. There has been a· recent increase to 
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38 MP's authorized plus an MP Lt. as physical security officer. This 
increase should provide for less time an individual ~/;11 be on duty 
with ,an obv.ious increase in morale resulting. lhe unit commandel

4 

in
dicated he would like to have dogs to supplement his security force, 
but had not taken into consideration the associated problems in 

maintaining the dogs. 
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HEr~ORANDUM 

DATE: 26 October 1976 

TO: Major Gallagher (COTR Contract No. MDA903-76-C-0272) 

FROM: Rowland B. Sh~iver, Jr., Principal 
Science Applications, Inc. 

SUBJECT: Aliens in NucleQr Duty Pos~tions 

During th& period 18-20 October 1976 R. Shriver and 
J. Evans (Science Applications, Inc.) visited an Army 'depot 
in connection with HQ DA Contract No. MDA903-76-C-0272, 
IICountering Terrorism on ~1i1itary Installations. II A condition 
surfaced whi·ch is considered ,to be sufficiently serious to 
warrant imnediate report~ng along with recorranendations for 
correcti ve acti Oil; The foll oVli ng is submi tted in accordance 
with the terms of the cited contract and constitutes a spot 
report: 

A Mexican female alien subject enlisted in : 
the Army to become a nuclear vleapons maintenance technician 
(MOS 5SG). She received her technical training at Redstone 
Arsenal, Alabama, qua"lifled for the Personnel Reliability 
Program in a critical positio~, and was subsequently assigned 
to an P::my depot. During nn interview she vollmtarily stated . 
that due to her fami1y's situation she did not intend to become 
a U.S. ~Hizen and planned to return to Mexico upon completion 
of her en1istment obligation. The Depot Commander decided not 
to place her in a critical position as defined in DOD Directive 

\ . 
5210.4., "Security Criteria and Standards for Protecting Nuclear 
Weapons." Correspondence outlining this situation was forwarded 
to HQ, DARCOM on 28 July 1976. On or about 20 August 1976 HQ 
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DARC0l1 forwarded the case to HQ DA for resolution. Informal 
inquiry indicates that the correspondence is currently at 
ODCSPER with LTC John Glenn as the action officer. 

This case points out the present policy legally allows' 
aliens with unknown motives to infiltrate the Army, and other 
military s~~vices, gain sensitive information, knowledge, act 
as an insider, and return to the native country with no recourse, 
such as extradition. It is .Ii DOD wide problem. 

It is recommended that: 

- This case be forwarded to the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) voicing concern as stated 
above along \'1ith a recorrtTiendat;on. that !:lCl) Directive 5210.42, 
"Nuclear Weapon Personnel Reliability Programll include a requirement 
that an ind'ividual must be a U.S. citizen to qualify fot' entry 
into the Personnel Reliability Program. 

- AR 50-5, IINuclear Surety" be changed to include 
the ~equirement as stated above • 
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RESPONSES BY SENIOR ARl'W 
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS 
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RESPONSES BY SENIOR ARMY LAW ENFORCEHENT OFFICIAL> 
TO SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 

What do you perceive to be the te.rrorist threat within your area of 
res pons i bil i ty? 

The potential is there and probably so are they - but 
who they are - wh~re they are and what their plans are - is a great 
unknown to me. 

Dissidents intending to disrupt and disgrace the military 
operations. This goal is limited to a specific area or operation. 

The threat could be from any group of malcontents with 
real or fancied complaints against personnel or facilities. Tn~ immi
nence of the threat is difficult to predict. Today I estimate the 
threat as relatively low. 

In the Panama Canal Zone there could be three threats. 
One could be "Zonians", a 2d or 3d generation born in the CZ. Second, 
the Panamanians. Third, a foreign power wishing to embarrass the U.S. 

t tak~ exception to consistent over use of "buzz word -
terrorism. II From law enforcement point of view, it: is the criminal 
acts {against persons or property} which are important - not the under
lying motive. In a loose sense of the \"ord the threat is from Ms
gruntled groups claiming credit for b0mbings af fed~ral facilities. 

The threat is high \"ith government buildings and/or 
dignitaries as targets. 

Mir.ima1 .. but distinctly possible since my installation 
is extremely large, is an open thoroughfare, and far from homogenous. 

The 1 itet'ature today te,!ds to define the terrori sts as 
those who cOl1111it crimes \~ith political motivations, Your (SA!) def
inition includes psychos and criminals. According to your (SAl) def-, 
inition, the s'jezure of a hostage (plain old kidnapping) is always 
possible.-· I"don 1 t Hke your (SAl) definition. 
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What sourcc:s of local intelligence concerning terrorism are 'available 
to you? 

Pretty scarce. 

Gossip, rumor, political and social organizations as 
vlell as MI operatives. 

Unit personnel and internal unit reports, 111 reports and 
assessments, n~/spapers and other news media, reports from higher 
headquarters, rumors, anonymous tips, and overt acts by any terrorist 
type groups. 

Perhaps one of our better 'sources is our ~ liaison 
team whl) daily have contacts with the local authorities. 

MI, local offices of Federal Agencies especially FBI, 
local police. Although there are restrictions on collection and stor~ 
aga there is nothing to preclude obtaining verbal inforlmtion by face
to-face liaison. 

All kinds, FBI, etc. - but how good their intelligence 
is, in this new controlled environment, I don't know! 

Military Intelligence, local CID, DIS, FBI, Drug Enforce
ment Administration, local police. 

I don't know - 11m in USAMPS. 

Local law enforcement agencies and field offices of 
Federal Agencies. 

What do you consider to be the prime targets for terrorist act.s on 
installations within your area of responsibility? 

Arms rooms perhaps to obtain capability to go on to 
bigger and better things. Computer systems also very vulnerable. 

\ Storage sites containing sensitive munitions and activ
ities \'1ith sensitive missions. Students in training, arms rooms, 
water supp.ly,.communications facil-ity.· 
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There was, several months ago, one incident ;n which an 
Army airfield was the,'target of a bowl-ing. Other potential targets 
include arms rooms and ammo storage areas. 

Those facilities which could be put out of business 
without a substanti all oss i nvo 1 vi ng time or m·oney to repair the fac
ility for later use. 

Prime targets (based on actual incidents) which could 
have been perpetrated by IIterrorists" -

G Central arms/ammo stprage facilities (but not unit 
arms rooms) 

• Cent.ral power and telecommunications facil ities >., 

• Maj~r Army medical center 

e AT'son or bombing against troop billets 

G Money handling activities 

() ~1ajor outport for sealift of,cargo 

o Presence of IIcontroversial groups", e.g., Vietname!:e 
relocation 

o Anytime VIP are present. 

Classified documents, various Headquarters of key ac-
tiviti~s (symbolic targets) 

VIP, arms and munitions,aircraft 

VIP visitors, public utilities, clubs 

Sensitive munitions and materiel, sources of money 
-' Arms rooms, finance offices, bank 

If there have been terrorist threats, or acts, vlithin your area of 
responsibility who conducted. them t when, \'1ith what means, and where? 
What were the lessons learned? 
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)1 - The bombing incident referred to (ai rfield) was carr~ed 
Oll~~~)ight \,/ith no personnel injuries and very little property dam
age. The FBI investigated . 

None 

Not to my knowledge 

Explosives detonated in parkipg lots and other deserted 
areas which would impact on civilian/dependent fears. They occurred 
during evening hours and periods of limited visibility. Security per
sonnel are not the answer - personal awareness would be the best de- .. 
terrent. 

No actual acts specifically by "terrorists", but bomb 
threats and sim.nar incidents found to have been perpetrated by youths 
and mentally disturbed individuals. These pointed out the need for: 

o Joint Pf1/CID Task Force with one IIconmand and control 
center. II 

. e Task force to include medical/fire fighting/EO.G plus 
emergency reaction force. 

Not .against our military installations. We only have 
bomb threats - so far all idle. 

To my knowledge there have been none. 

Don't know of any. 

None. 

What policy guidance has been provided to count-r terrorism? 

FBI speakers . 
DOD Directive that addresses responsibility and propo

I 

nency forterroris!'1 - belongs to FBI but the Army should be prepared 
to support. 

_. " None 
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Without referring to my PM SOP it is impossible to 
quote regulation numbers here at the conference • 

There is now an ever increasing amount of material flol'lin1 
down from Dept. of Army and various professional organizations. 

,Command correspondence, ]M's, FBI presentations 

S3 far as I know, other than the study being prepared 
under DA auspices, which will ultimately lead to guidance, there is 
none at present. 

Rely mostly on AR 380-ser~es, CIA, and FBI material. 

Primarily warning documents; i.e.~ better look at your 
nuclear sites, etc. 

Very little 

None 

(J 

What changes or additions to policy guidance would facilitate planning 
to counter terrOl~i sm? 

Deftr1e parameters of terrorism in orde)' to assi gn re
sponsioility for neutralizing terrorist activities. 

Hake someone responsible for program. 

Have a checklist, directive in nature, whereby personnel 
would not live in a vulnerable area, provide domocile to duty trans
portation, have films which would be part of mandatory welcome brief
ings. (Note: this response was overseas oriented). 

As revealed by the SAl team, to date, there is an 
immediate, urgent ne~d to direct that all PM develop (update) their 
emersency plans/SOP. These SOP need not be' entitled "Anti-Terrorist" 
but should cover reactions to thr.eats 'against key facilities/personnel. '. 
These plans must be tested periodically. Ultimately there is a, need 
for,DA Directives and training material on the subject • 

.... , 
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Clearer lines of authority to respond, clearer guidance 
on responsibility and jurisdiction, provis'ion of resources. 

I'm nct sure 

The identification of responsibilities. Who does what? 
Who is in charge? Who runs the scene? Policy on these subjects should 
be issued. 

This should be a DOD task force project of the highest 
priority. Planning and equipping of an intp.rbureau strike force, 
highly trained in counter-terrorism. 

None 

\~ithin your area of respoVlS'ibil ity, how are "cr~si s management" teams 
organized? What dis~iplines a~e represented? 

No such teams have been organi,zed. 

I am not aware of local program. There is a plan which 
provides guidance but it is not widely publicized. (Note: The re
spondent dld not have operational responsibilities). 

. What teams!? 

MAAG Security Team consisting of full time PMD, -Embassy 
representative, signal, EDD, security officer from each service and 
major activity, intel agencies, and also the most. important - the PAD. 

No teams now; however, they should include MP and CID, 
PAO. SJA, medical, firefighting, EDD. and Chaplain. 

We do not have as yet crisis management teams formed. 
However, we do have active aiert plans which would marshal an avail
able resources in a short period o~ time. There is also excellent , 
tie-in with civil police resources. 

\ 

Organized to meet the known or ~erceived threat with 
composition as needed depending on hostage(s) or bqrgaining position. 
Ties:! etoggther. through. EO(: operatiQ.ns •. 
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At present time: law enforcement, legal, and cOmmlnd. 

I don't know - 11m in USAMPS. 

None. 

Regarding jUrisdiction, who is hin charge" during a terrorist crisis? 
(At the scene of the incident) 

Unknown, probably Commander/Provost Marshal 

Terrorist incidents are primarily felonies, CID should 
have major responsibility. PM is a manager, not an operator - should 
not control scene. 

He have not had any terrorist problems; however, if \'1e 

did it will probably be the CID. They are the most experienced in 
this area. 

On a Federal installation, the Senior Commander. 

Post Commander. 

Commander, unless he has delegated authority to the PM. 

Considering that, in essence, so called "terrorist cl'ises" 
are, in fact, the perpetration of crimes the onlY logical individual 
who can be "in charge" is the Provost Marshal or his designat~d repre
sentative. The PM is the senior law enforcement official at the in
stallation. 

The MP's 

Good question! 

Should be designated by a plan. 

Any number of people depending upon the location and 
situation. It could be the unit or installation commander, Provost 
Marshal, or commander of the counter terrorist force. 

During .an act of terrol" what' type of corrmand, control, and communi
cations pr.ocedures w(wld be used?. _ 
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A Command GroVP shoul d be a t the scene with the mos't 
direct radio, wire, and viSual communications. 

Depends 011 post\ - but MP' s' normally ha'ie good commo 
and would probably be used . 

Military Police and MP,Emcrgency Operations Center. 

Suggest a mobile operations ,center in the vicinity of the 
incident using MP radio net initially under "corrunand ll of the PM. There 
should be provision for wire comma, if situation permits • 

Command Directives, guidance, delegation of authority. 
Operational control exercised by appropriate representatives. Comma 
is critical to control! 

. Post CO,mmander' wi 11 have central i zed control with advi ce 
from PM. t~P commo will be used extensively. 

Most expeditious and most available. 

He would use the same system we use during any other 
crisis type incident. 

cm agent at scene shoul d be, in charge. PN shoul d back 
him up with outer perimeter security, traffic control, ambulance 
support. Use CID and PM conmo. PM makes hi~ "S\~AT" team available 
to respond to agent in charge. 

During an act of terror what would be the response elements and tactics? 

Every PM should have a platoon with 3 or 4 squads trained 
s'imilar to a "SWATn team. 

The same as reacting to a ba,nk robbery. SOP governing 
this area would be used . .. 

We have special MP sniper teams formed and trained by 
theFBI. Riot control agents are available and the control of them 
and their use is incorporated in alert plans. Reaction is continge.lt 
on development of alert plan. 
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There must be develop.ed a syllabus for the training of 
an IIEmergency Reaction Force", which would i~clude various disCiplines. 
IITactics·1I envisioned are neither new not unique. Included would be 
C0I1l!110, reaction to emergency plans, first aid, cro\l,d control, riot 
control formations. These are tasks already performed - or supposed 
to be performed by HP. 

Mil ita\1'y Pol ice and EOD 

Unknown 

Reaction force must have the 'capability to completely 
and thoroughly overwhelm the terrorists if the need arises. The re
action 1force must deal from a position of strength, real and apparent. 

DU\~ing an act of terror what type of procedures l'I'ould be used during 
negotiations with terrorists (who would negotiate I'/ith what type 
technique)? 

A messenger type individual or a person who has little 
or no authority to approve or comply with the terrorist demands. This 
will give the Commande~ an edge so that he can delay or drag out the 
negotiations and w.ear down the terror'ist. Also, it will give the 
Commander increa.sed reaction and planning time. 

Depends on locale but probably would be referred to FBI 
unciei>s total military personnel involvement. 

The negotiator could be PM or his representative, Chap
lain, SJA, medical personnel {possibly a psychologist) but not 
CIO or installation CDR/CG. 

Difficult question. It depends on the situation. Prob
bably the best trained ones (MI or CID). 

It ;'s envisioned that M{litary Police Investigators l'I'i11 . \ . . 

be used. They are. slated to receive training in this. art. 

Only the CI,1!l111ander or his designate~:i represent~tive 
woul d' negciti ate. 
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A senior eID special agent would probably negotiate • 
The technique would depend on who the terrorists are, what they want, 
etc. HO\<leve,r, we would make it clear that the negotiator will not 
ha ve any authority at a 11 . He can not promi se anyth,i ng and he must 
have time to get any answer, giving us time to react to the situation. 

Train IJJth selected eID and MPI personnel in negotiations. 

During an act of terror how would the public affairs aspect be handled? 

Have PM support by coordinating pt'ess point inside outer 
perimeter. 

Would be handled as any other incident. 

Releases would be cleared through the Corrmander via the 
EOC. 

Our PAO is tied in closely with DA Public Affairs. In 
significant incidents releases would come from that level. 

Credibility is vital to prevent and/or neutralize the 
terrorism th,'eat and to maintain excellent rapport with the public to 
ass; st in rnai'ntaining ,publ ic support against hostlle actions. 

No con~ent. PAO possesses necessary expertise to 
detennine • 

A most important member of t~~ security team. 

Biggest problem is to find seating space for all the 
news media that wou'ld sho\:1 up. 

Incidents should ,be played dOlHn so as to deter immita
tors. prevent the forminq of large crowds of onlookers, but yet re
leased information must be the truth and factual. 

During nn,act of terror \'Ihat special appl ications \.,.oul d be employed? 

Depending upon the situation and location any type of 
reaction-Torce or conibin"ation could be employed. 
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.. available . 
A makeshift organization woll'ln. result from whoever is 

Riot control agents 

Snipers included as part of a special reaction team 

Organizations, special ~quipment, and spe~;al training 

should be avai1able to counter "hard-core.'" terrorists as a contingertcy 

capability for protection of people, property, and maintenancG of law 

and order. 

Use of and escalation of force would be used as needed 

but only after determination of what kind of negotiation would be 

conducted and what the counter offers are. 

MP nSWAT" te.:!~I1S should have ma~'ksmen, gas,. armored; 

vehicles, and other special equipment available. 

What additional equipment and technology would you like to have to 

cope with terrorism? 

T,hat normally used by emergency teams - he 1 i copters, 

armored ca:"s, weaponry, communications. 

Edgewood Arsenal has a new foan~ that could be excellent 

anti-intrusion material for sensitive area\,.~hould be examined 

and tested widely. 

I would like to see a centralized type unit that could 
support several Army facilities, that has beentra;~ed for this type of 

operation with a short notice .reaction time • 

.., We only need to expand our training. Adgecl l"eSOUrces 

can be gotten-from the civil police who are \'/e11 eqUjpped. We could 

use an armored vehicle (V-100 type). 

No special equipment is needed. The key ;-~ ~;eadY av

ailability of standard equipment/ammunition. These factors 'must be 
considered in emergency :Jlans. . -,\ 
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'" / COlmlunications and personal protection devices other 
,than rifles and pistol~. Weapons are more dangerous than the terror
ists ,if in the handsof\ the wrong people. 

A non-lethal immediate incapacitating capability. 
\ 

A quick acting, non-lethal, temporary i~capacitant 
which is odorless, colorless, and tasteless which can be deHvered 
discretely. 

The answer to this question should be based upon the 
study and after action analysis of terrorist incidents. 

Additional Comments Provided: 
I 
t The anti-terrorist reaction could be structured in the 

following manner: 

• CG, General Staff and Special Staff would handle 
command decisions of magnitude, such as meeting money demands, etc. 
Special Staff could, upon request, furnish advice to the scene com
mander on technical areas. 

o eIn to control the scene itself and conduct negot
iations. Special Agents have much experience in dealing with people. 
iney are also exposed to crisis situations on a daily basis making 
them ideal for functioning in a terrorist situation. They work 
closely with the Command, and control the scene and anyone on it. 
When uni formed 1411 itary PoT'lce are use.d they should operate under 
the control of the scene commander. " 

• I) Military Police would be ready to provide support 
in different areas, such as traffic control, SWAT operations, etc. 

Definition of terrorism is vital to development of 
sound doctrine; approved and accepteo'by responsible activities. 
Give it'a "cont'j nued" sense \Iof urgency to develoD current sol uti ons 
to respond to and neutralize the threat. Update contingency plans 
and' traini'ng' of law enforcement resuurces and inte;oested supportive 
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activities. We need· to support ~ the effort to \"eact to the most 
serious current threat to the U.S. - terrorism that could escalate to 
guerl'illa warfare within thE: U.S. We collinend the efforts so far, par
ticularly that of DAPE-HRE with SciencE Applications, Inc. Well done
keep up the good work in a serious problem area. 

The most important idea is to stop efforts to identify 
"terrm'ist activity" as unique. From police point of view "counter
terrorism ll is part of crime prevention (~asures taken to preclude in
cidents based on development of police information and threat assess
ment) and reaction to criminal incidents. By stressing Ifnewness" or 
lIuniqueness ll of "terrorismlf llA is, in my view, de-emphasizing obvious 
irrunediate needs for intelligence, threat assessments and emergency 
plans,' It is poss; ble that too many P:.1 are "waiting for doctrine. II 

I think this survey is much less meaningful than it" 
would be if you would have allowed conferees 'I.tl take it back to home 
station and research some of the material - which would provide more 
accurate responses. None ~f us .came prepared for such a questionnaire; 
therefore, many responses are general in nature and less accurate than 
they would be otherwise. 

\ 
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